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Dedication

I lovingly dedicate this book to my son, Luke.
You are such a beautiful light in my life and I can’t wait to
share this book with you, my beautiful boy.
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Forward
When I first read Letting Go: Get in the Flow to Stress Less, Fear
Less & Struggle Less, I expected to read another Law of Attraction type book and was delighted instead to find a book
that was practical and actually taught me to let go and become aware.
Author, Faith M. Davis, blends her strong life coaching skills
and expertise in journaling so that you have guidance as you
read the book. I almost felt like she was next to me, coaching
me and leading me with powerful coaching questions and
clear exercises that opened up my self-awareness. While I
was reading the book, a new client was referred to me. Before I said "yes" and began to work with the client, I noticed
that the thought of doing so didn't feeeeeeel like it would
flow. For the first time in my business experience, I stopped
and used self-awareness and self-reflection and realized that I
no longer wanted to work with clients unless I felt in flow
with them. This is the power of flow that Faith is talking
about in the book.
As you read this book, you will most likely notice a transformation, as if Faith is your life coach, helping you move into a
state of ease and flow. The book is life changing because once
9

you gain self-awareness and self-reflection, you can't help
being in flow. One of the best gifts this book will give you
comes from the author understanding that to change human
behavior, you must get the reader to be an active participant.
As you engage in Letting Go, you will be doing and not just
reading. This masterful blend of exercises is provocative and
when you begin to journal along with the exercises, you will
truly live from a place of flowing.
I celebrate you for purchasing this book. You now need to
grab a journal and do what Faith teaches as you go through
the book. With your journal in hand, you are going to find
that you begin to shift your thinking. Don't underestimate
the power of this book. If you really want less stress, less fear
and less struggle, then understand you hold the key to what
you desire in your hand.
Terri Levine, The Business Mentoring Expert
Bestselling Author of Coaching is For Everyone
www.TerriLevine.com
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Introduction

I don’t know about you, but I love the word flow. It’s a simple
word that has so much meaning. For me, just reading or saying the word fills my body with a sense of peace because it
helps me to feel free, at ease and joyful.
In terms of this book, flow means letting go and allowing unhindered steady movement to unfold in your life. It is what
happens in those moments when you feel like nothing can get
in your way and everything is just falling into place. I’m sure
you’ve been fortunate enough to have experiences like that,
but letting go and getting in the flow is more than that; it’s about
getting into a state of flow so that almost every moment is like
that for you. I say “almost every” because in life, you will always have your ups and downs, but when you learn to let go
and get in the flow, your downs will be minute, and they will be
few and far between.
It is truly beautiful to be able to flow with life; to not be
swayed too much by life’s natural ups and downs; to have
goodness in all forms flowing to you everyday; to use the
tools provided by the Universe to maintain flow so you are
being gently directed throughout the movie of your life, in11

stead of being jolted about; to live each day from a place of
love, acceptance, trust, peace and joy; and to be the orchestrator of all that is good in your life.
This book can be thought of as a manual for happiness, because it contains the components necessary to help you flow
easily through life; and when you are flowing through life,
you can’t help but feel happy! I’m sure you will find this
process to be extremely fun and enlightening.
To help you get the most from this program, I’d like to request that you really do take part in the Self Reflection
exercises outlined within each component, which are intended to be written in a journal. Having said that, I realize
that some of you simply don’t enjoy doing written exercises.
If that is true for you, don’t force yourself to do them exactly
as they are outlined, because by doing something you dislike,
you will be blocking flow. It is important, though, to take
part in the exercises in some way. Mold them into whatever
works for you so you can enjoy them. That way, you will
really feel the benefits that come out of this program. Enjoy
the process! Have fun with it! (If you would like to use a
journal, hop over to www.enchantgifts.com and check out my
line of artistic, inspirational journals. If you love the cover of
this book, you will probably love my journals!)
12

Before you get started, you’ll want to download a free resource I have compiled for you. It’s called, The Get in the Flow
Summary Guide, and it will allow you to see each component,
and their most important aspects, at a glance so you can easily keep all the info you learn fresh in your mind and it can
therefore become a part of your life. Reading this book alone
will not change your life – putting the information you learn
into practice will, and that is why I created this companion
guide for you. Just visit http://getintheflowbook.com/get-inthe-flow-summary-guide to download your free copy today.
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Component 1: Get Awareness

Imagine if there was a gentle, loving and yet powerful force
guiding your every move throughout life, easing you through
every tough decision or venture, so that you were fully safe
and secure knowing everything you do would be effortless
and meant to be. This force exists and it is called flow. You
will feel this invaluable force assisting you as you work
through the components in this book, and the place to begin
is with awareness.
We cannot change things if we are not first aware of where
we are and how we got here. Without that important step,
there will be no light illuminating your way; you won’t know
where to begin or in which direction to head; and it’ll be all
too easy to get on the wrong path and then get sidetracked
along the way. Those of us, who are just going through the
motions of life, without taking any self-reflection time to understand the path we are on, will be unaware of how to
change our lives. We’ll often feel we have no choice in life;
that we have just been doing what is necessary with what we
have been given. The contrary is true, however.
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Your choices are in fact your choices. You decide what your
life will be in every moment. And that is truly beautiful and
exciting because it means that every choice you make from
this point forward can take you closer to how you want your
life to be. By being very mindful and aware of the life you are
creating and no longer playing the victim, you will start to see
your life unfolding as you would like it to. It really is that
simple! We always have a choice. Some people choose to
change the things they want to be different in their lives and
others choose not to. Whether you believe you have a choice
or not, the choice is still yours.
So many people go through life wishing things could be different, but believing they just need to suck it up and live with
the way things are. They complain and they struggle through
without any hope. How uninspiring! How sad! It is time to
realize that there is always another way to look at things and
there is always another way to go about things. Happiness is
meant for all of us; we just need to create it!
By becoming aware, you will understand how to get to where
you want to go. You will recognize what has held you back
from flowing with life, and then you can start taking steps in
the right direction so you can begin flowing.

16

It is important to first become more self-aware, to turn within
and recognize how you got here and to decide where you
want to go in life. It is also important to gain awareness of
your environment and the Universe, so you can begin to tap
into all the resources that are available to help you throughout your life. These are the things we will be working on
throughout this first component.

Mind, Body, Soul Awareness
As we begin this first component of Awareness, it is important for you to learn to be aware on the level of your mind,
your body and your soul. These are the three parts that make
up our whole selves. They are the ingredients that make up
who we are. We are not complete without all of them; therefore we cannot neglect any of them. If you gain awareness on
the level of the mind, like becoming aware of your thoughts
for example, but you don’t learn to be aware of what your
soul or your body is telling you, you will feel confused and
unsure – you will be receiving mixed signals. When you learn
to be aware on all three levels, however, you will be truly
awakened, and you will naturally know what path to take.
Then, you can begin flowing.

17

Building a Foundation for Flow Through
Awareness
I look at awareness as a person’s foundation. You cannot
build a house without a foundation, right? The same thing is
true about your life. We cannot build the life we desire without first recognizing and understanding how we got to where
we are at this point in our lives. It’s important that you look
at what is and what is not flowing well in your life, because
that will be the foundation from which you can move forward. By getting really clear on this, you will be miles ahead
of many people. Unfortunately, most people don’t take the
time to assess where they are in their lives. They don’t draw a
clear distinction between what makes them happy and what
does not. Sometimes they may find themselves complaining
about things in their lives, but it is usually not for any productive purpose. When you can define very clearly what
makes you happy and what makes you unhappy, you can design a plan by changing what you are unhappy with, and by
finding creative ways to bring more of what makes you
happy into your life. As a first step, take some time to reflect
upon the following Self Reflection exercises.

18

Self Reflection:
What’s Not Flowing? What Is Flowing?
1) What’s not flowing in your life? What’s not quite
right yet? What don’t you want in your life?
2) What is flowing well for you? What are you happy
with in your life?
3) Now take a minute to define very clearly for yourself
what you want to experience in your life as opposed
to what you have been experiencing. What do you
want to be feeling instead of what you are currently
feeling? What kinds of relationships do you want to
be having instead of what you currently have? Keep
going – turn each negative into a positive. What do
you want instead of what you are currently getting?
4) Next, look at your answers to the question, “What is
flowing well in your life?” In what ways can you draw
more of that into your life? For example, if you are
happy with the peace you feel when you meditate, you
might decide that you want to meditate in the morning
and at night instead of just at night, or you might
want to add little five minute mini meditations during
the day so you can remain more peaceful throughout
your day. Or, if you are happy with the beautiful
friendships you have, you might decide that you want
19

to nurture those relationships even more by spending
more time with your friends or by showing your
friends how much they mean to you.

When You Are Aware of Your Thoughts, You
Have Power
Next, we want to look at the power of our thoughts. We
benefit in three ways when we monitor our thoughts because
our thoughts create our beliefs and our words. The law of
attraction will bring to you what you think, say and do. What
you say and do stems from what you believe, and what you
believe comes from what you think. Therefore, there is tremendous power in our thoughts. You might be saying to
yourself, “But I can’t control my thoughts. They just come to
me.” I am here to tell you that is just not true. Here is an example: Many years ago, the world was thought to be flat.
People truly believed it was flat. Why? Because they didn’t
think it could be any other way. Now we think and believe it
is round. Why? It’s because we were taught new information
that was not available to us many years ago. Had that information been available back then, people would have thought
differently about the world being flat.
What I am trying to present here is that we do have power
20

over what we choose to think and believe, and what we put
into our minds is what determines those thoughts and beliefs.
It is important that we put the right thoughts and information
into our minds so we can manifest the things that are in accordance with our positive beliefs.
You can move your thoughts into the positive by surrounding
yourself with positive things and people. If you are constantly
around people who complain about things and who believe
that “life sucks and then you die,” what do you think that will
do to your own thoughts? I can tell you one thing – it will not
help you in any way! If you are constantly thinking you will
never find a job that you truly enjoy, you can be sure that
you will continue to manifest a job that you don’t like.
Begin to think about what you are putting into your mind and
what you are allowing to come out of your mind. Be aware of
this throughout your day. Are you putting in negative influences by surrounding yourself with people who complain all
the time? Are you constantly watching the news and taking
in all of the negative information from it? Are you passing the
time with things that will never move you forward in life?
Are you hiding behind the TV, never really experiencing anything for yourself but living through the characters on the
screen?
21

Or are you filling your mind with positive influences such as
inspiring books, movies and music? Are you surrounding
yourself with people who help you feel uplifted and loved?
Are you spending some time going within to discover who
you are at your core and what you really want?
And what is coming out of your mind? What kind of thoughts
are you embracing? Are you constantly complaining? Do you
hold a negative view of life? Are you telling yourself that you
need to stay where you are because you are too afraid to
make any changes? Are you escaping from your reality by
keeping yourself busy?
Or are you changing your mindset and taking on a more
positive perception? Are you choosing to have thoughts that
will uplift you? Are you pushing through your fears and deciding to no longer settle for a life that doesn’t fulfill you?

Decide to Focus on Things That Will Attract
the Good Stuff to You
The next thing to consider is to be very aware of what you
are focusing on. Where we put our focus is so important because it determines our outcomes. Our minds are extremely
powerful creators; therefore what we focus on is what we will
get. Think about a time in your life when you found out
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about something new. Maybe you decided you wanted to buy
an SUV and, in your search, you noticed that you really like
the Hyundai Santa Fe. The next thing you know, you start
seeing them everywhere, whereas prior to that, you had
never really seen that car before. This happens because your
focus is now on that car, so you will see them all the time.
They were always there before, but you didn’t notice them
because you were busy focusing on something else.
A good starting point is to keep your focus on the things that
will move you forward. Most people find themselves stuck in
a rut because they focus on the things that are causing their
“stuckness” in the first place, therefore, they will never break
free. Did you ever notice that when things go wrong, they
really go wrong? By focusing on what is going wrong, more
wrongs are actually created because that is what you are focusing on, so that is what you will get. Another way to look
at this is to focus on possibilities, not realities. When you are
stuck in your reality, you want to make sure you focus on the
possibilities so that you can change your reality, because focusing on the reality only keeps you stuck in that reality.
Another very powerful place to put your focus is on being the
person you want to be, not the person you believe yourself to
be at this moment. Doing so allows room for growth, whereas
focusing on your weaknesses will tear you down and keep
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you from developing your strengths. And, when you focus on
who you want to be, that person will appear!
From this moment forward, stop any complaining you might
be doing about your current situation, and stop thinking
about how much you wish your life would change. Instead,
focus on what you want your life to be like and how great
you feel when you imagine that possibility.
Next, begin to take your focus off of the negative inputs in
your life. For example, I strongly suggest avoiding watching
the news. I have not watched the news in many years simply
because I can’t handle the negativity it provides. At times
when I have watched it and there was a story about a murder
or something terrible, I found myself thinking about it constantly. It was only doing me harm, and nothing good could
come of it. I now choose to no longer watch the news. If
there is something I need to know about, I will hear about it
from someone, and I check the weather online, so there is no
reason to subject myself to it. This also helps to lower the collective negative consciousness. When everyone in the world
watches the news and hears and sees depressing stories, it
affects the whole world in a negative way. When more people
refuse to take part in that, a more positive collective consciousness will naturally begin to form.
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Self Reflection:
Gaining Control of Your Thoughts
1) Ponder these questions in your journal:
•

What negatives can you eliminate from your life?

•

What drains energy from you? What brings you
down?

•

What holds you back?

•

What puts your thoughts into the negative zone?
How can you avoid those things?

Be Aware of What is Good in Your Life, So You
Can Attract More
Believe it or not, there is always something good that can be
revealed, even in the toughest of times. You can always find
something good about a “bad” situation. For example, losing
your job does not have to be a crushing experience. Usually,
when we lose a job, it means there is something better for us
around the corner. It’s the Universe pushing us to make the
change we were too scared to make. It’s the perfect opportunity for transformation! Another example comes from a
session I had with one of my clients. She was feeling down
because there was a death in the family, and in an effort to
get her positive energy flowing again, I asked her if she could
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see anything good about the situation. She quickly answered
that it really brought her family back together in a great way,
which was something that had been missing for many years.
What a blessing that is!
Lessons can also be an example of something good that might
come out of a tough situation. If we can recognize a lesson,
we will take a step toward creating the life we desire because
we will have learned what to do or not do in a similar situation. Lessons are extremely powerful and are an integral part
of the Get In The Flow process. So, when something seemingly
bad happens, and you can’t seem to find anything good that
came out of it, look for the lesson, and notice how it fits into
your path of evolution and growth.

Self Reflection:
Recognizing the Hidden Good
1) This week, when something goes “wrong,” notice any
good things that did or might come out of it. Here are
some examples of how it might work:
•

You got lost driving somewhere, which was
frustrating, but then you ended up stumbling
across a store that had the perfect thing you
had recently been searching for.
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•

You got held up at work and got out an hour
later than you had hoped. Then you heard
about a horrible traffic jam that just cleared up
by the time you got to it.

•

You get laid off from your job, and the next
week, you run into an old friend who works at
a company you have always wanted to work
for. She puts in a good word for you and you
get the job.

2) When something “bad” happens and you can’t find
anything good that came out of it, look for the lesson
it might be teaching you. Here are some examples:
•

You get into a minor fender bender. The lesson might be to slow down and be more
careful because something worse might have
happened. Or, maybe it is telling you it is time
to get your tires changed before you get in a
worse accident.

•

Someone close to you dies, and you are heartbroken. Eventually you might see a lesson
there – for example, it might tell you to live
your life to the fullest because life is precious.
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•

You get sick and are unable to work for a
week. This might be teaching you to schedule
some down time into your life, to nurture
yourself more so your body doesn’t break
down and put you out of commission.

Use Words That Support What You Want
Another important awareness is to notice the words you
choose to use throughout your day. Words have tremendous
power because they set forth an intention when we speak
them – energetically, they set out to make themselves true for
you. Every word you say is so important and should be chosen with care. Begin today to train yourself to choose the
words that will help you create the life you desire.
A good starting point is to look at your self-talk. What do you
say to yourself when you look in the mirror, for example? Do
you say, "Ugh! I'm so fat!"? Instead, speak to yourself in
kinder, more nurturing words. You would never speak to a
friend or family member that way (hopefully!), so why would
you choose to speak to yourself that way? If someone told
you that you looked like a “tub of lard,” wouldn't that statement hurt you? Believe it or not, you are just as hurt by
telling yourself you are fat, and probably even more so. The
law of attraction will never allow you to be thin if you keep
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telling yourself you are fat, therefore you are harming yourself drastically every time you say that to yourself. You must
speak to yourself with care. Say something like, "I am doing
the best I can with what I have going on right now, and my
body is becoming thin and even more beautiful."
Also learn to choose words carefully and make a distinction
between words that are uplifting and words that pull you
down. A great example of this is the difference between the
words “change” and “transformation,” because transformation entails so much more than just making a change. It
creates a positive twist on a normally negative action. To
transform is to convert the state of the situation into one of
new possibility. It creates a new, vibrant energy where our
energies were once being drained. To transform is to bring
into light and reality the thing we desire. If we can hold this
intention of transformation, we will find passion for "changing" the things in our lives that we are unhappy with.
Transformation enlists excitement. To transform your career
into one that brings you joy, for example, is exciting, while on
the other hand, thinking about changing your job is scary. Do
you see the difference between those two words? Can you
see the power that is behind each of those words?
Notice the shift in your mind, body and soul when you begin
to use uplifting words instead of words that drag you down.
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See how many words you can replace with their uplifting
counterpart. Here are some other examples: choose to focus
on growth, not success (this puts our priorities in the right
place); choose to focus on the solution, not the problem (this
helps us to see how to fix the problem); notice that something
is less expensive, not cheaper (cheap gives the feeling of being
poorly made, while less expensive gives the impression that it
is made well, but for less money); refer to someone as a young
lady, not a girl (this helps the person you are referring to feel
and therefore act more maturely).
Words are a form of energy, and that energy is so powerful
that it can actually transform physical things. For example,
Masaru Emoto’s book, Messages From Water, is about numerous studies done on water and how speaking “nice” words or
pouring the water into tubes with “nice” words written on
them caused the water to transform into beautiful crystallized
formations. The same study was done with negative words,
but those results showed that the negative words produced
either scattered, sad-looking crystals or no crystals at all. You
might have also heard about plants responding to kind words
with growth and to negative words by wilting. It is really
amazing that words have so much power, but the truth is all
around us, so choose your words wisely. Learn to use the
power of words to your advantage. Words can drag us down
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or they can uplift us. Which do you choose for yourself?

Self Reflection:
Being Awareness of the Effects of Words
1) Become aware of the words you use and the feelings
they create within you. How do your mind, body and
soul react when you say those words?
2) Make a list of the words that create a negative feeling
for you and come up with a positive word to use instead. Put it into practice by nudging yourself to use
the positive words more often.

Become Aware of How the People Around You
Affect Your Life
Each person on this earth carries with them certain energies,
and those energies can be felt when you are in their presence.
Think about the people in your life. Which people help you
feel uplifted when you are in their presence? Which people
make you feel drained when you are around them? Who are
the people that support you, love you and raise you up,
verses the people that take and take, never giving anything in
return?
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Believe it or not, we often attract the people that are similar
to us, so begin to look deep within as well. Are you unaware
of some negative (or positive) traits you carry? Look at the
people in your life and ask yourself: “In what ways am I like
that person?”
On the other hand, we also attract into our lives people who
are not necessarily the same as us, but who will bring out our
negative traits so that we can grow past them. For example, if
you married someone who moves at a much slower pace than
you do and it drives you crazy, how can you learn from that?
Could this person be in your life to help you slow down? If
your father brings out anger in you constantly, he is probably
in your life to help you grow by looking at that anger and
finding a better way to respond.
To explain this further, it is important to mention that before
you incarnated into this life, your soul specifically orchestrated certain people to be in this life with you who could
help you accomplish the lessons your soul wants to learn.
Sometimes those individuals feel like earth angels who help
you in very positive ways, and you don’t know what you
would do without them. Sometimes, however, there are individuals who push you to grow through the negative
interactions that you have with them. These people will tend
to be in your life for as long as is necessary for you to learn
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the lesson that you need to learn. Or maybe that person will
leave your life, and a similar person will enter because you
still haven’t learned the lesson. You will continue to have
those relationships until you have learned the lesson, but
once you have, those relationships are often no longer necessary. That is the time to let those relationships go and move
on to a new chapter of learning in your life, because you have
already graduated from that lesson.
We also need to remember that people come in and out of our
lives as needed for our souls to accomplish what we had set
out to learn in this lifetime. We are often afraid to let go of
certain relationships because we feel guilty, but what you
have to realize is that we are meant to move in and out of relationships. Look at it this way – what if you went to first
grade and your teacher never allowed you to move onto second grade, and you had to keep repeating first grade over
and over again. That is essentially what you are doing by
staying in relationships that have run their course in your life.
As I mentioned earlier, our souls have arranged for certain
people to be in our lives to help us learn lessons. The best
thing we can do for ourselves is to learn that lesson, right?
Sometimes the only reason to stay in that relationship is because we have yet to learn the lesson. But once we learn the
lesson, we don’t want to keep repeating first grade and hold33

ing ourselves back from all the lessons that are there for us in
second grade and beyond. And you also want to remember
that by staying in a relationship that you are meant to let go
of, you are not only holding yourself back in first grade, but
you are also doing the same for the other person in the relationship.
I am certainly not saying that every relationship must end,
but I guarantee you that if you pay attention, you will know
when it is time to let a relationship go. You will feel it; you
just need to pay attention. Sometimes, instead of the relationship ending, it will just change in nature. For example, a
previously bad relationship with a parent might transform
into something really beautiful once the lesson is learned. Or
maybe a marriage ends, but a friendship remains with that
person. Some relationships are of course meant to continue
throughout your life, and you will know which relationships
those are because they are typically nurturing relationships,
meaning there is often not a lesson to be learned from them,
but the relationship serves to nurture your soul. Those relationships often make you feel good and serve to enhance
certain parts of yourself that you want to bring out and nurture.
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Self Reflection:
Gaining Awareness of Your Relationships
1) Take some time right now and look at the people in
your life. Who are the positive people in your life and
who are not? Whom do you want to spend more time
with, and whom do you want to spend less time with?
2) Look at the people whom you feel are negative influences in your life – what might they be here to teach
you? What traits are they mirroring in you? What can
you learn about the similarities between the two of
you? In what ways are you meant to grow by having
these relationships in your life?
3) What can you do to cancel out the draining energy of
the negative people in your life whom you can’t
avoid? How can you keep their energy separate from
yours?
4) How can you be appreciative of the positive relationships in your life?
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Be Aware of How Your Environment Affects
You
Our environment can serve as a support or a hindrance to
what we want to have in our lives. The energy in a room can
be transformed with the simple movement of objects or by
creating new spaces that were too cluttered. Start to bring
awareness to your environment. Is your house and office
constantly cluttered? Is there a certain part of the house that
just doesn’t feel comfortable to you? Do you avoid certain
areas of your office? These are all signs that you need to take
some time to make your environment more supportive of you.
Walk through your house and office and notice the feelings
you get in each section of each room. Does the space feel
inviting? Or does it feel the opposite of that, like you want to
move away from that area? How can you make each section
of your home or office feel warm and inviting?
You might want to consider having a Feng Shui specialist
come into your home or office to help you to balance and
transform any non-supportive energies that are there – it can
produce dramatic effects in your life. Our environments
really do affect us internally. Everything is made up of energy, and when the energies in our environments are at odds
with each other or aren’t creating positive feelings, we will
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feel it in our lives.
Some aspects of Feng Shui are often common sense, however, so if you don’t want to hire someone, just think about
what the space needs to make you feel at ease with it. Make
subtle changes so that you are surrounded with positive energies. Maybe it needs a different color. Maybe it just needs
to be cleared out a little more. Maybe you need to remove
some old knickknacks that are no longer relevant in your life
and replace them with things that inspire and delight you.
Maybe you need better lighting. Maybe you want to add
some flowers or plants to bring life into the room.

Self Reflection:
Creating an Environment That Supports You
1) Spend some time going through your house and make
a list of what you feel needs to change. Then pick
some dates of when you will make those changes and
put them on your calendar.

Determine the Outcomes You Want Beforehand
It is of utter importance that you gain clarity on what you
want in order to flow through life. When you are vague about
what you want to happen in your life, you will get vague re37

sults. The results will be representations of what you want,
but they won’t be a perfect fit. For example, if you are focused on getting married, you will most likely create that, but
by leaving out so many details, you are likely to be unhappy
in your marriage once you do get there. If you had been descriptive about what kind of marriage you wanted and what
kind of man/woman you saw yourself being happy with, you
probably would have had much different results.
There are two ways you can live your life: by default or on
conscious intention. Most of us live our lives by default,
meaning we feel that things just happen to us and so we don’t
decide what we want our daily experiences to be beforehand.
When we live on conscious intention, however, we set an intention before we do something in order to set forth the
outcome we want. We are the creators of every aspect of our
lives, and it all begins with gaining clarity on what we want.
How many times do you enter a tough situation fearing the
worst? For instance, if you have to speak in front of a large
group of people, what are you saying to yourself going into
that situation? If your thoughts are filled with fear, you will
probably manifest those fears into reality. A better approach
is to set your intentions for the outcome you would like to see
happen. You do this by saying to yourself, “My intention is
that I will speak eloquently and gracefully in front of these
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people. They will be engaged in what I have to say, my message will be clear, and I will be poised and confident.” Sure,
fear will probably creep in again, but you can squash that
fear over and over again by setting your positive intentions
each time the fear creeps in, and eventually the fear will have
lost the battle – and that means you will have won!
You can do this with big events in your life or with simple,
small events. An incredible tool to use throughout your life is
segment intending. This means that you set your intentions
for what you want before every segment of your life. For example, when you wake up in the morning, you say something
short and sweet to yourself, like “Today is going to be great!”
Then as you get in your car to head to work, you say, “I am
going to have a smooth, safe commute.” Then as you go into
that meeting at work, you say, “This meeting is going to create more understanding between my boss and me, and it will
set up a positive week.” Etcetera. Etcetera. Etcetera. If you
continue to do that before each new segment of your day, you
will begin to truly create your life on conscious intention, and
you will get the results you really want.
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Self Reflection:
Setting Intentions for Success
1) Try something today - make a commitment to yourself
that you will set an intention before each segment of
your day. It doesn’t take long and it is so rewarding.
As you take a shower in the morning, set your intentions for the entire day – the way you want to feel, the
things you’d like to accomplish, the results you’d like
to have. When you get in the car, set your intentions
for a safe and pleasant car ride. Before you enter what
you assume might be a tough conversation, set the intention that you will handle it with ease and that it
will yield positive results. Continue to do this before
each new segment of your day.
2) As you do this more and more, you will begin to notice that life doesn’t just come to you – you create it
with your thoughts, your beliefs, your intentions and
your actions. The law of attraction is working
whether you realize it or not, so you may as well create your experience consciously rather than by
default. This practice also helps to keep you focused
on what you really want rather than just reacting to
what comes your way.
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Embrace Oneness & Beauty Through
Awareness
Do you take some time each day to “stop and smell the roses”
as they say? In this hurried world we live in, we rarely take
the time to look at the beauty that surrounds us. This affects
us deeply and leads to more stress in our lives. Noticing the
beauty around us has a calming effect on us; therefore it is a
natural stress reliever. When we go through our days hurrying from one activity to the next, never stopping to have
those calming moments, the stress just builds up until we feel
like we are going to pop. So it is necessary to add in calming
moments throughout your day in order to break up the
stresses. It helps to neutralize them.
All that means is that as you are walking to your car, you
take notice of the gentle breeze on your face and you hear the
beautiful song coming from the birds up in the trees. When
you are working on your computer, you stop for a brief moment and feel the warm sun shining in through the window.
When you are doing yard work, you feel the earth’s energy
and really experience the beauty in the flowers and trees. It’s
about becoming mindful as you go through your day. Don’t
just do each activity without noticing all the wonder that surrounds you.
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When you begin to add this mindfulness into your life, you
will naturally feel calmer, as I mentioned before. You will
also begin to see the oneness of everything, and you will
know that everything is interconnected. We come to this
earth, and we forget that we are connected to everything that
exists. This is because everything, and I mean everything, is
made up of energy. We are made of energy. The book you
are reading is made of energy. The rocks on the ground are
made of energy, as are the flowers, the trees, the food you
eat, your computer, the refrigerator, the table, the grass, the
driveway, and even your thoughts, your words, your feelings,
and your actions all consist of energy. I could go on and on
because literally everything is made up of energy. Therefore,
everything is united.
The beauty of oneness is that you are not alone. When you
can really grasp this point, you will notice things flowing
more easily in your life because you will begin to allow the
energy of the Universe to help you through life. We will get
into this more deeply later in the book.
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Self Reflection:
Oneness Exercises
1) Notice the beauty that surrounds you and decide to
add to that beauty everyday with a sunny disposition
and a loving attitude.
2) Embrace oneness – recognize how everything is interconnected.
3) When you feel stressed, step outside, even if it is only
for 30 seconds, and just tune into the beauty of nature. You should immediately feel some of the stress
leaving your body.

Be Aware of the Energy Around You
Since you are made up of energy, you can feel that energy if
you tune into it. Take a moment to do this exercise right now:
Lift your arms up so that your hands are out in front
of you about 1 to 1.5 feet apart, with your palms facing each other. Begin pulsing your right hand slowly
(move it back and forth as if you were pushing air towards your left hand). You should be moving your
hand back and forth about 6 – 8 inches in length. You
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don’t need to move your right hand real close to your
other hand – your hands can remain 1 – 1.5 feet apart
as you pulse. After a few times, you should begin to
feel the pulsing in your left palm, even though you are
not even moving that hand. This is because you are
literally pushing energy toward your left hand.
Just because you can’t see air, does not mean it is made of
nothing. It is made of energy, and you carry this energy
around with you everyday in the form of your aura.
Each individual on this planet is surrounded by his or her
own energy field, called an aura. These auras change color,
vibrancy and size depending on how you are feeling at any
given moment. Some people are so tuned into energy that
they can see auras. Since we are dealing with energy and
since thoughts are also energy, if you visualize your aura
growing in size and intensity, you can actually change the
energy of your aura. You might want to practice that from
time to time when you are feeling down. It can help you to
boost your energy into the positive zone.
You can naturally sense the energy in others as well. Have
you ever felt like someone was behind you even though you
didn’t hear anyone there, but when you turn around, sure
enough, someone was there? You can even sense the energy
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that is given off when someone is looking at you. I am sure
you have felt at some point in your life like someone was
looking at you, and when you turn to check, they are. You
already knew there was someone there, but then you sensed
that they were not only there, but they were looking at you.
This is because you felt the energy that they give off when
they look at you.
What you want to do with all this information about energy
is to become aware of what your body is telling you. Your
body knows what you need, but most of us have not allowed
ourselves to tune into this valuable resource. If you experience an uneasy feeling in your stomach while you are saying
something or as you hear someone else say something, tune
into that. It is probably trying to tell you there is something
wrong with what you are saying or hearing. If you are having
a lot of back pain, it might be because you are carrying too
much of a load, and if you let some things go in your life, you
might feel lighter. A wonderful book to get is called You Can
Heal Your Life by Louise Hay. In that book, she talks about
what different symptoms in your body can mean, and how to
tune into and recognize them.
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Self Reflection:
Tuning Into the Energy Around You
1) Be sensitive to the energy around you and throughout
your body. What is it saying to you?
2) What can you do to support or change that energy?

Be Aware of the Energy You Give Off
Learn to give people a break! How often do we tend to belittle people in our minds for something “stupid” they might
have done? – Too often! And I can almost guarantee that
other people have belittled you in their minds as well for
“stupid” things you might have done. Since we are all human,
we all make mistakes and should therefore learn to give each
other a break. Road rage is an example of this. How often do
you yell at a person who pulls out in front of you or who isn’t
driving the way you think they should be driving (whether
they can hear you or not)? I can almost guarantee that you
have also made driving mistakes at one point or another, no
matter how good of a driver you are. I’m not saying we
should praise people who really are poor drivers, but in many
cases, they might just be having a bad day. Start to bring
awareness to how much you participate in the belittling of
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others and the rage that goes along with it. The more you do,
the more peaceful you will become. Instead of slamming your
horn, just give them a smile and say a little prayer that their
day will get better. Doesn’t that response just feel better?

Self Reflection:
Be a Good Energy Generator
1) Take notice to all the moments in your life that you
are giving off negative energy, such as letting anger
take over you or calling people names behind their
backs. Begin to replace those habits with better responses and notice how much better it feels.

Being Grateful Means You’ll Have More to Be
Grateful for
One of the best ways to enjoy your life is to begin by being
grateful for where you are now. When you are approaching
your day from a perspective of gratefulness, you will naturally attract more things to you to be grateful for. On the
other hand, if you live your life feeling like things can’t possibly get any worse, you will actually attract more to be
unhappy about. Just remember that your point of view will
expand and manifest more to back up that point of view. So,
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for example, if you are currently selling your house, approach
it from the point of view that the right buyer is around the
corner and you are grateful that they will be buying your
home. We create our experiences by our beliefs and the way
we view things. The worst thing to do if you are selling your
house is to worry that you will get undercut and that it will
be a long, difficult process. While that is a natural fear, it will
only wreak havoc in your life.

Self Reflection:
Gratitude Exercises
1) Be aware of and grateful for what is positive and good
in your life. Throughout your day, say a little thank
you to the Universe for good things as they come up.
2) When you feel the opposite of grateful about something in your life, such as feeling angry or frustrated
with something, ask yourself what you are grateful for
in your life. Make sure you come up with at least one
thing. This will help to keep you attracting positive
things instead of attracting more anger or frustration.
3) Keep a gratefulness journal, and each night, record
the things you were grateful for during the day. Some
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nights, it might be a difficult exercise, but in those
times, think of even the simplest things. For example,
you might say simply, “I am grateful for cheese.” And
then, some nights, it might flow to you in an unending
stream. You might say, “I am grateful for the morning
sun, I am grateful for my family and the love we
share, I am grateful for my home, for the books I get
to read, for the ideas I had today, for the law of attraction, for the Universe, for the friend I just met,” and
so on.

Awareness of the Soul
We have already worked on being aware of your mind by
bringing awareness to your thoughts and words, and we
worked on being aware of your body and the energy it gives
off. Now we want to dig more deeply into being aware of
your soul. Your soul is the higher you. It can be referred to as
your intuition. It is the part of you that is closest to God. In
fact, it is a part of God. It is the part of you that is not of the
ego. The soul knows no fear, no anger, and no resentment.
The soul holds within it the Universal knowledge – it knows
intuitively what is best for you and the world.
Later in this book, you will learn some techniques that will
help you tune into your intuition so that you can be guided in
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the right direction for you to personally let go and get in the
flow. For now, I just want you to gain awareness of the powerful and beautiful soul that resides within you.
Start to think of yourself as not just your personality. Your
personality is pure ego, and ego is not of the soul. Begin to
tune into this other part of you, and start to welcome it into
your life more and more. Your ego does not need to be in
charge. Your ego will always be there, and it plays an important role, however it does not need to rule your life. You can
invite your soul to take over as the higher power in your life.
You can begin to recognize what is of the soul and what is of
the ego. When you recognize something as being of the ego,
stop and ask your soul what the answer is instead of just
plowing ahead, listening to the ego.
Here are some thoughts that are of the ego, so that you can
begin to identify them:
•

I am not good enough.

•

I am better than that person.

•

That person is odd or stupid.

•

I have to make sure I win this job so that my
pride is not damaged.

•

I am depressed because I lost this job – it hurt
my pride.
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•

This is so frustrating.

•

I am angry with this person or situation.

•

I am too afraid to pursue that opportunity.

Now, here are some thoughts that are of the soul:
•

I don’t hold any judgment of that person –
they are different and that doesn’t make them
wrong and me right.

•

I am worthy.

•

The fact that I didn’t get that job just means
that there is something better for me around
the corner.

•

What can I learn from this situation?

•

My ego feels anger, but my soul knows what
to do to quickly release it.

•

There is no such thing as fear.

•

We are all one; therefore, I need to treat everyone and everything with respect and love.

•

I am going to be the beauty I want to see in the
world.
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Self Reflection:
Tuning Into Your Soul
1) Tune into the thoughts that go through your mind and
the words that come out of your mouth. Are they ego
based or soul based? If they are ego based, ask your
soul what it would think or say in this instance. Allow
it to answer, and ask it to take over.
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Component 2: Get Resonating

This component has to do with two Universal laws – the law
of attraction and the law of resonance. The law of attraction
is very popular nowadays, and using it consciously in your
life can really bring about great results. The problem, however, is that most people who try to implement it into their
lives struggle to make it work the way they want to. That is
because the law of attraction is not the complete picture.
There are so many other Universal laws that need to be considered as well in order to get the full picture and understand
how it all really works. The most important of those additional laws when talking about getting in the flow is the law
of resonance.
Let me first clarify what the law of attraction means before
we move onto the law of resonance. The law of attraction
states that we attract into our lives whatever we give our attention, energy and focus to, no matter if it’s wanted or
unwanted. By that definition, you can tell that this law is a
constant, just like all the other Universal laws. In other
words, it works all the time, not just when we want it to.
Therefore, if you are not choosing to use it consciously in
your life, you will probably gain some negative results from
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it. This is because you will be using it in your life by default
and will therefore attract negative things to you when you
subconsciously think negative thoughts.
Everything you could ever want to manifest – whether it be a
house, a car, more money, a job, a husband, or happiness –
are all made of energy and all have certain frequencies that
accompany them. In order to attract the things you desire,
you need to resonate your energy at the same frequency as
the things that you desire. That is where the law of resonance
comes in.
What happens is that people set out to think positively when
they are trying to use the law of attraction to manifest something, but while they are doing that, they are feeling lousy
about where they are in their lives. They want things to be
different and they have a longing to make it change. That is
not bad per se, because that is what pushes us to change, but
what they are misunderstanding is how the resonating works.
As I mentioned before, in order to manifest what you want,
you need to be resonating at the same frequency as what you
want. And the way that you go about doing that is to put out
as many positive frequencies as possible by feeling the feelings
that are positive. This is the law of resonance. We need to feel
in the present the way we want to feel after we manifest
whatever it is we are trying to get. In this way, we will be in
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alignment with the frequencies of what we are trying to
manifest, and therefore, we can attract it by law.
So your question at this point might be: how can you feel that
way if you don’t feel that way? Throughout this chapter, we
will be working on conscious visualization and conjuring up
the feelings inside of you that you want to ultimately feel. The
more you do that, the more you will draw those feelings toward you. We do this everyday already, but usually we do it
in a way that works against us. For example, we often play in
our minds the worst-case scenario of what we fear becoming
real. Then, what happens is that we are actually aligning ourselves with those fear-based, negative frequencies, and we
attract more negatives into our lives.
The law of resonance is all about how you feel. You cannot
think positive thoughts, and then still feel like you are lacking
if you want to manifest. You must feel like you have what you
want now! What you feel is what you will manifest more of. If
you want to manifest more money but you feel like you are
broke, it’ll be very difficult, if not impossible, to manifest
more money. But unfortunately that is what most of us do.
We have a longing for things to be different in our lives and
that tends to take over and hinder us. The longing is the
problem. The key is to remove the longing by focusing on the
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present moment and feel in the now as though you have what
you want. Do this as often as possible because the more you
do, the faster it will come to you. You must stop focusing on
how happy you will be when you achieve it. Feel that happiness now! That is how you bring it into being (and by the
way, that is also how you live a happy life!).

How You Feel Determines What You Get In
Life
One of the most important things you can begin to do is to
really pay attention to how you feel throughout the day. Most
of us go through our lives just feeling the way we feel. We
think that feelings just happen to us, and that we have no say
in the matter. That is not true, however. We always have a
choice about how we will feel. The following Self Reflection
activity will help you begin to pay attention to your feelings.

Self Reflection:
Noticing Your Feelings
1) Start to become more aware of how you feel throughout the day. For today, keep a feeling log as you move
through your day. Every hour or so, jot down a description of how you felt that last hour (rushed,
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frustrated, silly, happy, overwhelmed, etc.), and then
jot down a number from 1 to 10 along with each feeling that you felt. This is like a frequency meter: One
being the negative frequencies, and 10 being the positive frequencies. So if you noted that you felt rushed,
on a scale of 1 to 10, how positive or negative did that
emotion feel for you? Just go with your gut feeling –
don’t get too crazy trying to analyze what the right
number would be.
2) At the end of your day, look over your log. What did
you discover from doing this exercise? Did your feelings throughout the day tend to be more in the
positive frequencies or more in the negative frequencies?

Visualizing Your Way To What You Want
In order to conjure up the feelings you want to feel, you will
want to envision the outcome you want to achieve as often as
possible, but it can’t be an empty vision where you just see
yourself getting it. It must be vibrant and rich with feelings
and details. Make it as vivid as possible and get your five
senses fully involved. Pretend you are writing a novel that is
rich with descriptive words so that you can actually see the
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picture described and you can actually feel the feelings of the
characters. See the environment and the scene, as you would
like it to play out. Notice what colors, textures and objects
are around you, notice who is with you, what they are saying
to you, and what you are doing. Notice what sounds you can
hear, the smells in the air, even the tastes you might taste.
But most of all, feel how good you feel in this moment since
you have manifested what you wanted. What do you feel
emotionally? What do you feel physically in your body?
Visualizing what you want with this kind of vibrancy is an
extremely powerful way to attract what you want. It will get
you feeling good, which will allow you to attract the feelings
to yourself that you want to experience since you will already
be feeling those emotions. And, remember, we attract what
we are feeling in the present. The more you envision in the
present what you want with this kind of color and expression, the more you will find that vision becoming a reality in
your life. If I had to choose only one exercise to give to you in
this program, this would be it – that is how important it is.
Really put your all into this because you will see drastic results if you do.
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Self Reflection:
Creating Your Vision
1) Write your vision as described above. When you
think it is complete, go back and add more details and
more feelings into it. Create your vision as if you are
experiencing it in the present, and really feel it in every
possible way. Make this vision come alive to you everyday, several times a day if possible. When you read
your vision, it should make you feel really, really
good. It should make you feel like you already have
what you want to manifest. You should feel a wave of
positive emotion come over you. If that happens, your
vision is complete. If it doesn’t, you need to add more
into it to conjure up those feelings (or you might need
to pick a different thing to manifest). If you can’t feel
passion for what you want, then you might not want it
as much as you think you do.
2) You might want to record your vision so you can listen to it in the car or while doing dishes, or just before
going to sleep. Or you could just read it to yourself. If
the vision is vivid enough, you might be able to just
play it in your mind without the trigger of reading it
or hearing it. It doesn’t matter how you do it. What
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matters is that you play that vision in your head as often as possible, and that you get your feelings
involved while you do so.

Five Minutes To Positive Attraction
Remember that it is in the present moment that we want to
be experiencing good feelings. What we feel in the now is
what we are putting out there, which means it is what we are
bringing more of to ourselves in the future. So, as often as
possible, bring the feelings to yourself that you want to ultimately feel. Even if it is only for five minutes, that is okay. If
you are having a really rough time at work, stop yourself and
take five minutes to get your positive emotions flowing again.
Do whatever it takes to get your emotions in the positive
zone in those five minutes. You might go outside and take a
walk around your office building, noticing the beauty that
surrounds you. You might read five pages in an inspirational
book. You might go out to your car and play five minutes of
your recorded vision, or just listen to music that makes you
feel good. All of these things will break the negative flow you
have gotten yourself into and will get you attracting what you
want again.
Remember that in every moment, you are attracting something, and it’s either positive or negative. There is no gray
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area when it comes to the law of attraction; it’s either positive
or it’s negative. What do you choose for yourself? – It comes
down to that. It really is your choice. Of course, sometimes
we have to solve problems at work or deal with difficult people, and sometimes it is unavoidable to not have some
negative emotions, but you always have the choice to take
five minutes and break the negative energy flow. When you
do any of the things I listed above (or some things that work
specifically for you), you will be able to return to the situation from a much better state, and then the situation will flow
easier. Plus you will have gotten the positive energy flowing
again, which means you will be attracting what you want instead of what you don’t want.

Self Reflection:
Stress Release Methods
1) Make an Emergency Stress Release List. This is a list of
ways that you can get your positive energy flowing as
needed; ways that you can break out of the negative
energy flow when you are feeling stressed. You might
include some of the ones I listed earlier, or you might
come up with completely different ones. Just make
sure they are things that will work for you as an individual. What makes you feel good? What helps you to
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relieve stress? Make a list of as many of those things
as possible and then pick a couple to use throughout
your day as needed. If you find that they don’t work
as well as you had thought, choose some others. This
will give you a toolbox to work from when stressful
situations come up. You will then be able to change
the situation instead of letting the stress take you over.

Do What Makes You Happy First And
Foremost
Your biggest job in life is to just focus on feeling good. When
you are feeling good, you are resonating at a higher frequency, which means you will naturally attract positive
things to yourself. It also means you will bring joy to the
people around you. Everyone wants to be around people who
are happy, right? You are doing everyone else a favor by
making sure you are happy. If you are a parent, the best
thing you can do for your kids is to be happy yourself, because it sets such a wonderful example for them. It also
creates an environment from which they can truly flourish. If
you work in an office, you will be a delight to work with (or
for) if you are happy. People will want to see your smiling
face and they will be drawn to you. Your friends and family
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will enjoy your company more. You can really make a difference in other people’s lives just by making yourself happy.
And, of course, the added bonus is that you get to attract
positive things to yourself, because you are sending out so
many high frequency vibrations. Think of yourself as a vibration generator. You are always generating positive or
negative emotions; there is no in between. It is only one or
the other. Make the right choice for yourself! Choose to
make yourself happy. As you do, you will naturally send out
more positive vibrations and it will become more difficult for
you to send out negative ones. But the reverse can happen as
well – whatever you put out of your vibration generator is
what it will produce more of. So keep those frequencies positive!
How do you do this? The littlest things can help with this.
Just remember to get yourself back to feeling good when you
are not feeling good, even if in the tiniest way. It might not
always be possible to leap from feeling lousy to feeling great,
but it isn’t that hard to feel a little better. Then, once you feel
a little better, it is easier to start feeling even better. It may
take you ten steps, but eventually you can be feeling pretty
darn good again. You want to send the snowball effect toward the positive zone instead of the negative zone.
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Self Reflection:
Feeling Good
1) Create a Feeling Good List. This is a list of things that
help you feel better when you are down. Some of the
things from this list might also be on the Emergency
Stress Release List that you made from the previous section, but I am sure you will also come up with some
different ones. Here are some examples: watch a
movie, read a book, listen to music, eat a bowl of ice
cream, take a walk, draw, write in a journal, go for a
drive, exercise, play a game, pet your cat or play with
your dog, go shopping, go to a new place and discover
something new, call a friend, organize a closet, change
the background on your computer, look at photos of
your kids, buy yourself a new pen that makes it feel
fun to write with, etc. Once you have your list, choose
something from it each time you need a boost and do
it! Get yourself feeling good again!
2) Include small things and big things, because it may
not be possible for you to spend 2 hours watching a
movie when you need a lift, but it may be possible for
you to look at a photo that you carry around with you
of your child.
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Monitor Your Reactions To Create Better
Results
One thing to keep in mind is that we determine how we react
to things. Sometimes things happen to us that we can’t control. However, we can decide how we react to what happens
– we have full and absolute control over that.
I am sure you can remember some instances in which you
have encountered or heard about people who handle a tough
situation extremely well. An example of this is someone who
has just found out that they only have 3 months to live. Some
people react to that situation extremely well and are able to
enjoy their last days, as well as extend the amount of time
they have left just by having a great attitude about the situation. Then there are other people who react with fear and
anger, and they end up withering away and having a miserable, sad remainder of their life. Why are some people able to
handle that situation, or any situation, better than others? It
is nothing more than the way they choose to react to the
situation that changes it so drastically.
I want you to remember that the way you choose to react to
something determines how you will feel about the situation.
And since the law of resonance works based on how we feel,
this is very important to get a handle on. If you react to a
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situation with anger, frustration, or any other negative response, no matter how legitimate that response may be, you
will feel badly. And remember, when you are feeling badly,
you are attracting negative things into your life.
Some people feel that controlling their reactions is just too
difficult to do, but it really isn’t! The mere understanding of
what you are doing to yourself by having those reactions
should get you well on your way to changing your reactions
with ease. Think about it… do you want to willingly choose
to attract negative things into your life? Of course not! But if
you don’t get control of your reactions and if you continue to
react negatively to situations, that is exactly what you are doing.
So in a situation when you feel yourself beginning to react
poorly, stop and ask yourself, “My reactions dictate my feelings and my feelings dictate what I attract into my life, so
how do I choose to react in this moment?” In most cases, that
should be enough to get you headed back in the right direction.
There might still be some instances when you are not able to
control your reactions as well as you would like, and that is
okay. We are all human, so we can’t react perfectly all the
time. When that happens, just allow yourself to feel what you
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feel, and then get over it as soon as possible. Small amounts
of those reactions and feelings are expected every once in a
while. The key is to make sure you don’t dwell on them.

Self Reflection:
Creating The Reactions You Want
1) Write down each instance when you feel yourself reacting poorly to a situation. Sometimes we aren’t even
aware that we react poorly. Doing this exercise will
bring it into the light so that you can recognize when
you react poorly, and it will give you a starting place
for change.
2) Use the following mantra when you need to stop
yourself from reacting in a negative way: “My reactions dictate my feelings and my feelings dictate what
I attract into my life, so how do I choose to react in
this moment?”
3) Practice not dwelling on things that anger you, frustrate you, sadden you, or which cause you any other
negative reaction. For example, if you would normally
get angry with someone who pulls out in front of you
as you are driving, go against your normal reaction
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and let it go. Decide to react with compassion –
maybe that person is in a rush to get to the hospital
and they didn’t even realize they pulled out in front of
you. Remember, you can’t always control the situation, but you can control your reaction to it.

Use Your Internal Resonance Meter To Attract
The Right Stuff
Now let’s get more into how the law of resonance works. Basically, the law of resonance is just the Universe’s way of
knowing which frequency to choose when two different vibrations come together. What determines this is the
amplitude of the vibrations. When two vibrations collide, the
one that has the louder (or stronger) amplitude will cause the
weaker vibration to take on the same characteristics of the
louder one, just like a louder sound will drown out a weaker
sound. So, when you think about the law of resonance, you
must remember that it is not only about matching the frequency of the thing you want to manifest, but it is also about
matching the amplitude.
If two vibrations have similar frequencies and similar amplitudes, they create a similar energy field.
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If two vibrations have different frequencies and different
amplitudes (one is stronger than the other), the stronger one
will override the weaker one.
If two vibrations have similar amplitudes and different frequencies, they naturally repel each other.
That last point is very important because it explains why it is
so crucial for us to boost our level of positive feelings. We
must create a very strong (or loud) vibrational field in addition to just raising our frequency. The amplitude is created
by our feelings. The more passionately we feel about what we
want to manifest, the stronger our frequency becomes, and
we are then pulled away from what we don’t want and are
pulled toward what we do want. You have then become the
stronger vibration, so the others must become like you or
move away from you.
Understanding the law of resonance from this perspective
helps us to make better decisions about how to consciously
use this law in our lives. Instead of just trying to determine
what frequencies we want to match and which ones we want
to avoid, we can also begin to turn up the amplitude of the
ones we want to attract. Turning up the amplitude means
amping up our feelings and getting passionate about the
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things you want to manifest. To do that, let’s use the Amplitude Meter in the following Self Reflection exercise.

Self Reflection:
Amplitude Meter Exercise
1) Amplitude Meter Exercise: Imagine yourself as a large
amplitude meter. When you are feeling on top of the
world, passionate and full of love, your meter is full.
When you are feeling down, your meter is running
low. Throughout your day, take a meter reading. If
the top of your meter is a 10 in amplitude, how are
you feeling? Check in every hour and write down
your meter reading. As you do, if you notice your
reading is lower than you would like, picture yourself
turning up a knob on the meter, just like you would
turn up the volume on a stereo. Turn up your amplitude and start resonating stronger, louder and more
positively. Remember, thoughts are energy, therefore
they influence other energies, and so merely visualizing this in your head has strong results.

Get Specific & Feel It to Get It
It is important that you learn to be very specific about what
you want and how you want to feel. To say you want to feel
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good won’t do it. What does good mean to you? Does it mean
that you feel peaceful, pain-free, joyful, loved, unburdened?
As I mentioned before, when you are vague about what you
want, you will get vague results! Be specific so that you can
really get what you want.
Expanding on my previous example, to say you want to
manifest a marriage is too vague because you might manifest
a marriage that makes you miserable. Instead, ask yourself
how you want to be treated by your husband or wife, what
kind of relationship you want to have with him or her, what
values you want to share with that person, what kind of parent you want him or her to be, etc. Take some time to get
very specific now about what you want, otherwise you might
find yourself spending a lot of time wishing things were different when you do actually manifest it.
In addition to getting specific about what you want, it is
equally as important to get very specific about how you want
to feel when you manifest that special something. For example, to say that you want to manifest a certain car is an empty
dream. Why do you want the car? Is it because it will make
you feel free? Do you want to feel the wind blowing through
your hair as you drive it? Is it because it will give you a sense
of security since your current car is unreliable? If so, what
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does security mean to you? How would it feel to have a reliable car?
It is so important to get clear on what you want up front so
you are not shooting in the dark. Most people don’t take the
time to do this and then they wonder why their life is not full
of what they want.

Self Reflection:
Bringing The Specifics Into Your Life
1) Go back to your vision that you wrote a few days ago,
and add more specifics into it. Be descriptive and detailed about what you want, why you want it, how it
will make you feel when you have it, and how it will
change your life.
2) Use more descriptive words in your daily life. Instead
of saying, “I’m in the mood for ice cream,” say “I’m in
the mood for ice cream that is creamy, rich and full of
incredible toppings.”

Life Is A Balancing Act… And It’s Okay!
When we are in resonance, we are in alignment. We can’t
resonate with something that we aren’t in alignment with.
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Nowadays, people are constantly trying to balance their lives.
You can see this just by looking around you – there are articles, books, talk shows, and news stories everywhere about
achieving balance. But has anyone stopped to consider that
balance is just not possible? That is why we call it balance in
the first place. Life is a constant balancing act. Your life will
tilt to one side and then sway to the other; it will teeter on top
for a bit and then lean to one side or the other again.
There is no such thing as balance. Our lives are in continuous
motion and we constantly need to move with life. We need to
stop the obsession of trying to get in perfect balance and then
being upset when it feels a little off. Life will always be a balancing act. All we need to do is notice when we are out of
balance, or out of alignment, and just get ourselves as close to
center as possible again.
We don’t have to beat ourselves up because we aren’t in balance again. We don’t need to continue longing for a perfectly
balanced life. It won’t happen! We don’t live in a perfect
world. We live in a constantly changing and evolving world –
and thank God! If we were in constant balance, there would
be no room for growth. We stumble and fall so that we can
grow. Therefore, we will always fall down on the balance
scale and then hopefully, we will get back up, and then things
will be great until we fall again.
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Falls don’t have to be detrimental. Falls are just steps in our
path of growth. Don’t be so hard on yourself. Don’t worry if
your life feels out of balance 99% percent of the time. Just
flow with it! Notice when you are out of alignment, and do
what you need to do to get as close to being in alignment as
possible. The more you do that, the closer to center you will
remain on the scale of balance, so the next time, your fall
won’t be so big and it will be easier to get back to center.

Self Reflection:
Develop Ways To Get Realigned
1) Make a Realignment List. This is a list of ways you can
bring yourself back into alignment as needed – it’s
kind of like an on-the-spot medical treatment. What
mantra can you say to yourself? What inspirational
words can you read? Make a list and don’t limit yourself. Put as many things down as you can think of and
don’t worry if the ideas sound absurd. Just get it all
down and then choose the ones that resonate with you
the most. Try them out as needed and, if they aren’t
working as you had hoped, move on to one of the
other ideas on your list.
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Don’t Block The Positive Energy Flow
The word “flow” is quite beautiful, which is why I love it so
much. Just think for a minute about wonderful manifestations flowing to you. Doesn’t that make you smile? Thinking
of wonderful things flowing to you should bring a smile to
your face! It’s a great feeling!
Now, for a moment, imagine something blocking that flow, as
if someone has built a dam and it has stopped that beautiful
flow. Positive manifestation has now been turned off because
it can’t get to you. It’s stuck on the other side of the dam.
That image is enough to take that smile away from your face,
isn’t it? Sorry about that – that’s not what I want for you.
However, that is what you do to yourself when you feel negative emotions. You turn off the positive manifestation flow.
That’s a yucky thought, isn’t it?
So keep that in mind and play that image of the dam blocking
your flow in your head when you begin to feel negative emotions. Then use the Realignment List you worked on to bring
yourself back into positive alignment. Visualize that dam
opening up and see positive manifestation flowing to you
once again. Let that smile come back over your face!
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Convert Negative Into Positive
It isn’t always easy to instantly change our negative emotions,
so let me give you another tool that might help. What you can
do is convert the negative into positive. This can be done in a
couple different ways.
If you feel upset about a confrontation you had with someone, you can change your feelings by remembering
something you really love and appreciate about that person.
If you aren’t fond of this person and there is nothing you can
think of, then just think of someone who does make you
happy, and feel thankful that they are in your life. By doing
that, you are converting your negative emotions into positive
emotions.
Another way to use this tool is to actually convert the negative situation into a positive one. Ask yourself what good
could come out of this negative circumstance. Taking the example

above,

you

might

conclude

that

while

this

confrontation is tough right now, it will lead to better understanding between the two of you, so in the end, it will be
positive. Or, you might determine that there is a lesson for
you to learn. You might realize when you look at the situation closely that you were being unfair and that you could
learn to be open to others’ points of view more often. That is
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a wonderful thing that can come out of the situation. In this
way, you have literally converted the “bad” situation into one
that is good or beneficial.

Self Reflection:
Make The Bad Good
1) Practice converting negatives into positives as often as
possible. Come up with ways that the “bad” can really
be good.

Remove The Shoulds & Have-To’s
How many shoulds and have-to’s do you have in your life? Are
you constantly feeling as though you have to do things or as
though you don’t want to do something but you should?
Shoulds and have-to’s are an automatic shut off valve to the
flow of positive feelings and manifestation. Feeling like you
have to do something that you don’t want to do will never
bring you positive feelings. Of course, we can’t just skip out
on our responsibilities, but there are some things we can do
to make things flow in our favor.
When you think about all of your shoulds and have-to’s, are
they really shoulds and have-to’s or are they self-imposed beliefs? Really evaluate everything you say you should do or
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have to do, and ask yourself if that is really true. If you didn’t
do it, what would happen? If nothing bad would happen to
yourself or those you love if you didn’t do it, then it isn’t as
necessary as you thought. Whose voice is in your head when
you are telling yourself you should do it or have to do it? Is it
your mother’s or your father’s voice? Is it a friend or a coworker? Is it society in general? Too many of us live by others standards, and we don’t even stop to question whether we
agree with it or not. This is your life. You can determine your
own shoulds and have-to’s, and then you can transform those
shoulds and have-to’s into more supportive emotions.
So now begin to look at the shoulds and have-to’s that remain
– the ones you have determined really are necessary in your
life. How can you make them feel better? How can you
tweak them or morph them into something more enjoyable
for you? There are always ways that we can ease our pain a
bit. If one of the things on your list is doing laundry and you
hate doing it, how can you make it more enjoyable? Maybe
you could put a CD player in the laundry room and sing and
dance while you do laundry. Maybe you could install a small
TV in the laundry room to make the time pass easier. If one
of the things you have to do is visit your in-laws and you
really don’t enjoy it, what can you do to make it more enjoyable? Maybe you could play a game that no one knows
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about, and put a positive twist on it – instead of finding their
faults, maybe your game could be to look for as many good
qualities in them as possible. Whatever it is, find a way to
make it more enjoyable. It will benefit you so much by helping you to resonate more positively.
Also, think about outsourcing some of the things you can’t
stand doing. Can you hire someone to clean your house? Or
maybe hire someone to do your bookkeeping? There is literally someone you can hire for anything you can think of.
Heck, I recently saw an ad for someone who comes to your
house and does poop scooping in your yard! You don’t always have to go broke hiring these people either.
Outsourcing allows you to stop wasting time and energy on
things that you can’t stand doing. You will be more efficient
when you are focusing instead on those things that you enjoy
and that you are good at instead. In the end, the money you
spend on outsourcing the things you don’t like will probably
balance out because you will have time to focus on what you
are good at and can bring in more money through those
things.
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Self Reflection:
Shifting The Shoulds & Have-To’s
1) Make your Shoulds and Have-to’s List and then go
through the exercises I discussed above to move some
tasks off your list and transform what needs to remain.

Energy Giving & Receiving
Since we are all united by the energy we are made up of, our
energy can easily be passed on to others, and their energy can
be passed on to us. Because of this, you need to guard yourself against negative energy from others, and you also want to
make sure you are keeping your vibration as high as possible,
so you don’t pass negative energy onto innocent bystanders.
Lets look at the first part of this: making sure you guard
yourself against negative energy. Some people, including
yours truly, are very sensitive to the energy of others, which
makes it difficult to avoid feeling down when in the presence
of someone who is unhappy. If you can’t physically separate
yourself from a person who has drained your energy, there
are still some things you can do. Before you know you are
going to enter their presence, do a quick little meditation:
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Close your eyes and ask that your energy be protected. Envision a white bubble of light surrounding
you. This is your positive energy bubble and nothing
can break it. Now imagine yourself turning up the
volume on your positive energy knob, and envision
white beams of positive energy pouring out from you
and your bubble.
Then, when you leave their presence, if you still feel drained
in any way, draw an X across your chest with your finger,
and imagine yourself cancelling out their energy as it seeps
out into the ground, leaving your body.
As you learned in other lessons in this program, you can control the energy you give off by controlling your thoughts and
feelings. We have the power to transform our own energy,
and we have the power to transform the energy of others,
simply by what we are thinking and what we are feeling. I am
sure you have experienced moments in your life when you
could feel the tension between two people. In those cases, we
often say, “I felt like I could cut the tension with a knife.” All
that’s happening is that you are picking up the energy created
by those two people. I’m sure you also know of some people
that you just feel good around. Whenever you are in their
presence, you just feel like you can be yourself, and you feel
uplifted and happy. This is because they are giving off high
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amplitude positive energy, and you are absorbing it. There
are probably other people who drain your energy. When you
are around them, you feel down and tired and negative. That
is because those people are giving off high amplitude (strong)
negative energy.

Self Reflection:
Energy Shift Exercise
1) Learn to be more aware of the energy you give off and
the energy others give off. Try the exercises I have
outlined in this section and notice the energy shifts.
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Component 3: Get Quiet

We live in a busy, busy world. There is so much to accomplish and it seems like there is never enough time. Because of
this, we tend to forget that without taking the time to get quiet
and go within, we will eventually burn out. When we are
running from one task to the next without taking time to nurture the yearning within us to slow down and breathe, we are
only asking for trouble. I realize that taking time out of your
busy day to do something like meditate or take a relaxing
bath or simply enjoy nature are things that just don’t seem all
that important, but when you neglect your mind, body and
soul, your life will continue to be a struggle. When you learn
to nurture these parts of yourself and take time to bring
peace into your life, you will find that your many tasks then
become easier. This is because your mind, body and soul all
need to be loved and, when we take them for granted, they
will not be able to perform for us the way we would like them
to. Then what happens is that our body breaks down and
might get sick, our emotions might take over so we feel like
we are having a nervous breakdown or we’ll lose sight of who
we really are and what is really important because our soul
will be yearning for attention.
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This component is designed to help you find moments, no
matter how brief, to give your mind, body and soul what you
need so that you can allow yourself to find flow in your life.
Without this important step, you won’t know how to find it.
In this component, you will be learning techniques that can
help you get quiet so that you can get to know your inner
voice (your soul). Typically, we tune out that part of ourselves, because we are too focused on the external aspects of
our lives, such as getting tasks accomplished, running errands, making ends meet, and fitting everything into our busy
schedules. What happens then is that we can’t hear what
path we should take, because we aren’t stopping to set aside
all of the chatter within our minds. We feel that we are alone
in this world and that we just need to push through and get it
all done, but we don’t realize that if we are constantly in motion, we might go full steam ahead in the wrong direction. It
is only by getting quiet and listening to all of the many messages that are out there for us that we will allow ourselves to
know which direction to go.
It is essential that we have time to reflect and get to know
ourselves better, because we can’t get in that natural state of
flow if we don’t. But we don’t usually take this time, because
quite frankly, there never is any time, right? We already can’t
fit everything in that we need to get done so how can we pos84

sibly take time to get quiet? What you will find, however, is
that you will come to crave this time because by uniting with
your soul, you are allowing yourself to blossom into the true
person you are at your core. And because of that, your tasks
will become easier and you will feel a new energy pushing
you forward. It might take a little effort to get into the swing
of quieting the mind and meditating, but when you see the
results, you will want to do it more and more.
Until you get clear on who you really are at a core level, you
will not be able to even recognize your purpose. It will be an
illusion to you. You will wonder, “Why am I here? Is this life
and this job all there is?” But when you spend some time getting quiet, and therefore getting to know your soul, you will
be opened up to a whole new world. You will see the world
in a new light because you will be looking at it through the
eyes of your soul, not just through your personality. Our personalities are so limiting because they know nothing outside
of our five senses and the reality that we see around us.
When we tune into our souls, we come to know so much
more than what we can see, hear, touch, smell and taste. We
are opened up to the Universal truths. They are within us –
we just need to slow the mind chatter and chaos of life
enough so that we can experience them. And once we open
ourselves up, we will be able to find our true purpose.
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So this part of the program is where I teach you many different methods of getting quiet so that you can allow flow into
your life. I know that we all have different tastes, so I have
included many different ways of accomplishing this. I don’t
want you to try to use all of these methods. Just choose the
ones that resonate with you and practice them. That way, you
will be able to integrate them naturally into your life, and you
will enjoy them because they will be adding to who you are
instead of making yourself be someone you are not.

Self Reflection:
Paving the Way for Getting Quiet
Journal or reflect on the following questions:
1) What activities have brought you peace in your life so
far?
2) If you were to be given an extra personal day from
work and the only requirement was that you spend
that time getting quiet, what would you do?
3) If you have tried meditation before, how did it go?
What held you back from fully enjoying it? What did
you enjoy about it?
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4) If you have never tried meditation before, what fears
are coming up for you as you think about doing it?

The Many Different Forms of Meditation
I would like you to begin to open your mind to the many different forms of meditation that exist, so you can discover
which ones resonate with you. I am providing you with a list
of many different types of meditation to get your creative
juices flowing, so that you can begin to recognize that meditation has infinite forms and methods. Add to this list any
additional methods that speak to you. Think of ways that you
would like to meditate and create them! There is only one
requirement: it must bring you a sense of peace. Meditation
will take you within, to your soul. It will bring you closer to
who you really are at your core, and it will help you to experience oneness. If your form of meditation does that for you,
then it doesn’t matter what you are doing or how you are doing it. Here are some ideas for you to get started with:
•

Traditional meditation – sitting with your eyes
closed and focusing on your breath

•

Actively listening to a guided meditation

•

Praying
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•

Being still and focusing on the gap between
your thoughts

•

Drawing, Painting

•

Journaling

•

Taking a mindful walk or hike in nature

•

Being fully present while doing a task

•

Tuning into the sensations in your body

•

Listening intently to spiritual music

•

Focusing on being in the moment

•

Quietly focusing on someone you love and
wrapping them in white light

•

Tuning into an ailment you have and asking
your body what it means

•

Mindfully reading a book

•

Relaxing in a bath while reflecting on the
peaceful feeling it gives you

•

Fully experiencing the tranquility of a spa
treatment
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•

Gardening while experiencing the beauty of
the earth

•

Exercising mindfully

•

Thinking of a positive emotion (for example,
love) and feeling it in every cell in your body

•

Imagining your body being wrapped in healing
white light

•

Holding a crystal in your hands and feeling its
vibrations

•

Walking barefoot in the grass or sand and feeling connected to the earth

•

Practicing taking deep breaths

•

Reflecting on what you are grateful for

•

Asking a question you need answered and then
letting the answers flow to you

•

Reflecting on your day

•

Visualizing what you want with passion

•

Practicing yoga
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So it doesn’t really matter how you do it, but find the form of
meditation that resonates with you and make sure you do it.
Be considerate of your soul and give it the time it needs to
come alive. It will reward you greatly!

Self Reflection:
Starting to Meditate In Your Own Way
1) Choose one or two methods of meditation from the list
above (or create your own) that you feel will work
best for you and commit to practicing it consistently
for at least 10-15 minutes a day. The benefits will far
outweigh the time you put in.
2) If 10-15 minutes feels like too much to you right now,
start out with only 5 minutes per day. This will help
you to take baby steps so you don’t feel overwhelmed
or resentful. In order for meditation to work, you
must fully let go of your ego (you will learn more
about this later in this book), so if you have any negative emotions about meditating, it is important that
you eliminate them. Finding the methods of meditation that work for you as a unique individual, and
finding a way to easily integrate those methods into
your life will make all the difference. Don’t make this
another “should” in your life. Figure out a way to
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weave it into your life so that it becomes a joyful and
beneficial experience.
3) If you are a beginner, release the stress of feeling that
you need to meditate a certain way, or that you don’t
know how – there is no right way. Your only goal is to
bring more peace and serenity into your life so your
soul can breathe. Find your own way to accomplish
that!

The Power of Breath
Tuning into your breath is one of the easiest ways to get into
a meditative state. When we focus on our breathing, we are
naturally tuned into the present moment and we naturally let
go of the tension in our bodies and the thoughts swimming
around in our heads. Breath is extremely powerful. Right
now, take a deep breath and as you inhale imagine bringing
in pure healing light into your body. Then as you exhale,
imagine pushing out all of the negative thoughts and feelings
that you have been holding onto. Do that 3 times, right now.
After having done that, can you see the power of that simple
little meditation? You can use this throughout your day to
bring you back to center. Use it when you feel stressed or
worn out. You can replace the visualization part with any91

thing that makes sense for you at the moment. For example,
if you want an energy boost, you can imagine that you are
inhaling passion and energy, and that you are exhaling the
cloud of feeling worn out or tired. Take as many breaths as is
necessary to give yourself the boost you need. Usually it
doesn’t take long.
I also use this technique at the beginning of any kind of meditation I do. It helps to unite me with Universal energy. Get
creative with this technique. You might want to breathe in a
certain color that makes you feel good, and you might then
see blackness being absorbed into the ground when you exhale. You might inhale feelings of peace, tranquility and joy,
and you might exhale frustration, loneliness and fear. This
technique is limitless in how you can execute it, but the
power of it will remain the same.

Swirling Energy
One of the easiest ways I find to allow myself to melt into a
meditative state is to sit comfortably with my back straight
and my eyes closed. I then rest my hands gently on my knees
with my palms facing up, and I very lightly join my thumbs
and index fingers together so that they are barely touching.
When you do this, you should be able to feel swirling energy
between your fingers and thumbs. Focus on that energy and
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the fascinating reality of what it means - that our whole bodies are composed of energy, as is everything else in the world,
including people, animals, plants, thoughts, words and even
solid objects. When I do that, it immediately unites me in
oneness with the Universe, because I know that we are all
made of the same thing. When we are feeling that state of
oneness, we are able to open our heart and our awareness so
we can begin to sense our soul. Focus on that energy while
you take some deep breaths in and out of your nose and just
let everything go. This is a great exercise to try even if you
only have 5 minutes but need to release some nerves or
stress. When you are feeling oneness, you will not feel nervous or stressful. It is also a wonderful exercise to do for about
15-30 minutes while listening to soothing music that allows
you to “zone out” (headphones really enhance the experience).
Touching my thumbs and index fingers together has now become a trigger for me, and I am sure it will happen that way
for you. Immediately, when I touch my thumbs and index
fingers together, I feel an instant release of stress in my body,
and I literally begin to melt into a peaceful state. Just like
Pavlov’s dogs, we too can train ourselves to respond positively to certain triggers.
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Self Reflection:
Using These Techniques
1) Try the Swirling Energy exercise today, and if you
really want to experience the power of it, combine it
with the Power of Breath technique. You can try this for
one minute, five minutes, ten minutes, or any amount
of time you’d like.

Soul Meditation
In addition to the two techniques you learned so far (breathing and feeling the swirling energy between your thumbs and
index fingers), you can take it one step further and add another element into the mix to increase the power of your
meditation even further:
After you have started your meditation with the first
two techniques, begin to visualize a white light within
your chest. This represents your soul. Really see and
feel that light within you. Tune into that energy as
deeply as you can. Now continue deep breathing as
you focus on the light within you. See the light radiating from within you. Feel it warming you. Just sit
with it for a minute, feel it, experience it, feel its loving nature. Nothing can harm you here - this is your
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safe place. Focus on your soul and recognize that this
is a part of you. You have the ability to tune into its
loving, positive, powerful nature anytime you want. It
is always within you. You just need to bring your attention to it.
Now begin to see the light of your soul expanding
outward, growing in size and intensity, growing and
growing, increasing and increasing, getting brighter
and brighter until it covers your entire body. Now see
it expanding beyond your body, brightening your
aura. See yourself as a large, glowing, white light.
You are radiant, you are pure, and you are beautiful.
You are now united with your soul. It is not just a
part of you; it is you. Feel the beauty, feel the warmth
and the radiance.
Now, let’s ask your soul what it wants you to know
today. Ask your inner being what wisdom it wants to
share with you today. If you have a specific question,
something that you are longing to know, go ahead and
ask that. You are now fully tuned into your soul. You
are one with the energy of the Universe and the answers are all right there. All you have to do is ask. So,
ask and then sit quietly and wait for the answer. Images may pop into your head. You may hear a word or
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a phrase. You may get a feeling. Whatever it is, don’t
judge it, and try to set aside all feelings that might
have you believing this won’t work for you. Just let it
all go and let whatever comes happen. Tune in and listen. You can stay here as long as you’d like. When
you feel complete, say an inner thank you to your soul
and begin to come back.
(This Soul Meditation is available for purchase on CD at
http://www.faithmdavis.com)
Don’t get concerned with the thoughts that will flow in and
out of your mind as you meditate. It takes practice to settle
our natural mind chatter. Over time, you will be able to quiet
your mind and be fully in the present, united with your soul.
And from that place, you will experience tremendous growth
and a renewed focus on your purpose and how to demonstrate it to the world.
Don’t worry if you find it hard to let go and visualize your
soul. And don’t worry if you don’t feel you get an answer
from your soul. It takes some time to get used to meditating if
you haven’t done it before. It will get easier, and you will
come to crave this time. Also, be open to the fact that the answer to your question might not have come during your
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meditation, but that doesn’t mean it won’t come. It will most
likely come in the next day or so.

Nurture Your Body So You Can Flow
Give yourself some extra padding. You have a better foundation to live from when you are well rested and cared for. It is
very important to take some time to nurture yourself. Our
bodies deserve to be appreciated by us. They carry us
through each day, but instead of thanking our bodies, we
typically abuse our bodies and neglect them. How can we
expect our bodies to perform optimally without giving anything back? If you have been depriving yourself of
nurturance, you might want to combine your meditation with
nurturing yourself. For example, you might want to take a
bubble bath so that your body can relax and melt into a
peaceful state. While you do that, have a mindful experience.
What I mean by that is, don’t just take a bath to take a bath.
Experience the bath with all of your senses fully opened:
smell the essence of the bubble bath, feel the temperature and
how it warms your body, feel your body melting in relaxation, hear the bubbles making the fizzing and popping sound
they create, play with the bubbles, put some in your hand
and watch them dissolve. By doing this, you are nurturing
your body, and you are meditating as well.
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You might also consider nurturing yourself by going to a spa
and mindfully experiencing the treatment. You might give
yourself a home facial. You might prepare and eat a nutritious meal. You might exercise. All of these things are ways
that you can nurture your body, and if you do them with
mindfulness, you get the added benefit of meditation as well.
Plan to eat healthy foods, take vitamins, get a good amount of
rest, drink a lot of water, exercise, and reduce the amount of
unhealthy things you do on a daily basis. For the things you
just can’t give up, do them in moderation. Just like a car
won’t run if it isn’t properly maintained, your body needs to
be well maintained as well in order for it to work for you. Be
kind to the important vessel that carries you around during
your entire time on earth.
One thing I love to do to nurture myself and my family is to
create herbal remedies and products. We often use them in
place of traditional medicine and chemical-ridden products.
If you are unaware of just how deceiving labels can be these
days, you will want to educate yourself. Even foods that are
labeled as healthy are filled with additives that are quite simply toxic poisons. This website does a great job of providing
useful

information

on

this

topic:

http://www.carpevitainc.com. If you have an interest in
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herbs, you can get a ton of free information on my site called
www.medicinalplantszone.com as well.

Self Reflection:
Creating a Plan to Nurture Yourself
1) Determine what your body needs to feel nurtured today and do it with mindfulness.
2) Make a plan to nurture your body as often as you can
– at least once a week.

Practice Being Grateful as a Form of
Meditation
Being grateful is one of my favorite forms of meditation. I
usually combine it with the Power of Breath exercise and the
Swirling Energy exercise. Whenever you focus on what you
are thankful for in your life, you naturally look at the Universe in a very loving way and that one act can transform
your life! As human beings, we tend to look at the world
through the eyes of our personalities, or egos, and when we
do that, we get into a competitive state. We feel separate, and
therefore feel the need to fight for what we want because it
seems there is only so much of it to go around. When we are
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grateful for what we have instead, we begin to look at the
world through the eyes of our souls, and that transforms
things completely. Our souls don’t know separation and limitations. Our souls know that we are all one and that there is
an endless supply of everything we could possibly need.
When we are thankful for what we have, we allow ourselves
to attract more to be thankful for.
Being grateful is one of the easiest ways to unite with your
soul. When you find yourself wishing you had something that
you don’t have, stop yourself and instead think of something
you do have that you are thankful for. As you learned in the
Get Resonating component, doing this will allow you to attract
more into your life to be thankful for.
Sometimes, my meditations are consumed completely with
stating everything I am thankful for. I often do this meditation while lying in bed at night, and afterwards, it is easy to
drift off into a joyful state of sleep. You might choose to do
this meditation by writing about what you are grateful for in
a journal. Or you might just want to be thankful for things
throughout your day as they come up. It’s also a nice activity
to do with your family when you are sitting around the dinner table or with your children when you are tucking them
into bed.
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Being grateful allows you to change your perspective on life.
This one easy step will transform your life!

Enjoying Nature Sparks the Flow Process
Being in nature will allow you to enter a meditative state with
more ease than meditating indoors. This is because nature
automatically brings us closer to the oneness of the Universe.
When I am in nature, I look around me at the wonder and
beauty of our earth. It is easy to combine being grateful with
being in nature because there is so much to be thankful for in
nature. Spending time in nature allows you to stop and just
be.
You might want to take a walk outside and, as you do, look
around you and notice things you didn’t notice before. Instead of listening to your iPod, listen to the sounds of nature
that surround you. Inhale through your nose and smell the
scents of flowers that might be in the air. You might want to
take your shoes off and feel the earth beneath your feet. Feel
the air on your skin as the wind blows, and the warmth of the
sun on your face. Get out of your head and be fully engaged
with nature. It will give you a feeling of exhilaration, and will
leave you refreshed and ready to go about your day.
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Some people really enjoy gardening. If you are one of those
people, you can certainly use that time to meditate in nature.
Or you might take a jog in a park or ride your bike. Just do
whatever speaks to you and make sure you get outside often
to experience nature. Sunlight is extremely important to our
wellbeing. We feel more joyful and alive when we are exposed to sunlight, and it provides us with important vitamins
as well, so try to get a daily dose of sun.

Being Mindful Instead of Absent
I have mentioned mindfulness many times so far in this program, but it deserves its own segment, because it is so
important. We tend to do our daily tasks just because we
have to, and we do them as a means to an end. In other
words, we can’t wait to get through them to move onto the
next thing. We rarely take the time to fully experience the
task itself. But when we do take that time to fully experience
what we are doing, we become more present in the moment,
and we get into a meditative state. We will talk a lot about
being present in the Get Present component, but for now, I
want you to get a taste of it from the standpoint of meditation.
Think about a task that you typically do that is usually a
mindless task for you. For example, you might say that when
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you wash the dishes, you usually zone out and think of many
other things. Using that example, let’s determine how we
could do the dishes with more mindfulness. Instead of zoning
out, you could fully experience doing the dishes. Get your
senses involved and tune into the smells, the feelings, the
sounds, as well as what you see. To make it more enjoyable,
you might want to put some music on and sing along.
By doing the dishes in that way, you are living in the moment, instead of waiting for the task to be over. When we
continually wait for our tasks to be over, we are essentially
allowing our lives to pass us by. The more you can be fully
present, the more you will experience the present moment,
and that means you will be living your life, not just waiting to
live your life. Experiencing the present moment allows you to
enter a meditative state more often, which means you will live
your life closer to your soul and further away from your ego.

Music for the Soul
Music transforms the energy in a room instantly and there
are so many different types of music that we can literally create the energy we want to experience just by turning on the
music type that corresponds to the way we want to feel. If
you want to feel happy, choose music that feels that way to
you. If you want to feel energized, choose music that feels
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that way. Keeping a variety of music in your life is a great
way to have an on-the-go mood enhancer.
Music is also a great way to ease you into a meditative state.
There are many New Age CD’s available nowadays and they
include beautiful sounds and instruments that really allow
you to get lost in them. By focusing on the beauty of the music, it is easier to release the chatter in your mind and enter a
peaceful state. New Age music also has tremendous healing
capabilities because it warms the soul. And by filling the
room with angelic sounds, you attract more angels into your
life. You will learn more about this in the Get Guided component in this book.
Of course, there are many types of music, and you don’t need
to listen to New Age music if it doesn’t resonate with you.
Just think about what types of music you enjoy, and what
allows you to feel peaceful, and use that to help you meditate.

Self Reflection:
Building Your Music Library for the Soul
1) Begin to build a library of music that you can listen to
while meditating. Music can play a powerful role in
helping you release tension, helping you focus on the
now and helping you to enjoy your meditative proc104

ess. Sequoia Records has some wonderful selections
to choose from – www.sequoiarecords.com.

Affirmations to Get You in the Flow Mindset
You can also meditate on affirmations to help boost your
manifestation abilities. For example, you could write an affirmation about something that you want to attract into your
life, and then repeat it to yourself several times while meditating. Affirmations are powerful when they are repeated over
and over again, because what we say to ourselves is what we
start to believe. If you constantly tell yourself you are broke
and that you can’t spend any money, that is what you will
believe. But if you tell yourself that money is flowing into
your life, and if you repeat that many times, the subconscious
will start to believe, and then since you no longer have that
old limited belief holding you back, you will actually start attracting more money into your life.
The great thing about affirmations is that they don’t take long
to say, so you can say them to yourself many times throughout your day without having to make any changes or set
aside a lot of time. Begin to say them while you are waiting in
line, or while you are doing the dishes, or while you are on
hold on the phone. Just use any little chance you can get.
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If you find that you have a hard time stating your affirmations because you know they aren’t true, you could put the
words “in the process of” in front of the affirmation. For example, if your affirmation is “I am healthy, thin and fit” then
you could change it to say “I am in the process of becoming
healthy, thin and fit.” That way, the subconscious won’t fight
you on it so much, and then after a few days, you can take
the “in the process of” away and just use the actual affirmation. You don’t want to keep the “In the process of” there
forever, because you will then manifest “being in the process”
of getting what you want instead of actually getting it. This
method does serve as a bridge, however, to get you to the
point where you can use your affirmations effectively.
You might choose to set aside ten minutes in which you repeat the affirmation to yourself and feel the joy of having it.
Or you might choose to just say your affirmation whenever
you have a minute throughout the day. But even when you
are doing that, you can still escape into a mini meditation. By
taking a deep breath while you are saying the affirmation and
feeling the joy of manifesting that affirmation, you will be engaging in a mini meditation, and you can do many of those
throughout the day.
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Self Reflection:
Choosing Your Affirmations
1) Write an affirmation for yourself today and meditate
on it in any way that works best for you. Choose the
area of your life that you are most unhappy with and
write your affirmation about that. To write an effective affirmation, it must be written in the present
tense, in the first person, and it should not include any
negatives. Here are some examples of some effective
affirmations:
•

I attract money into my life easily and effortlessly. My money flow is open and
running steadily.

•

I can easily sense the messages that are being given to me from the Universe. I have
opened my chakras (our internal energy
centers) and am tuned in fully to these
Universal energies.

•

I attract my ideal clients effortlessly. They
are lining up to pay for my services because my products and services provide
them with just what they are looking for.
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•

I am full of energy and radiance. My body
is thin, healthy and fit. I crave healthy, nutritious foods that will nurture my body.

2) Write your affirmations on note cards and hang them
on your bathroom mirror. This works well for me because I can easily read them as I am getting ready for
my day and as I get ready to retire to bed at night.
Where else can you hang affirmation note cards? Get
creative.

Don’t Be So Hard On Yourself
If you are new to meditation, you will probably have many
thoughts that lead you to believe you are not meditating correctly or that you’re just not cut out for it. I want to assure
you that those thoughts are very normal, however they are a
bunch of bologna. I can remember having tons of those
thoughts and before I even tried meditating, I used to be a
person who consistently told people that I would never be
able to meditate because I just couldn’t sit still. Once I tried
it, I remember constantly thinking I was doing it wrong, or
getting frustrated because I wasn’t having any over-the-top
spiritual experiences. Over time, I learned to release those
limiting beliefs and just enjoy the process. As I let go, that is
when the “awesomeness” of mediation became evident to me.
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It took some time to relax into it, but now, here I am, teaching others to experience it for themselves.
So when you feel yourself getting frustrated and thinking
that mediation isn’t for you, tell yourself to relax and trust in
the process. Meditation is for everyone. It is a tool that God
has given us to be able to tune into the Universal energy.
God doesn’t just plop us here on earth and leave us with no
means to transform our lives. He has given us many tools to
use, and we just need to actually use them and allow ourselves to get better at them as time goes on. You wouldn’t
expect to pick up a guitar and just know how to play, would
you? The same thing goes for meditating. Give yourself the
time to practice and you will find what works for you. Eventually it will become a very natural process for you.
One area in which people often struggle is that they feel they
can’t turn off the chatter in their minds when they meditate.
When thoughts come up – and they will! – don’t panic thinking, “see, I told you I couldn’t meditate!” Oftentimes
thoughts will come up during meditation because we are finally allowing ourselves to stop and listen. Sometimes those
thoughts are important for us to hear. But there are times
when those thoughts are just mind chatter and that is when
you want to just acknowledge them and then release them. If
you get frustrated at yourself for having thoughts, you will
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not be able to release them. Instead, just thank the thought
for entering your mind and then let it go. Refocus on your
breathing and that will help to release those thoughts as well.
Be easy on yourself. Don’t expect to be a pro at meditating
right off the bat. Practice releasing limiting beliefs as they
come up, and replace them with a trust in the Universe.
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Component 4: Get Authentic

This next component is all about finding and expressing your
authenticity. This is very important because you can’t flow
through life if you are not being true to the person you are
deep inside. When you are living a life or being a person that
does not match who you are at your core, you will always be
at odds with yourself and because of that, life will be a struggle. In order to get into the flow and release struggle, you will
need to be expressing who you are deep in your soul in every
way possible.
This component is about really understanding yourself, down
to the core, and allowing your soul to shine. It’s not so much
about finding yourself as it is about creating yourself, and
allowing yourself to change as you go through life. You are
never complete. You are an ever-evolving being. The whole
reason you are here is to figure out what you want in your
life, to create it, and to evolve as a result. Your true authenticity comes from your soul. You are two beings in one – your
soul and your ego. Most of us live our daily lives from the
place of the ego, or personality, instead of from the place of
the soul. When you allow your soul to shine out from within
you, however, and when you allow your soul to lead you
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through life while using the ego to ground you on this earth,
you will have created your authenticity.
It is important to discover and act from your greatnesses so
that you can truly excel and fulfill your purpose. Your power
lies in your greatness. We all have a reason or reasons why
we are here – things we are here to accomplish on this earth –
and in order to do that, you need to step into the power of
your greatness. You find the areas in which you are great,
and you bring those areas into your life more and more.
To find that greatness, you must discover your essence. Essence is the word I use to describe your life purpose; it’s the
inner calling that keeps prodding you to listen. It is what you
want to feel in your life. It is the overall experience you want
to have when you look back on your life. It is the destiny of
your soul, the reason you are here on this earth in this lifetime. Your essence cannot be ignored. It will continue to
make itself known to you if you are not expressing it. When
you do or say something that just doesn’t feel right, that is
your soul telling you that you have stepped away from your
essence. If you have a feeling of unhappiness or if you feel
like things just aren’t quite right in your life, it’s probably because you are not aligned with your essence. If you continue
to neglect your essence, you will forever be searching for
happiness; it will always feel like it is out of reach. You won’t
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feel fulfilled by your job, your relationships, your home, and
your life in general. You will feel like there is something more
out there. You will have a longing sensation for things to
change.
In this component, you will focus on discovering and bringing out your essence so that you can begin to experience
flow. You will experience that flow because you will begin to
make decisions and set your goals based on the foundation of
your essence. When your essence is the foundation of your
goals and decisions, you will naturally feel passionate about
them because they are in alignment with your purpose. And,
because you are passionate about them, taking the necessary
steps and making the necessary changes to achieve them will
be much easier. When we are striving to accomplish goals
that aren’t in alignment with our essence, it will always feel
like a struggle. But when we are acting out of passion and
from our purpose, accomplishing those goals will be enjoyable and much easier. We can’t neglect our essence. It’s
innate. It’s yearning to be expressed and, when it is expressed, you will be radiant and passionate, and life will
naturally be easier.
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Values Define Who You Are at Your Core
We first want to begin by establishing your core values.
These are the values that you can’t live without. They are so
much a part of who you are that you express them everyday
and you can’t live without them. On the other hand, these
values might be ones that you want to experience everyday in
your life, but you are not quite there yet. For example, you
might want to experience more freedom in your life, and even
though you don’t have as much as you would like right now,
you are working to get more of it because it is extremely important to you. Either way, these values are the very
expression of who you are at your core. They must be established now as the foundation of the journey you will take
throughout this chapter, because everything we do will stem
from these values.

Self Reflection:
Gaining Clarity of Your Personal Values
1) Take some time to really establish and write down
what your core values are. Next to them, note
whether you are already living each value everyday or
if they are ones that you are trying to implement into
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your life. Also note why that value is so important to
you. Here is a list of examples to get you started:
•

Abundance

•

Adventure

•

Beauty

•

Connection

•

Contribution

•

Courage

•

Curiosity

•

Creativity

•

Education

•

Family

•

Freedom

•

Friendship

•

Fun

•

Gratitude

•

Health

•

Helping others

•

Honesty

•

Hope

•

Humor

•

Independence

•

Inspiration

•

Integrity
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•

Kindness

•

Leadership

•

Love

•

Security

•

Simplicity

•

Spirituality

•

Truth

•

Wholeness

•

Wisdom

Build Upon What Makes You Great
It is extremely important to live your life from your greatnesses. When we try to accomplish things that are outside of
our areas of greatness, they will be much more of a struggle
to accomplish and they will usually be accompanied by fear
and frustration. Now, please don’t get me wrong. I am not
saying that you should never try to learn new things or that
you shouldn’t practice things you are not good at. It is always
good to learn new things and push yourself to grow and become a better version of yourself. But, as often as you can,
you need to act from your greatnesses and let them propel
you forward so that you can flow easier. It might even be a
simple change in the way you go about something. For example, let’s say you wanted to learn to speak French, but you
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know that you learn best by personal experience and interactions with people. Learning in a class setting might not be a
strength of yours, but that doesn’t mean you can’t learn to
speak French. Maybe you could find someone French who
wants to learn English and you could work together to learn.
In this way, you are using your strength of learning by personal experience and interactions, and it will probably come
to you much easier than if you had just taken a class.
Always look for an opportunity to use your greatnesses no
matter what you are doing. When you do, you will excel at
what you are doing and it will flow with ease. We all have
different strengths and greatnesses. Your strengths might be
organization and time-management, and someone else’s
might be people skills and performing in front of people.
When you try to speak in front of a group of people, it might
be a real struggle for you, while it is easy for the other person. And when you need to organize a meeting and make
sure the timing works out properly, that might be a breeze
for you, while it would be extremely difficult for the other
person.
Don’t put yourself down for not having the same skills and
strengths as others. Just find and express your greatnesses
instead. In this way, you are allowing your soul to work
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through you, and whenever that is happening, you will be
flowing, and things will be easier.
Allow your greatnesses to come alive. Stop holding them
back, thinking that you are not good enough or that you
won’t be successful. If you keep your greatnesses locked up,
you will never be what you were meant to be. Foster your
greatnesses; bring them to the forefront. Find the passion you
once had as a child and the belief that came with that passion
that you could do or be anything you wanted. You can do or
be anything you want. You just need to stop allowing your
limiting beliefs to take away your dreams.

Self Reflection:
Defining Your Greatnesses
1) For this exercise, you must put all modesty aside. You
need to write down with great clarity and honesty
what your greatnesses are. What special skills do you
have? What are you good at? What strengths do you
have that others often compliment you for? What secret skill do you have that no one knows about? What
makes you great? What is something that when you
are doing it or being it, the situation is easy and flows
beautifully? What do you do with ease and greatness?
How can you harness those greatnesses to enhance
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your life? How can you bring those greatnesses into
areas of your life that are less than great?
2) How are you unique? How are you different than
others? In what way are you weird? Do you try to
hide that weirdness? Why? Do you like people who
appear perfect or those who have character? Aren’t
our favorite TV and movie characters those who show
their weirdness? Don’t we relate to them in some
way? Celebrate what makes you unique!
3) What are your weaknesses? How can you use your
greatnesses to lessen your weaknesses?

We All Have Lessons That We Are Here to
Learn
Our lessons really make up whom we end up being. They
have a profound impact on us, and it is our choice how we
manage those lessons. Will you look at your lessons and
struggles as an important part of your growth journey on this
planet, or will you look at them as getting in the way of a
happy life? It is your choice. We all will have struggles. We
wouldn’t be on this planet if there were not things we wanted
to learn and ways that we wanted to grow and evolve, be119

cause earth is nothing more than a school that our souls go to
in order to do just that. The struggles exist so that we can
learn, but it is how we choose to embrace the struggles that
defines who we will be in life and how we will overcome
them.
When you are stuck in a struggle and you are only feeling
sorry for yourself, you will be unable to move past the struggle and learn your lesson. Then what happens is that you
actually make the struggle even worse, and you weaken
yourself in the process. But when you can recognize the
struggle as a lesson, and instead of feeling sorry for yourself,
fully embrace the lesson you are meant to learn, the struggle
will dissolve.
Don’t keep yourself trapped in the struggle. Recognize each
struggle as a lesson in disguise. Then learn your lesson and
move on. You can begin this process by determining what
lessons you might be here to learn. You don’t need to wait for
a huge struggle to smack you in the face to determine your
lessons. You can look at your life so far, at all of the little and
big struggles you have had so far and at the things that are
holding you back, and begin to recognize what your lessons
are.
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Self Reflection:
What Lessons Are You Here To Learn?
1) Think about what lessons you might be here to learn.
If you were writing a manual for your life right now,
what would be the most important lessons you see
yourself needing to learn? What do your struggles
point to? Why might you be having those struggles?
What lessons are you here to learn?
2) You might find it helpful to look back to the list you
created of what is not flowing in your life. The areas
that aren’t flowing well are often in alignment with
the lessons we are meant to learn.

Find Your Essence
Finding your essence allows you to know what you really
want. Does that sound silly? Sometimes people look at me a
little funny when I say that because most people think they
already know what they want, but in actuality, most of us
don’t have a clue what we really want. Even when we think
we know, we often don’t really know. The most important
question you can ask yourself related to this is “what do you
want to feel and experience in your life?” Do you want to feel
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and experience love, or peace, or friendship, or freedom? Do
you want to help people? Do you want to change the world?
Do you want to spend the majority of your time with family?
Do you want to experience other cultures? When you think
about the essence of what you would like your life to encapsulate, what is it?
When you ask yourself that question, does your perception
shift? If I would have asked you what you want, instead of
what you want to feel or experience, you might have said, a bigger house or a new job or to get married. That is all fine, and
most of us want those things, but what I am trying to get at
here is the real fuel behind your fire. What makes you passionate? If you can figure that out, then you can evaluate all
of those other wants and make sure they are in line with the
essence of what you want out of life.
If you want to have a bigger house, but what you really want,
for example, is to experience cultures around the world, then
maybe a bigger house isn’t in alignment with that desire. You
might find a job that allows you to travel a lot, but you are
never home, and that might please you more than having a
big house. Or, your essence might be that you want to spend
a considerable amount of time with family, and if you are always working, you will always be unhappy. You can’t neglect
your essence. In that example, the better route might be to
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work less, even if it means you will make less money, because
that is what will make you happier.
If you are determining your goal from the foundation of your
essence, it will always be the right goal for you. You will feel
so passionate about it that you won’t let it slip by the wayside. When we are striving to accomplish goals we don’t
really want, even if we think we want them, it will always feel
like a struggle. When we are acting out of passion and from
our essence, however, accomplishing those goals will be enjoyable and much easier.

Self Reflection:
Defining Your Purpose
1) Ask yourself the question: What do I want to feel and
experience in my life? Be very sure that you are answering what you want to feel and experience, not just
what you want.
2) Use the exercises you completed from the past three
Self Reflections to help you understand what your life
purpose is. By looking at your values, your greatnesses and the lessons you are here to learn, you can
begin to understand what your purpose is. What is the
reason you are here?
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This does not have to be

monumental – you might be here to be a great mother,
for example. What tickles your soul? What makes
your heart sing? What would you love to accomplish
before you die? What is most important to you?
3) Now put your essence into a simple statement. To
give you an example, here is my personal essence
statement: “My life is about continually growing into
the person I am at my core and using that to fulfill my
purpose of helping others transform their lives.”
4) Now look back to your values and your greatnesses.
How do they relate to your essence? Are they all in
alignment? If not, what do you need to do to bring it
all into alignment? How can you use your greatnesses
to enhance and fulfill your essence? Are you living
your essence each day? Does your job reflect your essence? Do your hobbies and the people you spend
time with reflect your essence? If not, what would be
more in alignment? Remember, you will be forever
searching for happiness and fulfillment if you are not
living from the foundation of your essence.
5) Make decisions and set goals based on your essence
from now on.
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Your Personality is Just Your Outer Shell
Most of us identify ourselves, and others, by our personalities. As I mentioned earlier, however, our personalities are
only a small part of who we really are. Nevertheless, we can’t
escape our personalities. We can certainly mold them as we
change and grow, but our personalities will always be a part
of us. Understanding your personality and the personalities
of others will help you to communicate easier with others. It
will also help you to understand yourself and others more
fully.
Your personality is sort of like your outer shell. It’s how you
relate to the world. It’s what keeps you grounded on this
earth. Without it, you would not be able to interact in the
world as you do. Your personality gets its identity from the
ego.

Self Reflection:
Defining Your Personality
1) How do you view yourself? How do others view
you? Are those views true? Are they how you want
to be seen? Are they in line with who you truly are at
your core?
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2) What personality traits would you like to have? Who
do you know who has traits that you’d like to have
yourself? Always be looking for people who have
traits that you like and make a note of it in your journal. Pick and choose from each person what you like.
There may be things about them you don’t like. Don’t
worry about that – just record those that you do like.
3) How do you currently view yourself? Is that view
serving you? How do you need to feel about yourself
to be the person you want to be? Knowing that you
cannot attract to yourself what you are not focusing
on, what must you now begin focusing on? What are
you currently focusing on that is bringing you more
lack?

Your Soul is Who You Really Are
As we learned in earlier chapters, our personalities are very
important in understanding ourselves and others, so that we
can communicate easier. However, the other part of us,
which is who we truly are, is the soul. Through our souls, we
bring light to this world. We shine our light upon the world
by allowing the expression of our souls. While our personalities can be altered, our souls cannot. Our souls are our true
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inner being. Our souls are looking to grow and evolve by
coming to earth within the shells of our personalities. While
they can grow and evolve, they will only grow by expressing
more fully who they are. Instead of changing to grow, they
just become more of who they already are. They grow by
pushing through the personality and allowing the personality
to identify more strongly with the soul.
When you are drawn to someone who just seems to radiate
complete kindness and love, that is their soul that you are
seeing. Take notice of that as you go about your day-to-day
life. It will bring an awareness to you that is quite enlightening. When you can see and experience another person’s soul,
it is a beautiful thing.

Self Reflection:
Recognize the Soul in Others
1) Start to notice when you can see someone’s soul shining out from them. Notice how beautiful it is and note
how this experience makes you feel in your journal.

Stand In Your Power
Authenticity gives you power because no one can touch you
once you realize you are responsible for yourself and for be127

ing who you want to be. It helps you realize that you always
have choices. For example, you can always choose whether
or not to be hurt by others. You can choose whether or not
you will learn from an experience. You can choose to be who
you are despite what others think. That is true power.
It’s amazing how easily we give up our power. Power encompasses our belief in ourselves, our willingness to
overcome our fears, our ability to live our lives from our purpose and to make decisions based on our life purpose and
what feels true in our heart. These things are not easy to accomplish, and that is what makes them powerful.
But when we are in alignment and are acting from our personal place of power, we are living from our purpose, we are
not letting our fears define us, and we are letting our authenticity shine out into the world. When we are living in that
state of power, our lives feel enriched and full of life. We feel
on top of the world and ready to take on anything. We feel
like we are truly at our best and are excited just to see what
will happen next in our lives.
I am sure you have experienced moments when you have expressed your personal power, and have felt empowered.
Think back to a time when you felt happy and excited, when
you felt like nothing was stopping you. Didn’t that feel great?
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Would you like to experience that feeling more often in your
life?
As human beings, we tend to settle for a life that doesn’t suit
our real needs. We may have all of the luxuries of what society tells us make up a good life - like a nice house, a nice car,
a good job, etc. - but they are not the things that fulfill us. We
are striving for the wrong things, and because we are not
striving for the things that will actually fulfill us, we aren’t
living from our power. When we embrace our power, we are
able to stand up and say, “Wait a minute! This isn’t what I
want and I am willing to do what it takes to feel fulfilled.”

Self Reflection:
Claiming Your Personal Power
1) Take a minute and ask yourself if you are acting from
your power. Really take a hard look at yourself and
your life. Can you feel that spark of power inside of
you, ignited and passionate? Is your life authentic?
Do you feel an overall sense of fulfillment? Or do you
feel like you give away your power too often?
2) You will then want to define what personal power
means for you so that you can begin to tap into your
power to create a life that allows you to fulfill your
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purpose. So, if you were feeling powerful and on top
of the world right now, what would that feel like?
When you are feeling powerful, what emotions would
you be feeling? What fears would you have to overcome? What inner callings would you be nurturing?
How would you be expressing your authenticity?
What would you be feeling physically in your body?
What people would you be attracting into your life?
What kinds of things would you be doing with your
life?
3) In order to be able to tap into your personal power, it
is absolutely critical that you get clear on what personal power feels like to you. It will be different for
each of us, and it is only when we define it for ourselves that we can create it in our lives.
4) Now I want you to ask yourself, what is holding you
back from experiencing personal power in your life?
Is it fear? Overwhelm? Do you not believe it is possible for you? Does it feel easier to just chug along as
you are? Essentially, all of those things amount to
some form of fear. We will deal with those things later
in the program. For now, just get them down.
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Peeling Away The Masks
We all have many masks that we wear. When we enter a certain situation, we put on one mask, and when we enter
another situation, we put on a different mask. We put up different facades when we are around different people. We
often hear other people’s perspectives about who we are and
we put on masks to coincide with what they perceive, even if
it may not be true. We put on masks to hide who we are. We
put on masks to be more like someone we want to be like. We
put on masks to match certain roles we play.
How often do you just put on the “(your name) mask?” If
your name is Mary, how often do you wear the “Mary
Mask?” I mean the real, authentic, 100% pure Mary Mask?
Instead of the “Mary the Mother Mask” or the “Mary Trying
To Be Like Sally Mask” or the “Mary I Feel Inferior Around
This Person Mask.”
It is important to begin to peel away the masks you wear, the
facades you put up, the opinions of others that you allow into
your perception, and the beliefs you have about yourself that
keep you stuck. You will want to peel it all away until your
authentic core is exposed, so that it can shine bright.
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The ego is always going to want to wear masks to be more
liked by others and to appear as if we are holding up all of
our responsibilities. But underneath those masks is the reality
of who we are. And the way to happiness lies in peeling off
those masks one by one and just being who we are in our
core. It is so freeing and so stress relieving to just be who we
are. I am sure you must have known someone in your life
that you can just be yourself around. Someone who you
know loves you unconditionally and who you feel completely
at ease around. In essence, that is the place you want to get to
in your life in general. Wouldn’t it be nice to have that freedom to be whom you really are in every moment, without
worrying what others think and without trying to live up to
others expectations and judgments? I’m sure we all would.
But really, we all can have that. It just comes from building
up your authenticity muscle. When you work out that muscle, you will become more and more uninhibited because
your sense of identity will no longer come from what others
think of you but from whom you know you are deep inside.
And that is what we are working on in this Get In The Flow
program.
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Self Reflection:
Stripping Away the Masks
1) Let’s begin by looking at those masks. What are the
masks you wear? What roles do you play? What
“faces” do you put on? How do you end up changing
yourself to be more of what you think others want?
What have others said about you that you have chosen to believe about yourself? In what ways do you
try to be someone you are not? What mask do you put
on around certain people? What mask do you wear in
social situations? How about in family interactions?
In what ways are you trying to hide who you are?
2) If you were to strip those masks off, what would be
left? How does your authentic core look, feel, and
act? How does it see the world? How does it want to
interact with the world? What does it want to tell the
world?
3) What are 3 things you can do this week to remove
those masks and allow your authentic core to shine?
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Accepting Who You Are is Key to Authenticity
To allow your authenticity to come forth, you need to become
more confident in who you are, but of course, that is easier
said than done. To begin, you really need to get to a place
where you can accept who you really are – not who you want
to be or who you wish you could be, but who you really are.
It’s about loving that person, accepting that person and allowing that person to shine. I want you to know that we
cannot hide who we really are and still be happy. But when
you accept who you really are and allow yourself to shine
your light on this world, you will feel more alive and passionate than you could ever imagine.
Hiding who you are is like being in prison. Imagine locking
up your beautiful authentic soul in a jail deep within your
body and not allowing it to speak or to make itself known in
any way. That is criminal! Yet that is what we often do. Society tells us we “should be” a certain way and so we hide who
we really are in order to be what we are “supposed to be.”
We live in a judgmental world. You can’t go anywhere without hearing people judge each other. “This person did that,
can you believe it?” “That person should not be doing that!”
“That person over there just said something that was so stupid.” We treat each other this way and it makes us afraid to
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reveal who we really are for fear of being ridiculed. The key
to releasing your authenticity is to let go of judgments of
yourself and others. When you begin to do that, the judgments others put on you won’t matter as much to you.
Celebrate who you are. Celebrate who others are. Celebrate
your differences and your uniqueness. When we come from a
place of judgment, there is no room for growth, but we have
come to this earth to grow and evolve. Life is about the journey toward growth, not about being perfect in the moment.
When you judge someone else, you hold them back from being who they really are, and that is the worst thing you could
do to someone. Don’t do it to others and don’t do it to yourself!

Self Reflection:
Finding Acceptance For Yourself
1) Make a list of what you like least about yourself. Of
these things, what is changeable and what is not?
Which of these things are things that don’t really
bother you, but through society’s or someone else’s
judgments, you learned to dislike it about yourself?
Decide what you really don’t like about yourself and
ask yourself how you can change those things. For
those things that you can’t change, how can you begin
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to accept them? What greatness can come out of those
things that would allow you to be more accepting and
loving of that part of you?
2) Be as accepting of yourself as you are of others. When
you find yourself judging others or yourself, catch it,
stop it, and change it to be more accepting of uniqueness.

Allowing You to be Unique
After acceptance comes allowance. This is where you allow
your uniqueness to shine from within you out into the world;
no longer pushing it back down deeper and deeper inside of
you; no longer trying to just fit in; no longer crippling the
pure essence that makes up you, holding it hostage and not
allowing it to come forth. This is where you allow the real
you to inhabit every cell in your body instead of being buried
deep within you. When you allow that inner you to become
all of you, you create a radiance about you – you glow. People are drawn to you.
Acceptance is one thing. Allowing your authenticity to carry
you through life is another. Sometimes it takes a lot to accept
parts of ourselves, but when we can accept those parts and
truly allow them to be, then we blossom. When you watch a
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movie, usually the characters have many “flaws” and idiosyncrasies, right? This is because those characters are not only
more interesting, but we can relate more easily to them because as humans, we all have idiosyncrasies. Don’t just
accept that; allow it to make you a more interesting character
in your movie.
Growing up, I always used to say that the people I liked the
most were the “weird” people, and to me that was a compliment. It meant that you were interesting, different, unique,
and I admired that. I especially admired it in others when
they weren’t trying to hide their “weirdness” – when they
wore their uniqueness on their sleeves and didn’t care what
others thought. Are those the kind of people that you are
drawn to? Don’t you want some of what they’ve got?

Self Reflection:
Practice Letting Your Authenticity Shine
1) Practice allowing yourself to express the parts of
yourself that you often hide. For example, if you normally don’t express your opinion because you are
afraid of what others will think, start expressing small
opinions today. Start off small and ease into it.
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Choices & Priorities in Alignment With
Authenticity
When we talk about authenticity, it is important to evaluate
your priorities and what you feel is important. When you
look at your life from your authentic eyes, your priorities often change, because what you used to think was important
can often fall by the wayside. To do this, we look back to
your essence. When you look at your current priorities, are
they in line with your essence? Are there some lingering
“shoulds” and “have-to’s” that are just not in keeping with
your essence?
Let me give you some examples here: If your essence is to
assist impoverished countries by traveling and experiencing
cultures around the world, and you are never able to travel
because you don’t have the time or money to do so, then your
priorities are not in alignment with your essence. If your essence is to find and express your authentic soul in everything
you do, but you never take time to meditate and tune into
your soul, then your priorities are not in alignment with your
essence. Do you get the idea?
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Self Reflection:
Bringing Alignment to Your Priorities
1) Make a list of what you spend most of your time and
money on. This will help you to see what your current
priorities are.
2) Then look at your essence in comparison to those priorities. What is out of alignment? What is in
alignment?
3) What can you do today, this week, and this month to
begin to bring your priorities and your essence into
alignment?

Awaken Your Dreams
As children, we had so many dreams, didn’t we? It was like
the world was ours to experience and we wanted it all. As we
get older, we tend to let most of those dreams go and as life
beats us down, we tend to stop dreaming altogether. But
when this happens, we start to feel dead inside and we find
ourselves stuck in lives that don’t fulfill us because we have
let our dreams go.
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Having dreams allows us to feel alive and excited about life.
And I want you to know that you really can have anything
you want in life. As you read that, did you think to yourself,
“Yeah right!”? Most people don’t really believe that they can
have whatever they want, because they limit themselves.
They shut out the possibility of things becoming true for
them because in their limited experience, they haven’t gotten
anywhere close to that dream and they don’t see how it is
possible. But what happens is that by not believing it’s possible, they end up cancelling out the possibility of those things
happening for them and then they say, “See… it didn’t happen, just like I said.” Their reality will not allow the dream in
because they cancelled out the possibility of it being able to
happen.
We need to get back to our dreams. Allow yourself to believe
it is possible that you can have your dream even if you only
believe it in the teeniest, tiniest way at first – that will at least
open the door of possibility again. Then you can continue to
open the door a little more as your new reality starts to present itself to you – and it will. When you allow in possibility,
you do just that – you allow things to be possible.
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Self Reflection:
Allowing Yourself to Dream Again
1) What dreams do you have? What dreams might you
have buried and hidden away? Bring them back out
and look at them again. Do you still feel excited when
you think about them? What dreams have others
crushed for you? Bring them back out and evaluate
them. What have you always been drawn to? Don’t
limit yourself. If you don’t currently have enough
money to do something or you can’t imagine yourself
doing it, don’t let that keep you from dreaming it.
2) Whenever you see anything you like in a magazine or
circular – whether it be a wall color you like, a closet
you like, an outfit you like, a man or woman you find
attractive, a hairstyle, a book, a movie, a vacation
spot, a house, a chair, a recipe – anything that you
like, tear it out or make a note of it or photograph it.
Keep it in a folder or a box. This can be called your
Creation Box because the simple act of collecting these
things will help you to create them in your life.
3) If you have a goal that you are currently working on,
create a vision board containing images and words
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that make you think of the item or the feeling that
your goal will bring you. Then hang it somewhere
where you will see it often. This is another way of
keeping the dream in front of you, and it will help you
to bring it into reality. This has worked for me countless times. I’ve never made one Vision Board that
hasn’t come true! The power of this exercise comes
from the creation of the dream board itself – taking
the time to nurture your dream and bring it to life
with colorful images and words that contain the essence of the thing you want. And then by keeping that
dream board in front of you, you are allowing the
dream to grow and enter into your reality.
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Component 5: Get Fearless

Now, we begin the sixth component in this program and this
is where you will learn to set aside anything that is holding
you back. We all have fears and anxieties that keep us from
being who we are capable of being, and I am sure you have
some that are keeping you from letting go and fully experiencing flow.
In order to be fulfilled, we need to push through those fears.
Think about all of the great inspirational stories you hear
about people transforming their lives. It always involves
working through their fears, and that is what makes the story
so great and so inspirational. Without the fear, it would be a
dull and boring story.
Do you want your life to be a dull and boring story? Do you
want to sit back watching your dreams pass you by because
you don’t want to face your fears? I doubt it! You can transform your life simply by deciding that your fears don’t define
you; they only hold you back from being you. Decide that
your dreams will define you instead! Be willing to step out of
your comfort zone and face your fears. That is when you will
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feel alive and that is when your life will be an exciting, inspirational journey.
Make a commitment to yourself right now that you will take
small steps to get over your fears. Commit that you will give
yourself the gift of discovering all you can be – because why
else are you really here?

Defining the Fears That Hold You Back
The first thing we want to do is to establish and recognize
what your fears are and why they are there. Fears are in our
lives for many reasons. Sometimes they are learned, meaning
we had an experience that caused us to fear that same experience happening again. Sometimes the fear can exist in our
sub-conscious and we don’t even realize that we did have an
experience that is now causing it. Oftentimes, we even feel
fears that are left over from past lives. That kind of fear is
obviously very confusing to us because we don’t understand
where it came from.
No matter what kind of fear you are feeling, it always comes
from an imbalance in your energy system. Essentially, all
negative emotion and fear means our positive energy flow has
a blockage. Any time that fear is triggered, the blockage does
not allow it to filter through and you end up feeling the emo144

tion of fear. There are many different methods of releasing
that blockage, and you will learn many of those techniques in
this component.

Self Reflection:
What Are Your Fears?
1) What are the biggest fears that hold you back in life?
Are they serving you? Do you want to keep those
fears around?
2) This next question may sound crazy, but our fears often serve some sort of benefit for us. Can you think of
any benefits your fears are giving you? For example,
maybe your fear keeps you from having to make a
change that is very difficult.
4) In what ways are your fears limiting you from being
the authentic person you are at your core? For example, if you are someone who fears public speaking, but
you really want to write a book that sweeps the world,
that fear would be holding you back because you
would probably hold yourself back from writing the
book so that you wouldn’t want to have to be interviewed in public. Are any of your fears holding you
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back in a similar way? What are you willing to do to
move away from those fears? What help can you
seek?

Intentions Combat Fear
Many of us have come to a point of just enduring life. We
allow our fears to hold us back so we never break free and
live a life of exhilaration and joy. As I mentioned earlier,
there are two ways you can live your life: by default or on
conscious intention, and it is important to mention that again
in this component because when you live your life by default,
fear has more room to spread.
When you learn to set intentions before fearful situations,
you can reduce fear. For example, if you go into a situation
blindly, you might be sideswiped by a fear that you didn’t
even know you had. Or, more frequently, we tend to imagine
our fears becoming real, and then we end up bringing that
fear into our experience. In that case, we are essentially setting intentions to fail. By not setting a conscious intention
and instead worrying about our fear becoming real, we are
actually setting an unconscious intention to experience our
fear. If you have to make a speech, for example, and you
have been fearful that it will be a disaster, you are setting the
unconscious intention that it will, in fact, be a disaster. Be
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mindful of your thoughts; make sure they support your goal.
Instead of thinking, “oh, what if I mess up and everyone
laughs at me,” create a vision of how you would like the
speech to go, and replay that vision over and over in your
mind. That will set the positive intention that the speech will
be a success. See things from the end as you would like them
to play out, and you will create that end result!
Choose to consciously set your positive intentions. Decide
what you want the experience to be like, and how you want it
to play out. Our minds are so incredibly powerful. We can
control and conform energy just by thinking. By worrying
that your fear will happen, you are thinking negative energy
into existence. By envisioning the positive outcome that you
want to experience instead, you are thinking positive energy
into existence.
As you choose this technique, I am not saying that the fear
will just melt away and that you will be fearless from that
point forward, but you can squash that fear over and over
again by setting your positive intentions each time the fear
creeps in. Eventually the fear will have lost the battle, and
that means you will have won!
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Self Reflection:
Intending Your Fears Away
1) Most people try to push their fears aside, but that
rarely works. The best way to combat fear is to drill
into your mind the opposite of that fear becoming
real. The law of attraction does not know the difference between a real event and an imagined event. It
will attract to you what you expect, real or imagined.
One of the first things I do when I need to take action
on something is to sit down and write out a vision of
how I would like the end result to be. After I have
done this, I find that I am energized and motivated,
and that vision is something that I can read everyday
to instill that positive outcome into my mind. The
more you do that, the more you will feel the fear melting away, and your confidence will rise. When you
can recognize fear as a natural part of the process and
decide that you aren’t going to let it stop you, it loses
its power over you.
2) Take the vision that you made for yourself in the Get
Resonating component and read it everyday. Get yourself into the feelings of it. Really feel what it would feel
like for that vision to become real. Feel it and experi148

ence it everyday by reading your vision, because by
doing so, you will begin to attract those things into
your life.
3) Then make sure you are setting your intentions before
each thing you do. As you keep this up, you will notice more and more that things happen the way you
intended them to simply because you took the time to
set those intentions. In this way, you will truly be
creating your life, and it will be your ideal life.
4) Create a written vision or a dream board each time
you want or need to accomplish an action that causes
you fear or anxiety. Replay that vision in your mind
each time you feel fear creeping in. See yourself
where you want to be, not where you currently are.

Focus on the Outcome You Want, Not on the
Fear
Where we put our focus has so much power over the outcomes we experience. As you learned, when you focus, or
intend, for things to happen the way you want them to, you
end up changing your reality to match what you desire. Now,
we will go deeper into this concept in terms of fear. You want
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to always make sure you are focusing on the outcome you
want instead of on the fear associated with that outcome.
Even as a life coach, I have a huge fear of public speaking,
but I can tell you that when I am feeling that fear, it is because my focus is on my fears, which are: “What if they don’t
like me?” “What if I am horrible?” “What if I screw up?” In
other words, the focus is on me, and my personal fears. When
I put my focus outward instead and I focus on helping my
audience change their lives, a lot of the fear melts away.
If you find that your focus is consumed with complaints or of
feeling sorry for yourself because of a situation you are going
through, stop those negativities right in their tracks! This is
so important! As you complain or have a “pity party,” you
shut off positive manifestation and you turn on the negative
attraction button. You begin attracting more to complain
about and more to pity yourself for. You will have put up
that dam once again that holds back the stream of flow. Don’t
do it! It’s nonsense! You are only hurting yourself more.
Instead, remember that when we struggle with frustrations
and negativities, it means that we have stepped away from
our purpose. Let that bring you back to your center – your
place of calm and abundance. Bring yourself back and open
up the dam once again. It’s not always easy to do this, but it
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is easier than suffering because you attracted more negativity
to yourself. Remember that and tell yourself it isn’t worth it.
Whatever it is you are going through, you will get through it.
It might not be easy, but you will get through it. And you will
do so with much more ease, flow and speed if you stop the
negativity.

Self Reflection:
Focus Yourself Away From Fear
1) Practice catching yourself when you complain. Remind yourself that complaining only brings more to
you to complain about.
2) Notice where your focus is throughout the day. Are
you focusing on the things that will move you forward
or are you focusing on the things that will keep you
stuck where you are?

Release The How & Focus on the Why
As previously mentioned, it is easy to get caught up in the
“how” in life. How are we going to accomplish that goal? How
can we possibly change our “hopeless” situation? We worry
about the how and it keeps us paralyzed and unable to move
forward. When you are worried about the “how,” changing
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your life will be difficult and overwhelming. We need to instead keep our focus on the “why.” Why do you want what
you want?
By keeping your focus on the “why,” you tap into positive
energies, and you will feel uplifted and excited. You don’t
have to know how it will all play out. Just focus on why you
want your goal and how you will feel when you achieve it.
Then, be open and allow the Universe to bring to you what
you need to transform your life.
It will happen when you let the “how” go and consciously be
aware of new insights, “coincidences” and opportunities that
present themselves to you. As you do that, you will know intuitively how to proceed and you won’t be crippled with fear.
It will allow you to take inspired actions toward your goal, and
there is no room for fear when you are feeling inspired. Inspiration is pure. It comes from the soul. The word “inspired”
means “in spirit.” When you are in spirit, you are not with
fear, because it is impossible to be with both at the same time.
“How” comes from fear. “Why” comes from your soul. By
focusing on the “why,” you can receive those inspired answers. You won’t have to ask how, but you will get the
answer. You will know how to proceed when you are inspired. Keep your awareness high and the inspiration will
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come, which means that the “how” will come. That is how
you stay in the flow so that you can transform your life with
ease and joy, and it will be so fun to see how the journey unfolds.

Self Reflection:
Releasing the How
1) Write down each “how” question that is swimming
around in your head right now. What have you been
stressing over? What feels hopeless? What has left
you baffled as to how to proceed? Write these questions down and then release them. Ask the Universe
to figure them out for you so that you no longer have
to think and worry about them. Then, transform those
“how” questions into “why.” Why do you want to
know how? In other words, what benefit will you receive from knowing the answer to the how question?
Then focus the rest of your energy on the why and release that how to the Universe.

Limiting Beliefs Keep Fear Alive
One of the most important things you can do for yourself is
to get your limiting beliefs under control. We all have them,
but learning to take control of them will set you free, instead
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of holding you back.
So, what is a limiting belief? It’s a belief you have about
yourself or any aspect of life that keeps you from being the
person you could be or from doing the things you could do if
you didn't hold that belief. Our limiting beliefs hold us back
from being the person we want to be and are meant to be.
Limiting beliefs do just what the words say – they limit us.
We all have them, however, and they are not the easiest
things to get rid of. Many times, these beliefs are deeprooted, and they are usually sub-conscious, which means we
aren’t even aware of them or of the damage they are causing
us.
These beliefs are often picked up from childhood - they may
be things we were told by parents or teachers and we
adopted them as our own without really analyzing if those
beliefs are really true. Limiting beliefs also come out of our
fears - they can be used as a self-protective means to keep us
from facing our fears. The problem with holding onto limiting
beliefs is that we are the ones who suffer. Getting back to the
law of attraction, you can see that the more negative our beliefs are, the more negativity we attract to ourselves.
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Here are some examples of limiting beliefs:
1) “I could never be an author even if I tried” – In this
example, this person is holding themselves back from
something they might really enjoy because they don't
see themselves the way they see other authors. There
might be plenty of successful authors out there,
though, who had some fear that they weren't as good
as others but did it anyway - they didn't let the fear
hold them back and therefore, they became great
authors.
2) “I always attract the wrong men” – While this may
seem true, the more a person believes it, the more they
actually will attract the wrong men. We attract what
we believe we can attract.
3) “People are stupid” – Again, we attract what we believe, so if we believe all people are stupid, that is
what we will see. If we change our perception, we
start to see less of what we were focusing on before
and more of what we are choosing to focus on now.
4) “Life is hard” – When we view life from a state of
frustration, again, we will attract more frustration, so
"life is hard" will seem more and more true for us.
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5) “Rich people are snotty” – If we hold this belief, we
will never have wealth because the negative belief we
hold about people who have money will keep us from
attracting it to ourselves.

Self Reflection:
Releasing Your Limiting Beliefs
1) Start to notice what limiting beliefs come up for you
throughout the day. Listen for the voice inside your
head that puts yourself or others down. Listen for any
complaining you might be doing. Be tuned in and
aware of any negative thoughts, and as they come up,
write them down (you might want to carry a small
notepad with you).
2) At the end of the night, look over your list and analyze those beliefs. Where do you think they came
from? Do you want those beliefs to be true for you?
Do you want them to hold you back anymore? If the
answer is no, start bridging your beliefs as explained
below.
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3) Bridging Beliefs Exercise: Draw 3 columns on a sheet of
paper. In the first column, list the belief as it is today.
In the next column, alter the belief just slightly to be
more in the direction you would like your belief to be.
Then in the third column, write the belief, as you want
it to ultimately be. By doing this, you are making
small steps toward a better belief system. It's difficult
to do a complete 180 with your beliefs, but it isn’t so
hard to take baby steps. Here is an example:
I could never be an author even if I tried  I might
be able to be a good author  I am a great author!

Fear Keeps You in the Comfort Zone &
Nothing Truly Great Comes Out of the
Comfort Zone
Fear is a very strong emotion and as humans, we want to
avoid anything that causes us agony, so we end up staying in
our comfort zone. We tend to stick with what is comfortable,
even if it doesn’t make us happy, just to avoid the things that
will make us really uncomfortable. If you know, for example,
that making a particular change will cause you a year of discomfort, most people will avoid it even if they know that after
that year, life will be much better than it is right now. We
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don’t want to go through the discomfort, so we stay where we
are.
It is only when we become uncomfortable enough in our current situations that we say, “Okay, I am ready to make this
change,” because at that point, we are uncomfortable and we
long to get back to a comfortable place. For this reason, it is
sometimes necessary to push yourself into discomfort. It will
help you embrace the change.
For example, I know many people who are unhappy with
their jobs, but they just stick with it because they are too
afraid to make a move. Maybe it isn’t uncomfortable enough
to make them want to change but they do know that it is not
fulfilling them. Many people go through most of their lives
living this way – just accepting something that they wish
could be different. If this is you, I’d like to challenge you to
push yourself out of that comfort zone so you can open up
the possibility of finding a career that you love. Do you really
want to go through your whole life just enduring your job?
Push yourself to do things that will open up new opportunities. If you’d really like to be a photographer, take that class
you’ve been putting off or join a photographer’s networking
group so that you can start surrounding yourself with the
people who might be able to introduce you to new opportunities.
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Don’t let your fears define you. Fears only hold you back
from being yourself. Let your dreams define you instead.
Your willingness to face your fears and break out of your
comfort zone is directly related to the level of fulfillment you
will experience in this lifetime. When you recognize that,
embracing change becomes easier because it just becomes a
necessary step in finding fulfillment and becoming whole.

Self Reflection:
Stepping Out of the Comfort Zone
1) Look at the biggest ways you are holding yourself
back in your life and ask yourself how you can begin
to push yourself out of the comfort zone. They can be
baby steps at first. Just doing anything at all will
make a difference.

Fear is Future Based – It Doesn’t Exist in the
Present
Fear generally does not exist in the present, except under extreme life-threatening circumstances. In normal fearful
experiences, we are usually thinking about the future, and
that is what makes us fearful. We are thinking of “what if”
situations, like “What if I can’t do it?” “What if I stink at it?”
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“What if he doesn’t like me?” “What if I make a fool out of
myself?” Do you see how all of those fears are future related?
They are all about worrying over things that might happen in
the future. Sometimes, we have a fear because of something
bad that happened to us in the past. For example, maybe you
won’t ask someone out because you made a fool out of yourself before. Even though this fear relates to an experience
you had in the past, it is still future based, because it is still
about fearing what might happen in the future.
The fact that the future is an unknown can be scary for us.
Unknown means that it can turn out good, but it can also
turn out badly. All you need to worry about, though, is the
present. You already learned about the importance of staying
present. When you exist in the present, there won’t be much
fear since fear is usually future based. And you can rest assured that when you focus on being happy in the present, you
will be happy in the future since what you are feeling and experiencing now is what you will get more of in the future due
to the law of resonance.

Self Reflection:
Recognizing Your Future-Based Fears
1) Think about the five major fears that have been going
through your mind lately. Recognize how they are
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based in the future and try to focus on the positive
“what ifs.” For example, if one of your fears is that the
new business you are starting won’t create the money
you want it to, replace that “what if” with a positive
thought like, “But what if it creates more money than
I could have imagined?”

Judgment is Just a Form of Fear
How often do you judge people in your daily life? My guess
is that if you really look honestly, you would have to say,
“Everyday - many times throughout the day!” Some of us
don’t even realize how often we judge others or even ourselves; almost every moment is consumed with it. We are so
convinced that we are separate from everyone else, and because of it, we adopt judgment as a means to make ourselves
right. When someone does something differently from us, we
tend to judge it as wrong, because otherwise we think it
makes us wrong. None of that is true however. We are not
separate; we are all one. We are not wrong if someone else is
right. There are many ways to accomplish one thing, and who
is to say that your way is more right than someone else’s?
Judgment is one of the greatest problems in our world as far
as I am concerned, and I am guilty of doing it too! It is not
easy to avoid judging others and it is very difficult to not
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judge yourself. Our egos want us to judge because it keeps
up the illusion of separateness, which is what the ego thrives
on. The problem is that when you judge, you stifle growth.
All we are here to do on this planet is to grow. This is an
earth school. We are not here to be perfect. We are here to
grow into the people that we are meant to be. Why do we
judge others and ourselves when we are not coming across as
“perfect?” That only holds that person (or yourself) back
from growing and being all that they can be.
Think about a time when you were judged in your life. I am
sure there have been many. For example, when I was in elementary school, I was always made fun of for being the
shortest kid in my class. It really hurt me even though it was
obviously nothing I could change and it wasn’t my fault that I
was short. Plus, why was being short something to judge me
on? Who is to say it is wrong? These are all things that make
sense to me now, but as a child, I always felt inferior to others, as if being shorter meant that I was less of a person. I still
struggle with this inferiority complex as an adult even though
I know better because it affected me deeply, so it is hard to
get over. Feeling inferior to others has had a major impact on
my life because I have always felt I couldn’t do things that
others can do, and it has held me back significantly. I am
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starting to break away from that, but it has definitely taken
its toll.
The simplest judgment can have lasting effects on people.
Don’t do it! When you find yourself judging others, tell yourself to be a bigger person and leave that person be. When you
begin to judge others less, you will find that you begin to no
longer fear others judging you. And that sets you free as far
as fear is concerned, because when you no longer fear what
others think, you will feel free to do what you want without
the fear that is usually attached to it.

Self Reflection:
Practice Non-Judgment
1) Always practice non-judgment. Catch yourself when
you judge others. You will find yourself judging others because, like I said, it is part of being human.
Don’t judge yourself by feeling like you are a bad person for judging others. Just notice it and then let the
judgment go. Tell yourself that person has every right
to be who they are. Who are you to say they are
wrong? Allow them to have their own experience on
this earth without having to feel criticized for being
who they are.
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2) I want to note here that there are times when a person
clearly does something that is not right, such as murder and rape. But even in that instance, it is better to
not judge them for it. The more energy and attention
you give to that person and that situation, the more
negative energy you are attracting to yourself and the
world collectively. I refuse to watch the news, not
only because I don’t want the negative energy attracted to me, but also because when a nation focuses
on negative acts like that, it only attracts more of it
into our nation. When you hear about situations of
murder or the like, it is best to just say a little prayer
and hope that that person gets the help they need.
Don’t obsess and condemn that person. Instead pray
for them to see the light. In this way, you stop attracting negativity to yourself and the world, and you
impart positive energy on the planet and yourself instead.

Fear Dissolves When You Recognize the Lesson
Now that we have looked at judgment and how removing
judgment from your life can help you eliminate fear, we want
to go a little further into that concept and look at lessons.
You can learn to eliminate fear and frustration from your life
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by recognizing the lesson in all mishaps. As I mentioned,
when you judge others or even yourself, you stifle growth
because this is an earth school and the reason we are on this
planet is to grow and evolve as souls. When you adopt this
belief and refrain from judgment, there is no reason to fear or
be frustrated because you know that there is a lesson in what
you are experiencing, and that lesson will bring you further
in your evolution as a soul.
As I mentioned earlier, you are not meant to be a perfect human being. Too many of us are ashamed when we make a
“mistake” or make a “fool out of ourselves”, because we are
trying so hard to be perfect and we think that if we are not,
there is something wrong with us. But, when you look at life
as one big earth school, you start to see that there is no place
on earth for perfection. That is why it doesn’t exist here. We
need to make “mistakes” so we can learn and grow. “Mistakes” are nothing more than lessons. Just like I have created
lesson plans for you in this program, your soul has created
lessons that it wanted you to learn by coming to this earth.
By allowing yourself the room to make mistakes without feeling insecure, you allow yourself to grow in ways that you
couldn’t imagine. Plus you naturally let go of fear in the
process. Most of our fear comes from worrying that we will
make a mistake. By recognizing that mistakes are an impor165

tant part of your evolution, you set aside the fear, and allow
yourself to learn what you came here to learn (and usually in
a much easier way as well).
It is also important to note here that you cannot try to protect
people from getting hurt because you think you know what is
best for them. Sometimes, the best thing for someone is to
actually get hurt, because it allows that person to change his
or her life and grow as a result. If you try to protect them
from that hurt, you could be stunting their growth. Our souls
actually orchestrated certain events to take place in our lives
before we came into this life in order to help us evolve. We
arranged for certain people to be in our lives that would help
us create situations that would lead us to grow. We designed
events to take place that we knew would not be easy, but that
would result in growth for our souls. When you realize this,
you start to look at everything differently. You begin to stop
asking yourself “why is this happening to me?” and “why is
life so hard?” You start to realize that if difficult things didn’t
come up for us, then we would have no reason to be here.
In the thousands of years that we have been reincarnating on
this earth, we have evolved to a great degree. How do you
think we have accomplished that? It was done by going
through the tough situations that we had set up for ourselves
before coming to earth each time. This is an earth school, and
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we live here for a very short time when you take into consideration our true immortality. We come here from other
realms just like someone here on earth would go off to college. Think of earth as a college for our souls. We are here at
college and class is in session the whole time we are here until
this life ends and we go back to the realm where our souls
really reside. People tend to think that this is it; that life on
this earth is the only thing we have. But this is only a small
part of who we really are. We are so much more than our
earthly bodies. This life that we are living, however, is of
great importance, and we do want to make the most of it.
Making the most of it really means to learn as many lessons
as we can so that our souls can evolve. So it is important to
begin to look at every situation in your life as a learning experience. Begin to look at yourself as not just the earthly
body you inhibit, but as a heavenly soul seeking an earth experience so that you may evolve. Don’t hold yourself back
from that growth, and don’t hold others back from that
growth either.

Self Reflection:
Seeing the Lessons
1) For any situation, ask yourself, “What would I do differently next time?”
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2) Consider that you are experiencing difficult relationships so that you can discover how something that
other person does or says causes a certain reaction in
you, in order for you to learn a better response. The
lesson isn’t for them; it is for you.
3) Keep a “Lessons Learned” log. Look over this log
every few months to see how far you have come on
your journey, and feel proud of the person you are
evolving into.

Choose Your Soul Over Your Ego
You can choose greatness over fear by remembering to let
you soul lead you. Your soul is pure spirit and if you allow it
to lead you, you have nothing to fear. It is only when we allow the ego to lead us that we feel fear, because the soul
knows no fear. When you feel fear come up, center yourself
and get back to your core (your soul), ask what should be
done and then listen. What is your ego telling you that is limiting you? What would your soul say to your ego instead?
If you are following your soul, and essentially your authenticity, you can’t fail. Even if you think you have failed, you have
not. This is because if you are following your soul and some168

thing doesn’t work out, then it is because it was the journey
that was meant to help you evolve, not the finish line. We’ve
discussed this previously, but it is important to reiterate this
point here so that you don’t get discouraged if you try to follow your soul and things don’t go as you would like them to
go.
If something seemingly negative happens to you, notice the
blessings that might be there. By struggling through something, you will gain skills and insights that you wouldn’t
otherwise have had. Know that if you don’t get that job that
you thought was perfect for you, there’s something better out
there for you. Your soul and the Universe know what is best
for you more than you do – trust that and see where you are
led. Are you devastated because you lost your job? Consider
that you may have fulfilled what you were meant to get from
that job. Perhaps you met a friend or mate there and now it’s
time to move on while keeping the friend or mate. Always
trust the Universe and ask what your next step is meant to
be.

Fear Loses to Gratitude
Being grateful is one of the healthiest things we can do for
ourselves. When you are feeling grateful for things, people
and experiences in your life, you are acting from your soul.
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You are living the way the Universe intended, and you will
be rewarded for it. The energy that comes along with being
grateful is filled with love, peace, happiness, and oneness. On
the other hand, the energy that comes along with complaining and being selfish is often filled with feelings of
separateness, competitiveness, anger, frustration, and even
hatred. Out of those two energies, which do you want to embrace in your life?
Being grateful has the power to heal your body, your mind
and your soul, and it is an incredible tool for combating fear.
Because we are all human, fear will come from time to time
and we can’t always avoid it even with all of the methods you
are learning in this book. But an easy way to help the fear
subside is to automatically stop when you feel it coming on
and replace it with something that you are grateful for. Once
you do that, you will feel a wave of positive energy flow
through your body. You may have to do it over and over
again, but eventually, the fear will lose out. And in the meantime, your positive frame of mind will be attracting many
positive experiences in your life.
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Self Reflection:
Bringing Gratitude Into Your Life
1) Start a Grateful Journal. Each night before retiring to
bed, write down what you were grateful for from the
day. This is a beautiful way to drift off into a pleasant,
restful night of sleep.
2) Catch yourself when you start complaining and remember the energy that you are embracing by doing
so. Decide to replace it with the loving energy of being grateful. Find something to be grateful for and
leave the complaining behind.

Whether Imagined or Real, We Experience
Fear in the Same Way
Most of the fears we have are imagined, meaning we are
afraid something might happen, and even if it has never happened to us before, we still fear that it might. We are really
just imagining the fear, as opposed to those rarer cases when
we are actually experiencing fear in the present moment, like
a life threatening incident. We talked about this earlier in the
section and now I’d like to go into more depth about this
concept.
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Since we have established that fear is usually imagined, let’s
look at what that does to your body. To do so, let’s imagine
what might happen in a non-imagined fearful incident. For
example, let’s look at how your body might react if you got
mugged. Your heart would probably start racing, your temperature would probably rise, you might feel like you
couldn’t breathe, your body might tighten up, you might start
shaking, and you might even cry, right? Now for a brief moment (because I certainly don’t want you to dwell on this
feeling for an extended period of time), think about one of
your imagined fears – something that you are afraid might
happen. Maybe you are afraid that if you leave your job, you
will never make enough money to survive. Maybe you are
afraid of your husband leaving you. Maybe you are afraid
that if you start that business you always dreamed of, you
will fail. Whatever it is, you will probably have a very similar
response when you think about it. Does your body react
similarly to the way I described the mugging situation? I
would imagine so. This is because your body doesn’t separate
real fear from imagined fear. It experiences it in the same
way. This is important to note because if you are constantly
allowing in fearful thoughts, your body will be in constant
fight-or-flight mode, which wears you down, reduces your
health and therefore your quality of life.
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As you can see, what we allow our minds to think greatly affects our bodies, as evidenced by the responses your body
feels from imagined fears. The fears are not happening in reality. They are only happening in your mind, but your body
still has a response to them. The mind, body and soul are
linked to create your whole self, and since they are linked,
they will always affect one another. When you learn to control your thoughts, and essentially your fears, your soul will
rejoice and your body will be affected positively. You will
then be able to experience flow much easier, because you
won’t feel the need to control or avoid fearful situations, your
body will be in a much more relaxed state, and your mind
will be in a healthier place as well. You will be more balanced
and whole.

Self Reflection:
What is Your Body Trying to Tell You?
1) Start to notice how your body reacts to certain
thoughts as you think them. If you are feeling afraid,
how is your body reacting? How about when you are
feeling happy? Excited? Tired? Bored? Angry?
Loved? Many people go through life without really
tuning into their body at all. But once you are able to
tune into what is going on with your body, you will
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know what your body is trying to tell you and you will
be able to direct your mind and body in a better way,
so that you can live a more balanced and healthy life.

Plan For Fear in Order to Dissolve it
Most of us go through life being controlled by our fears. We
feel overpowered by our fears and just allow them to run our
lives. One of the best things you can do to reverse this plight
is to plan for fear. Get to know your fears intimately. Take
some time beforehand to determine what your fears are, what
triggers them, and what you can do to keep them under control. Develop a plan to reverse that path. Then, when you feel
the fear coming on or when you foresee a trigger coming, you
can put your plan in place and take control over your fear.
Too often, we just accept that our fears are in control. We
need to take our power back. We know that fear will come
up, because there really is no avoiding it if you are human, so
why not develop a plan so that you are not a slave to it.

Self Reflection:
Stay Ahead of Fear
1) Take the list of fears that you wrote down from the
beginning of this component and analyze them. What
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tends to trigger these fears in you? What can you do
to stop them in their tracks and keep them from controlling you? You might want to choose some methods
that you have learned in this program, or you might
think of something else. Either way, create your plan
so that you can stop allowing the fear to control you.
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Component 6 : Get Present

This next component is what is really going to catapult you
into happiness. I think you’ll agree that most of us don’t live
in the present. Our minds are almost always consumed with
anticipation of the future or memories of the past. This is because for most of us, our ego rules our lives, and when that is
true, we lose site of our inner beings. Our soul, or our inner
being, is all about “being,” as the term implies – being fully in
the moment. Our egos serve a purpose for us because they
are what keep us grounded and able to interact on this earth.
However, they are also the reason why our minds continuously want us to escape from the present moment. The ego
does not exist in the present moment – it is not needed in the
now. I’ll explain that in further detail throughout this chapter.
As a human race, we identify almost entirely with our ego,
which means that we have lost sight of our higher selves. And
it is our higher selves that we must identify with in order to
get in the flow. We speak of ourselves in terms of our personality, but that is not who we really are. Our personality is
made up of what we are good at, how we interact in the
world, how we see ourselves, and how others view us. But we
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are so much more that just our personality. If your personality is determined, cautious and sensitive, and if you like
photography, art and reading, that is only a mere fraction of
who and what you are. What you really are is a being of light,
a soul in a body, a unique expression of the Universe, or
God, depending on the term you use. We are more than just
what we do in this lifetime and how we present ourselves to
others. Getting present allows us to tune into that higher being within us, and it allows us to do our true work here on
this planet.
We go through life living an illusion. We think that this earth
and the objects we see when we look around us are all there
is, and so we go through life trying to attain more things in
search of fulfillment and enjoyment. But all of that is an illusion. Fulfillment and enjoyment are already ours. They exist
in the present moment.
Who are you really except this present moment? You are not
who you will be in the future; you are who you are in this
moment. You are not experiencing the future or past right
now; you are experiencing this moment. Happiness and enjoyment do not lie in the future; they lie in the present
moment. Until you fully grasp this and begin to focus on each
present moment as you live it, you will never have fulfillment
and happiness. We can’t have it if we are looking for it in the
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future or remembering it from the past. Those moments do
not currently exist.
You see, it’s all about the journey! Happiness lies in this moment and life is a journey. Why would you choose to be
miserable in the moment and then wish for happiness in the
future? Happiness doesn’t exist in the future. When you get
to the future, what if you aren’t happy then? Then everything
you were hoping for crumbles before you! Unless you find
happiness in this moment, you may never have it. I am not
saying this to sound somber and negative; the contrary is
true. I want you to understand that you can have happiness
right here and right now!
The anticipation of the outcome is where real life is. When
you do achieve your dream, then what? Most of us assume
that once we cross that mile-marker, we will finally be happy.
But trust me, if you aren’t happy on the way to your dream,
you won’t be happy when you get there either. True happiness comes from within. It comes from being conscious of the
moment.
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Live in the Present, Not in the Future Or Past
“Yesterday is history. Tomorrow is a mystery. Today is a gift – that’s
why it is called the present.” ~Alice Morse Earle
I think that quote is brilliant and so true. I look around me
though, and I see people everywhere who are waiting to live.
They are waiting for happiness. Do you fall into that category? Are you just going through the motions, going through
your days, just biding time, waiting for the future? Choose
better for yourself! Choose happiness now in this moment.
Think about it – why would you choose anything else?
Imagine for a minute if you died in this moment. What would
you regret? I am going to guess that you would regret not
living your life to the fullest in each moment. You wouldn’t
regret that you didn’t complete your to-do list today. This
moment is all you have. It is the most precious thing you
could hope for. Don’t waste it wishing for something else.
When you embrace the present, you step out of your ego, and
you live from your higher self. From that state, you will experience the world in a whole new light. When we live in the
past and the future, and we just go through the motions of
life’s responsibilities, we live from the mind and from the ego.
When we step into the present moment, however, we awaken
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to the real version of ourselves. We step out of the illusion
and realize what it’s really all about. You don’t find yourself
by going into the past – you find yourself by coming into the
present. What you are doing in this moment is all that really
matters. Decide to use your moments wisely.

Self Reflection:
Remembering to Get Present
1) Recognize when your thoughts are in the past or future, and gently remind yourself to live in this present
moment.

The Journey of Life is the Real Gift
We are always on a journey in life, so we will never be able to
say we have arrived at our destination, because a new journey will always open up for us once we do get to where we
wanted to go. This is the beauty of life – we are forever growing and evolving, and that is our ultimate purpose on this
earth. It is when we are growing and evolving that we are
truly alive. When we are stagnant and standing still, we feel
dead inside. It is important that you recognize this so that
you can embrace the joy of the journey.
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We tend to measure life by our accomplishments, and we live
our lives going from one accomplishment to the next. What
do we do in between accomplishments? We wait. Then we go
through the motions, and we long for the completion of the
next accomplishment. But what we are essentially doing is
missing the journey of life. The ego wants you to miss out on
the present moment. Remember that when you feel yourself
falling into that trap, and choose to listen to your soul instead.
When you arrive somewhere (you completed a task, for example), aren’t you then ready to move onto something new?
You might want a resting period depending on how tough the
journey was, but the passion to always move forward is what
keeps us alive. If you arrive at a destination and stay there for
the rest of your life, you would die of boredom, or at least
have a boring life. So remind yourself to enjoy the journey.
Type A personalities have a tough one with this – I know because I am one. And I can’t say I have mastered this or that I
ever will, but I can say that I have learned to enjoy the journey more than ever before and I try to always remind myself
of that. We don’t know when we are going to die. What if I
died while cleaning the house? I’d feel better about it if I was
enjoying the process of cleaning before I died rather than ea-
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gerly trying to get it done so I can move onto the next task on
my list.
So how can you make each task or event more authentic and
enjoyable? Let’s take the example of cleaning the house –
Can you listen to your favorite album while cleaning? Can
you put your headphones on and listen to an uplifting message? Can you get your young children involved and make a
game out of it? Can you give yourself some sort of prize after
you complete each room? What feels enjoyable to you?
Also, try to recognize where you are in your life as an integral
part of the journey. I often struggle with this one – I want to
snap my fingers and receive the certification in a class I am
taking or I want to hurry up and complete the book I am
reading, because I am hungry for knowledge. I have to remind myself that I love actually learning, not just having the
knowledge. Having knowledge is great, but it is the journey
of discovering new ideas and insights along the way that is
the most fun. If I could snap my fingers and instantly have
the knowledge, that would be pretty boring. It’s mostly the
achievement of gaining that knowledge over time, the struggle to learn something difficult, and how great it feels to get
that certification at the end that really feels good.
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Remember to enjoy the journey of life. Don’t be so hung up
on getting to the finish line that you miss the journey of getting there. Remember to be here fully in the now. Then, you
will find true happiness. I have a picture hanging on my wall
that says, “Life is not measured by the number of breaths we
take, but by the moments that take our breath away.”
~Author unknown. Live your life in that way and you will
love your life.

Self Reflection:
Enjoy the Journey
1) Make a list of ways that you can enjoy the journey.
When you have to do a task you don’t enjoy, how can
you make it more fun? What can you say to yourself
that will help you remember to enjoy the journey?

Learn to Be, Instead of Do
Part of the reason we have trouble getting into the present is
because we go through life doing instead of being. We go to
work, we run errands, we host holiday parties, and we do
housework and yard work. We do, do, do, but we forget to
be. Sometimes we even read self-help books and listen to motivational CD’s. We read and we listen, but we don’t really
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experience them for ourselves. We don’t give them time to
become part of us before moving onto the next thing.
When you focus on being, you will see life from an entirely
new perspective. You will view life through the eyes of your
soul, not just through your personality. Suddenly, the world
will have become a different place. You will no longer be
wrapped up in the illusion constructed by the ego, but will
instead be awakened and experiencing the beauty of life.
Things will flow easier for you because you will be more in
touch with your true self, since being naturally draws out your
soul identity instead of your ego identity.

Self Reflection:
Practice Being
1) As you go about your daily agenda, practice being instead of just doing. To do this means to engage
mindfulness – to be fully present in what it is that you
are doing instead of letting your body do the task
while your mind is somewhere else.

Take Notice of Your Surroundings
We discussed this briefly in the awareness component of this
program, but it is important to look back to this concept in
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terms of being present. When you take time to boost your
five senses and experience your surroundings more vividly
and completely, you will open yourself up to the present moment. This is because tuning into your surroundings in this
way opens a portal within you and allows you to notice
things you wouldn’t normally notice. When you are aware of
these new things, you are in turn becoming aware of the present moment.
What type of things might you notice that you weren’t aware
of before? You might notice the beautiful swishing sound
coming from the trees as they sway in the breeze. You might
notice how the leaves on the trees are more colorful than you
ever thought before. You might feel how soft and cool the
grass feels on your feet. You might feel like something is out
of place in your house and when you move it, you notice that
the energy just feels better in the room. You might smell
spring in the air. Or you might notice things completely different than these.
When you notice things like this, you are completely in the
moment. You are not thinking about what needs to be done.
You are not thinking about how tired you are. You are not
lost in the chaos of life. You are in the here and now, seeing
the beauty that surrounds you, and experiencing the wonder
of this earth. The more you practice this, the easier it will be
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for you to step into the present, and the easier it will be for
your life to flow. This is because, when you set aside the
chaos of life and when you set aside the past and the future,
you have actually entered the flow of life. Flow exists in the
now. You cannot flow in the past or the future – it happens
right now.

Self Reflection:
Awaken Your Five Senses
1) Practice being more aware of your surroundings and
awakening your five senses. When you tune into your
five senses, you will notice that your sixth sense begins to open up as well, which is a nice added bonus,
so practice this as often as you can. When you feel
stressed, take a deep breath, look around you and see
what you can notice. When you have to wait in line or
in traffic, look around and become aware of your environment. In this way, you are using this time
productively, and you are training yourself to get in
the flow as well!
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Being Present Helps Us Recognize the Oneness
of All Life
We already discussed the idea of oneness in relation to
awareness. Now we bring our attention back to this idea in
relation to being present. I have mentioned several times that
as a human race, we have bought into the illusion of separateness. For the most part, we feel alone in this world and
separate from everyone and everything else. But this is only
an illusion. As we discussed, we are all united because we are
all made of energy, and so we are really all one. This is why
you can attract things to you and this is why you can affect
the energy of others – because all it takes is tapping into the
energy that we are all part of.
Taking the time to notice the oneness that surrounds us is a
wonderful way to step into the present moment. It is so out of
the ordinary from what we are used to. It is so out of character for our personalities to perceive things and people as
being united, so it carries us into the present. When we think
in this way, we are in touch with the Universal truths. We
are experiencing life as our souls do, not as our egos do. The
ego is what keeps us in the past and future, and it is the soul
that brings us into the present. That is why any time we look
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at things from the perspective of our soul, we bring ourselves
into the present moment.

Self Reflection:
Embrace Oneness
1) Take some time to recognize and embrace oneness.
What does this mean? It can be as simple as feeling
the energy of a tree or plant. It can be becoming
aware of how everything is connected and how much
what you say and do really does matter. It can be letting go of judgment and seeing others as the same as
you. It can be tuning into the messages that come
from your soul. There are many ways to accomplish it.
Mostly, you just want to perceive the world from a
new light. Notice how everything is connected and be
a positive link in that connection.

You Are Not Your Mind
I’d like to ask you to look at the mind in a new light. Most of
us think that we are our minds, and because of that misconception, we end up being too stuck in our minds. But we
need to realize that our minds are merely tools that allow us
to accomplish what our soul wants us to do. We are souls
that came to this earth inside of our bodies in order to experi189

ence the world and grow as a result. I know I’ve been beating
that into your head, but it is important that you recognize
and understand that, because otherwise you’re likely to let
your mind control you instead of remembering to use your
mind only as a an instrument.
Our minds are wonderful tools, but they also keep us trapped
within our thoughts and emotions. When you can look at
your thoughts and emotions from outside of your mind, you
will have stepped into the present, because you will be acting
from your soul, instead of your mind. Make sure you take the
time to stop yourself and say, “Hmmm, my mind is feeling
frustrated right now. What would my soul say to my mind at
this moment?” Your soul has the knowledge of the Universe
within it. It knows the right answers. You just need to ask.
The mind is essentially the ego, and the ego will run your life
if you let it. When you are living from your mind and from
your ego, you are disconnected from your soul and your
higher self. And when that happens, life will be more difficult
for you. This is because your mind does not have the Universal knowledge – only your soul does. When you experience
life from the level of the mind, you will experience fear, frustration, anger, sadness, and many other negative emotions.
When you experience life from the level of the soul, all of that
melts away and you begin to flow with life instead of fighting
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against it. The ego is a fighter; the soul is a flowing lover. If
there were an organ within the body that relates to the soul,
it would be the heart. Identify with the heart and your soul
more often so that you can get out of your head and let things
flow.

Self Reflection:
What Would Your Soul Do?
1) Observe your mind. When you have certain thoughts
and emotions, look at them from the eyes of your soul.
What would your soul tell you to do? How would
your soul handle it? The minute you observe the mind
in this way, you automatically bring yourself into the
present.

Be Okay No Matter What Happens
One of the best things you can do to get in the flow is to let
go of the outcome. By that, I mean that you decide that you
will be okay with any outcome that happens. For example, if
you are trying to land a certain job, letting go of the outcome
would mean that you are happy whether you get the job or
not.
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This is powerful stuff because when you are able to release
the outcome, you will be like a steady, strong rock. No one
will be able to move you no matter what happens, because
you are so complete that you don’t need the outcome to make
you happy. This might sound a little crazy and maybe even a
little impossible, I know. But when you can wrap your head
around it and begin to practice it, your life will be forever
transformed.
Think about everything you have learned so far in this program. You learned that everything happens for a reason. You
learned that just because something seemingly bad happens,
it doesn’t mean there is not something better around the corner. You learned that your strength comes from identifying
with your soul, not your ego. You learned that the Universe
holds the bigger picture and has a better plan for us than we
could ever imagine. After summarizing all of that, do you
now understand why releasing the outcome makes so much
sense?
If you don’t get that job, it’s okay. It just means that the Universe has a better plan for you. Be happy about that something better is coming your way! By identifying with
your soul, you will know that and you will be okay with not
getting that job. If you had identified with your ego, as most
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of us tend to do, you would feel bad about yourself because
the ego gets its identity from external things.
This concept is difficult for most of us to understand, because
we are so used to living through our egos and striving to remain in control. And that is exactly what our egos want from
us. But what our souls want from us is to simply relax, allow
and accept so that we can be at peace. We can’t be at peace
when we are fighting for something and trying to control
things. And we certainly can’t get in the flow when we are
doing that. The really great thing is that when we get into
that state of acceptance by allowing and detaching from the
outcome, things tend to fall in place a lot easier than they do
when we are fighting to make something work.
Let me give you an example of what I am referring to here.
Years ago when I moved, I called the phone company months
prior to see if I would need to change my phone number.
Since they assured me that I would not need to change it, I
went ahead and got business cards and other marketing
pieces printed up. Then, when I did move, I found out that
they changed my phone number and that the person I had
spoken with on the phone had given me wrong information.
Not only that, but they changed the number without having
any kind of forwarding message when someone called my old
number, and this is my business line that I am referring to.
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So, now whenever anyone called my old number, they had no
way of reaching me because it just said that the number was
disconnected. After several agonizing phone calls and two
weeks having passed, the phone company finally put a forwarding message on my phone. The only problem was that
they left the area codes off of the numbers on the message,
and my new number had a different area code than my old
number, so people were still unable to reach me. Over the
next couple weeks, I called the phone company about five
more times, and each time, I was assured that the area codes
would be added, but months passed and the area codes still
had not been added to the message.
Eventually, I gave up the fight. I was so frustrated and upset
and it just wasn’t worth it. I decided to look at it as a cleansing out segment of my life. I detached from the outcome that
potential clients could no longer reach me, and I decided to
look at it in a different way. I decided that the Universe was
doing a spring cleaning for me, and that those who truly were
meant to reach me would find me, and that the telemarketers
and anyone not meant to reach me were being cleaned out. I
immediately felt better about the situation and no longer felt
the need to fight and control it. From that point on, I had
new clients coming to me who are now my ideal clients, and
things started flowing a lot easier!
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So, allow yourself to accept the present moment; allow yourself to detach from the outcome. Begin to identify more with
your soul than with your ego, and know that no outcome can
change the peace that you draw from your soul. This will give
you a great sense of freedom from fear and the need to control.
If you are resisting what is, you are resisting flow in your life.
Always remember that acceptance = flow, and nonacceptance = no flow. Surrender to what is. This doesn’t
mean that you become a wet blanket and let others walk all
over you. It just means that you are allowing the Universe
and your soul to take the lead, and when you do, everything
will fall into place. When you release resistance, you surrender and allow the Universe to assist you. When you resist,
you are essentially telling the Universe that you know best
and that you don’t want its help.
Complaining is a form of non-acceptance. When you find
yourself complaining, stop yourself, take a deep breath and
ask your soul to help you accept. Complaining never gets you
anywhere. It will drag you down and attract more to you to
complain about. Instead of complaining, decide to either remove yourself from the situation or accept it. Anything else is
just madness.
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Self Reflection:
What Are You Resisting?
1) Look at your life and ask yourself what you are resisting. What are you trying to control? Now look at that
situation from a new perspective. What could this
frustration be trying to tell you? Is it really worth the
fight? How can you release the resistance, and accept
it and detach from the outcome?
2) Catch yourself when you are complaining, and make a
decision instead. Decide to either remove yourself
from the situation or accept what is.

The Ego is Trapped in Time
Why does the ego always want to escape from the present
moment? The answer is because it cannot remain in control
without time. The present moment is void of time. It is timeless, and to the ego that is threatening. Time only really exists
in the past or the future.
How many moments do you actually have in each day when
your mind is not taken up with past or future thoughts? I am
going to venture to say, not many. We are usually either having thoughts that relate to anticipating something that might
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happen in the future or remembering something that happened in the past. The past is what gives us our identity and
makes us who we are, and the future is what gives us hope or
fear. The mind is consumed with these two things, because
the ego does not understand how to operate in the now. In
fact, it can’t operate in the now. In the present, it has no identity. The now is where our souls have identity.
Allow your soul to take its identity. Step out of time more often and into the present moment so that your soul can make
itself known. Living from the identity of the soul instead of
the identity of the ego is like opening a door for flow to enter
into your life.

Self Reflection:
Let Time Stand Still
1) I’m sure you’ve noticed certain moments in your life
when you were so engaged in what you were doing
that time seemed to stand still. That is because you escaped time for a moment! Try to create more of those
moments!
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Experience the Moments Between Your
Thoughts
Today I would like you to begin to recognize gaps in thought.
Some people refer to this as “getting in the gap.” It is nothing
more than quieting the chatter in your mind and recognizing
the gaps in between your thoughts. Our minds are almost
constantly thinking. We go from thought to thought at lightening speed. Our minds are really quite incredible that they
have this capability, however it keeps us from living in the
present.
You can begin to practice getting in the gap by just recognizing the glimpses of time when your mind is not thinking. Of
course, when you do this, you begin thinking, so you essentially break that gap, but with practice, you can eventually
begin to increase the duration of the gap. When you reach
that place, you are able to experience the spirit of the Universe because it is in those gaps where God exists for us.
When we quiet our minds, we spend time with Him in those
gaps.
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Self Reflection:
Get Into the Gap
1) If you have the patience for it at this point, meditate
with some beautiful new age music playing in the
background and allow it to carry you away from earth
till you reach the point where you are awake, but you
are void of thoughts. I have gotten to this place many
times through meditation and it is so peaceful and
beautiful and you can remain there for quite some
time.
2) If you aren’t at the point in your life where you have
the patience for that kind of meditation, you can still
experience the gap just in brief moments throughout
the day. If your mind is full of chatter, allow the
thoughts to come, thank them, and then let them go.
Keep doing that until the thoughts subside and you
just might catch a glimpse of the gap. As you notice it,
it’ll be easier for you to get there next time.

Be Fully Present & In-Tuned With Your Body
Noticing what is going on in your body is another method of
getting present. How often do you notice your body, other
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than when you are in pain? When I started really taking notice of my body, I found that all my life, I had been holding it
in a clenched, tightened state. It was almost like I had my
guard up and I was ready for anything that might come my
way. I noticed I was clenching my jaw, and my shoulders
were raised and tight. Even the way I would hold my legs,
arms and overall body was just tight and clenched. It took a
while to break that habit, but I did it by taking a deep breath
and releasing it each time I noticed it. I can’t even explain to
you what that has done for my overall state. I immediately
feel much more peaceful and relaxed when I release that
tightness. By tuning into your body like that, you become
more present.

Self Reflection:
Let Your Body Speak to You
1) Take notice of how your body feels at different times
throughout the day. Release any tightness you feel.
Linger on any part of your body that feels at peace
and healthy. Take some time to lovingly imagine painful body parts being healed.
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Observe Stillness, Silence & Empty Spaces
What is the present moment? It is void of time. It is now.
When you are in the present moment, you almost feel like
time stands still. Think of a moment when you were fully present – maybe you were painting and the creativity just flowed
because you were fully present, or maybe you were caught
up in a book, or maybe you were taking a walk and allowing
yourself to get lost in the beauty surrounding you. Whatever
it was, you entered a timeless state. Time, of course, was still
ticking, but you were not aware of it.
A great method to get yourself into the present is to simulate
that timelessness on purpose, by becoming acutely aware of
its existence around you. Notice the silent moments. They are
few and far between, but notice them as they come up. Notice the stillness when there is no breeze. Notice the empty
spaces around you. We usually notice what is in the space
around us, but we don’t often take time to notice the empty
spaces. When you notice all of these things, you are entering
a place synonymous with timelessness, and so you become
more present.
You can also notice the stillness and presence in others. Notice people who seem to be more peaceful than others. Notice
people who seem to “stop and smell the roses.” Notice them
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and see what allows them to be in that state of presence.
What can you learn from them?

Self Reflection:
Savor the Nothingness
1) Take notice of silent, still moments, and savor them.

The Present Moment Brings Clarity &
Effectiveness
When you are in the moment, you will see things with more
clarity and alertness. You will make decisions that seem
clearer to you. Your mind will feel fresh and open instead of
feeling clouded over with too much mind-chatter. This is because mind-chatter is what holds us in the past and future.
When we release it, we are in the present and we open up our
minds to explore the now. In this fresh, open state, we can
receive intuitive thoughts, which will help us to flow. We are
in a heightened state when we are in the present moment,
which means that our senses are awakened and working
more effectively for us.
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When you experience this enhanced clarity, freshness and
openness of mind, you naturally feel uplifted, lighter and
more joyful. You are not bogged down by the thoughts of the
ego. This is a beautiful and peaceful place to be in, and it’s a
place you want to get to know more intimately so that you
can experience flow in your life.

Self Reflection:
Enjoy the Freshness of the Present
1) When you are going about your day, ask yourself how
your mind feels? Does it feel heavy, burdened, and
clouded with too much chatter? Or does it feel free,
open, fresh, and alert? If you answered yes to the first
question, use one of the methods you have learned so
far in this component to bring yourself into the now so
that you can clear your head and start fresh. If you
answered yes to the second question, smile and keep
yourself there as long as possible. It may be a couple
seconds, a couple minutes, a couple of hours, or even
days, but whatever it is, that time is precious. Recognize how precious it is and enjoy it.
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Let Go & Let it Happen
What I want you to remember as you are working through
this component is to let go. When people begin trying to be
more present, what often happens is that they obsess over it.
They get frustrated when they aren’t able to do it, and they
try and try harder and harder to make it work for them.
When that happens, that is the ego entering the picture once
again, and when the ego enters, you will only experience
more difficulty. Being present will seem like a difficult task
and you will eventually give up.
Ask the ego to step aside and allow the soul to enter in instead. Just let go and allow. You cannot enter the present by
trying and trying to make it work. It will only happen when
you are in a state of allowing. So, take a deep breath and let
go of all the trying. Ask the ego to take a break. Just release
it all and let the present come.

Self Reflection:
Learning to Let it Flow
1) Try the exercises that you have learned in this component by setting the intention that you will
experience the now with ease and allowing. Don’t tell
yourself it will be hard. Set the intention that is will
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come to you with ease, ask your soul to help you relax
into it and allow it to come.

Coexist With the Ego to Find Enlightenment
To be in the present, you must release the ego, as I mentioned
many times before, but you cannot eliminate the ego altogether. It will always be there, trying to get control, and
trying to win you back. As much as I might make it seem, the
ego is not bad. It just doesn’t serve as much of a purpose as
the soul does in relation to getting in the flow. And the fact
that you have ego-related thoughts, doesn’t mean there is
anything wrong with you. If you are human and you are alive
on this earth, the ego will try to control you. But it is when
you can recognize the ego for what it is and release the control it has over you, that you begin to experience
enlightenment. You see, enlightenment is simply gaining control over your egoisms. It is when your foundation is based
on the knowledge and insight of your soul. It is when that
inner being is so strong that it coexists with the ego, but
doesn’t allow it to consume you. That is true enlightenment!
Most people think enlightenment is only for the monks who
meditate for hours on end, but in reality, we can all experience it. In fact, you might have already had moments of
enlightenment. One does not reach enlightenment and then
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just remain there forevermore. It is a constant journey of recognizing the ego when it comes and releasing it. It is
strengthening your inner soul, so that it controls you, instead
of the ego. And you just do this as often as you can. Eventually the ego will speak up less and less, but it will never be
gone completely since you are human. When you choose to
listen to your soul instead of your ego – those are the enlightened moments of your life.

Self Reflection:
Choose Your Soul Over Your Ego
1) Choose enlightenment. Choose the soul over the ego
as often as you can.
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Component 7: Get Guided

We are now moving onto the seventh component in this program, and this is where we learn to tap into our support
systems. Believe it or not, we all come to this earth with a
complete spiritual support system, but most of us never tap
into this resource. In essence, we are offered a personal
group of angels who know the answers to every question we
could ever ask, who know our future, who want and will
make sure we are safe and happy at every moment, and who
don’t want to be paid for any of this – and after all of that, we
tell them, “no thanks.” How insane is that? Because the Universe has given us free will, guidance cannot be given to us
unless we request it, aside from life and death circumstances.
And since we don’t think to ask, most of us are not using this
amazing resource that is available to us. By not tapping into
that valuable resource, we end up struggling through life.
Think about it from this standpoint: imagine if you decided to
go white water rafting and you didn’t know the first thing
about it because you had never done it before, but instead of
asking for help and guidance, you went off by yourself and
did it alone. Imagine how difficult that experience would be.
I’m sure you would be struggling through the whole time
wishing you knew an easier way. That is essentially what is
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happening in our lives when we don’t ask for spiritual guidance. We struggle through. And to make matters worse,
when we are busy struggling through, we actually block out
the spiritual guidance we are receiving because we are too
busy to notice it. If we’d only ask for assistance and learn to
pay attention, we would be privy to powerful Universal
knowledge that would lead us through life easily, and we
would experience flow.
Children are still connected to their support system because
they have no reason to disbelieve. They don’t ask whether
what they are seeing or hearing is real or made up. I am sure
you have witnessed or heard about children who have
"imaginary friends." In many cases, these imaginary friends
are nothing more than children seeing and acknowledging
their angels and guides. Depending on whether or not you
have been exposed to that idea, you might think I am crazy.
Why is that so crazy though? There is so much on this earth
and in the Universe that we can’t see, hear, or feel. Who’s to
say it doesn’t exist because we can’t see it, hear it, or feel it?
The “can’t see, hear or feel part” is what this component will
help you with. As we get older, society tells us to disregard
the things we naturally see, hear, and feel as children, and so
we forget the roots from which we came. We learn to operate
from the mind only, and we shut down our intuition and
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spiritual guidance. This component will help you learn to reawaken your child-like belief, so you can open yourself up to
the plethora of guidance that is available to you.
When you ask for assistance, you will receive it. We all have
angels and guides who are ready and waiting for us to ask
them for help. Their purpose is to assist us, so they want us to
ask. There are angels and guides for every category of life
you can think of. For example, when I write, I ask for the
writing guides to assist me and I ask for the angels to inspire
me with beautiful insights. When I drive, I ask for the traffic
guides to care for me and help me arrive at my destination
safely and easily. There are even parking guides that can help
you find that perfect parking spot. There is literally an angel
and/or guide for everything you can think of and no request
is too small in their eyes. They want us to achieve more peace
in our lives because their goal is to help create a peaceful
planet of spiritually evolved souls. If the smallest request will
give us even an ounce more peace in our lives, they want us
to have it because it will contribute to our sense of personal
peace, and that will contribute to the collective peace on the
planet.
Ask for their assistance! The more you do, the more they will
help you. And the more they help you, the more you will experience flow, because everything will be easier. You no
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longer need to feel like you are alone in this world. You are
never alone. You always have angels and guides by your side,
and you can be surrounded by an unlimited amount of them
if you only ask for their help more often. The more you ask
for their help, the more they stand by your side. I don’t know
about you, but I want as many angels watching out for me as
I can get.
Some of you might be struggling with this concept. Don’t
worry. Throughout this component, you will become more
comfortable with all of this. I had a lot of disbelief around
this area many years ago. It wasn’t that I necessarily didn’t
believe they existed, but I didn’t believe they existed for me
personally. I realize that is a silly thing to think. I mean why
would they be available for others and not for me? But these
are the kinds of things your ego will tell you to keep up the
illusion that we are separate and on our own. I also had a fear
of seeing angels and guides. There was a part of me that
wanted desperately to see them, and then there was a part of
me that feared it. If you have fears like these, or any other
fears around this concept of spiritual guidance, just know
that you are not alone and that we will work through those
fears in this component.
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Intuition is Guidance From Above
One of the most predominant ways that the angels and
guides (and our own souls) speak to us is through our own
intuitions. If you have a gut feeling like something isn’t right
about a situation, your intuition is speaking to you. Become
hyper-aware of what your inner being is telling you. Listen to
the wisdom within you – stop pushing it aside. We all do this.
We pass off our own intuition as just a silly voice inside of
our head, but it is not. The Universe and the angels and
guides need to speak to us somehow and this is one of the
most prominent ways. We need to learn to trust our intuitions to guide us.
There are many forms of spiritual guidance, so be careful that
you don’t overlook guidance because you are expecting to
receive it in a different way. I can almost guarantee that you
have already overlooked a lot of guidance in your life because
you did not recognize it as such.
We all are receiving guidance everyday, and each of us will
experience it in a different way. There are four general ways
that we receive guidance: feeling, knowing, hearing and seeing. Typically, we will tend to have a dominant means of
receiving spiritual guidance. For example, if you are a very
visual person, you might see angels and guides more easily
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than a person who is more “feeling” oriented. It is easiest to
work with what comes to you naturally, however you can develop the other methods as well. We will look at these four
ways of receiving guidance shortly, but first, it is important
that we get into how to prepare to receive the guidance.

Preparing To Receive Guidance From Angels
& Guides
I want to first ask you, “What are you ready for?” because
you will only receive what you are ready for. At this moment,
you might not be ready to believe that the angels and guides
will help you with big issues in your life, such as keeping you
from losing your house or helping you find that perfect mate.
Or you might not be ready to believe that they would spend
their time assisting you with the small, mundane aspects of
life like helping you find a great parking spot or helping you
locate that food item in the store quickly and easily. Or
maybe, just like my past experience, you find it hard to believe that the angels and guides are available for you. You
might be saying, my life is generally fine – they wouldn’t take
their time out to help me, because I don’t need as much help
as someone who is going through something really tough.
Whatever it may be, I’m sure you have some limiting beliefs
around the concept of angels and guides, and as you can tell
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from the examples above, those limiting beliefs can run the
whole gamut.
What I’d like you to do is just start from the smallest belief
that you have. I’m sure there is some kind of belief within
you; otherwise you would have stopped reading already. So
start with whatever you do believe, even if in the slightest
amount, and work from there. The more you allow yourself
to experience the guidance you do believe in, the more your
belief will develop and then your beliefs will expand into
other areas of possibility. Now let’s get right into it and learn
more about the four ways we receive guidance.

Spiritual Guidance – Feeling
“Feeling” happens to be my most prominent way of experiencing angels and guides. If, like me, you are very tuned into
how you feel physically, mentally and spiritually, you probably also have or can easily learn to tune into this form or
guidance.
Here are some examples of how a person might feel angels,
guides and other beings and the guidance they provide:
•

You feel gentle tickles on your hair or your
body (this is often the loving touch of angels or
the playful touch of fairies).
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•

The hair on your arms stand up as you sense a
spirit is near you.

•

You can just feel the energy of an angel or
guide around you. You can’t explain it and you
might even second-guess yourself, but you
really do feel like there is a being around you.

•

When you visit certain places, you can feel the
energy of that place.

•

You can feel energy pockets and differences in
temperature within a room, signifying a spirit.

•

You feel like a deceased loved one is with you.

•

You can smell something that is not really
there (for example, you smell a deceased
friend’s perfume).

•

When you visit a new place, you feel like you
have been there before even though you haven’t in this lifetime.

•

You feel like you have known someone all
your life, but you just met them.
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•

You suddenly feel joyful, excited or peaceful
for no apparent reason.

•

You get a strong feeling to do something, such
as take a different road home or call someone.

•

You get stomachaches or nauseated, either
warning you of danger or as a sign of something good on the horizon.

Feeling what you can’t see comes in many forms, as you can
see. Tuning into your sense of feeling will help you to further
develop this skill, and it is very rewarding because you will
begin to know your feelings better and will be able to allow
them to lead you. For example, you might get a feeling that
you should go food shopping at a different store than usual,
and when you follow that feeling, you run into an old dear
friend whom you lost track of. Or you might feel like taking a
different way to work, and then you hear on the radio that
the usual way you take is congested due to a big accident.
Here are some ways that you can develop this sense of feeling
even further:
•

Take closer notice of how you feel in certain
situations. Notice physical sensations as well
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as internal feelings. What might these sensations be saying to you?
•

When you have a decision to make that you
have been struggling with, ask yourself how
you feel about each option. Really imagine each
option as if it was happening to you and notice
how you feel about each one.

•

Take a closer notice of how other things feel to
you. For example, touch different textures and
linger there in the feelings of each different
texture. This will help to amp up your sense of
feeling.

•

Keep a journal of feelings you have about situations or people and of how those feelings
affected your life.

Spiritual Guidance – Knowing
This type of guidance can be felt when you just know something for sure, but you don’t know how you know it. This can
be a tough form of guidance to recognize, because we often
disregard it thinking it is just silly thoughts we are having.
This guidance comes in the form of thoughts, ideas and insights. Much of this program has been written with insights
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that come out of me and I don’t even know where they came
from. Of course, a lot of this program has come from my
years of study, but an equal amount has come from a deep
inner knowing within me. This is an example of how I use the
sense of knowing to guide me in my endeavors, and I know
many other writers, artists and musicians who are able to tap
into this form of guidance as well to produce beautiful creations.
Here are some examples of how a person might experience
spiritual guidance through knowing:
•

You hear some information and just know that
it is true without needing to see the evidence.

•

You have ideas for inventions and when you
don’t act on them, you then see them coming
about from other people (this is an example of
how you disregarded the guidance that was
coming to you, so it was passed onto someone
else, who then pursued it).

•

You had an experience in which you just knew
that someone you love was in danger.
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•

You know things that you have never learned
about, or you know things about people that
they didn’t even tell you.

•

You think of someone and then you hear from
that person.

•

You know that you should follow a different career path even though it doesn’t seem like the
best move.

•

You know when others are being sincere or not.

•

You are instantly exceptional at a new hobby
even though you had never done it before.

•

You just know that new person you met is the
person you are meant to spend the rest of your
life with.

If you can learn to trust those things that you just know, you
will begin to experience flow, because essentially, you will be
tapping into the Universal knowledge, and that is quite powerful. No knowledge on earth can begin to match how
incredible something turns out when it comes from Universal
knowledge. Many of the best books ever written came from
the authors just allowing the Universe to speak through
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them. Just imagine what you can accomplish when you have
the Universe backing you!
Here are some ways you can develop this sense of knowing
even further:
•

Really listen to your thoughts and don’t just
dismiss them as coming from your own mind.
Especially listen for repetitive thoughts, as well
as “light bulb ideas.”

•

Pick a topic that intrigues you but that you haven’t studied much in the past, and write about
it. Do you know more about that subject than
you should know considering you haven’t
studied the subject much?

•

When an idea for an invention or another form
of a brilliant idea pops into your head, pursue
it!

•

Keep a journal of incidences where you just
knew something and then it happened.
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Spiritual Guidance – Hearing
Another method of tuning into spiritual guidance comes from
your sense of hearing. People who are in touch with their
sense of physical hearing will probably have the easiest time
experiencing this type of spiritual guidance, although it can
certainly be developed by anyone.
Here are some examples of how a person might hear spiritual
guidance:
•

When you receive messages from the angels
and guides, it comes through hearing a phrase
or sentence in a voice that is not your own.

•

You sometimes awaken to someone saying
your name, but no one is there.

•

You sense that a loved one needs you by hearing them call for help even though you are
nowhere near that person.

•

You are very sensitive to loud or different
pitches of sound.

•

You constantly catch songs playing on the radio that answer your questions or remind you
of someone you are thinking of.
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•

You sometimes hear angelic music while meditating when none is playing.

•

You get answers to your questions by “coincidentally” turning on the TV or radio and
hearing just the right thing you needed to hear.

•

Instead of sensing a deceased loved one is
near, you hear their voice in your head.

•

You often hear ringing in one of your ears.
(This is often a form of spiritual attunement
sent from the angels.)

You can develop your sense of spiritual hearing by becoming
more aware of all of the things listed above and more. Just
like a toddler learns to talk by listening over and over again
to the sounds and then trying to form them for themselves,
you can also listen more closely so that you can tune into
spiritual guidance through the sense of hearing.
Here are some ways that you can develop this sense of hearing
even further:
•

Start to pay attention to the voices inside your
head. Do you recognize the voice? A good way
to know whether what you are hearing is guidance or just your own ego speaking is to listen
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to the voice. Oftentimes (but not always),
when you hear your own voice in your head,
what you are hearing is your ego, while hearing someone else’s voice can often mean you
are hearing guidance.
•

Increase your awareness of sounds so that you
can develop this sense. For example, notice the
sounds in nature, the sounds of your computer,
your appliances, and cars driving by. Also notice the sound of silence.

•

Take more notice to hearing the answer to
your questions or prayers in all of their various
forms. For example, notice what song is playing when you turn the radio on. Could it be a
message for you? Notice conversations that
you overhear. Is there a message for you
there?

Spiritual Guidance – Seeing
If you are a very visual person, seeing might be the easiest
way for you to experience spiritual guidance, although just as
I’ve mentioned before, anyone can develop this skill. It can
be very rewarding to actually see angels, fairies, and de222

ceased loved ones. In some ways, it can seem scary, but you
can release those feelings by asking for only beings of the
highest frequency to be around you. Once you ask this (either out loud or within your head), any beings that are not of
that highest frequency must leave, and the fear will melt
away.
Here are some examples of how a person might experience
spiritual guidance through seeing:
•

You see sparkling, glistening lights out of the
corner of your eyes from time to time (this is
often an angel or spiritual guide).

•

You see something out of the corner of your
eye, almost like a blur of a shadow moving
quickly (this is often a fairy scampering
around).

•

When you receive signs from the Universe,
they are often in a visual form. For example,
you keep seeing a phrase all over the place and
it is the answer to something you’ve been
struggling with.
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•

You have vivid dreams (dreams are often full
of symbols and signs that can assist us in our
lives).

•

You receive visual images in your head and
they are answers to help you.

•

You see a deceased loved one or you see an
angel or a fairy.

•

You can see auras and colors around people.

Here are some ways that you can develop this sense of seeing
even further:
•

Take closer notice to the things listed above.
You have probably experienced some of them
and just didn’t realize it.

•

Pay closer attention to your dreams. Keep a
dream journal by your bed and write down
your dreams the instant you wake up before
they leave your memory.

•

Set aside any fears you might have of actually
seeing spiritual beings. Know that you are in
control, because you can request that only high
frequency beings be around you.
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•

Ask the angels, guides, fairies and loved ones
to reveal themselves to you, and then be patient and know that when the time is right,
they will reveal themselves.

•

Spend more time in nature. Be kind and know
that just because you might not be able to see
fairies at this moment, they are there and it is
important to respect nature so you don’t destroy their homes. If you are intrigued by the
concept of fairies, an incredible book is Healing
With the Fairies by Doreen Virtue.

Asking & Trusting it Will Come
Sometimes it is hard to trust in something that you might not
be able to see. If that is the case, go on blind faith at first and
just ask. Nothing bad can come out of it and what do you
have to loose? Try it and you will see that these beings are so
incredibly real, and once you do see that, you will learn that
the more you ask for their help, the more they are there to
give it to you. Then you will begin to experience their love
and guidance in more and more ways.
It just takes a silent prayer within your head – something
like: “Angels and Guides, please help me through this meet225

ing today. Help me to speak eloquently and intelligently with
poise.” Or something simple like, “Angels and Guides, please
help me get everything done that I need to do today with
ease.” It is especially important to remember to ask for their
help when things aren’t going particularly well. For example,
if your computer is acting up, causing problem after problem,
take a step back, take a deep breath, and silently ask, “Angels
and Guides, please help me easily find the problem and know
how to fix it.”

Self Reflection:
Make Asking For Help a Habit
1) It will take a little effort on your part to get into the
habit of asking the Angels and Guides for help, so I’d
like to request that you start to focus on doing just
that. If you need little reminders, do so. For example,
you could put little notes on your desk, or on your
mirror in the bathroom, or in your car. Or you could
set an alarm on your phone for every 2 hours as a
check in to remind you to seek spiritual guidance.
Start to do what you can so that it will become a habit
for you.
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Discerning Ego From Guidance
Depending on how the guidance comes, we can often mistake
it for our own silly thoughts or coincidences. For example, if
you hear a voice telling you to do something, or if you feel
like you should do something differently, I’m sure there are
many times when you just pass it off as a thought or feeling
that doesn’t mean anything. Begin to ask yourself, “Is the
guidance coming from love or fear?” That one simple question will help you to determine if it is coming from spiritual
guidance or from the ego. If for instance, you have a meeting
with a prospect and something tells you not to go, step back
and ask yourself, is this the fear of not wanting to do this
meeting that is causing that feeling to come up, or does it feel
like it is coming from a loving source protecting me from potential danger. It’s not always easy to decipher between the
two, but with practice, you will be more tuned into your self
and you learn the difference.

Self Reflection:
Track Your Guidance
1) Keep a record of potential guidance coming in and the
source from which you feel it came. If it turns out that
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it might not have been guidance but just your ego or
fear, record that so you can begin to see a pattern.

Flow Writing to Elicit Guidance
This exercise is so fun, especially if you enjoy writing. All you
need to do is sit down with a pen and paper, get yourself into
a relaxed, tuned-in state by whatever method of meditation
you prefer, and just let your pen flow without stopping.
Sometimes, I will write down a question that I am seeking an
answer to and I will just see what comes. Other times, I just
start writing, without any idea of what will come. Angels and
Guides often speak to us through this form of communication. If you start writing and aren’t feeling the flow, just write
anything – you can write about how you feel or about something you see, and then just let it transform into flow writing.
Sometimes, you will find yourself just writing a bunch of
words that might not appear to make any sense. Don’t worry
about it making sense – just let it flow! When you read back
over it, you might make some sense of it and you might not,
but I’m sure you will find some guidance somewhere within
what you wrote.
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Praying for Guidance
We have already discussed the importance of asking for
guidance and help from the Angels and Guides throughout
your day, but another important practice is to take some time
to pray to these beautiful beings as well. All this involves is
taking a couple minutes to pour your heart out to them –
thanking them for what they have done for you so far and
then asking them for help in the areas of your life that you
need help, or asking them to help other people who might be
struggling. This prayer time is more intimate than just asking
for help throughout your day. I often do this while lying in
bed at night, and the connection that I feel to the Angels and
Guides through my prayers often brings me to tears. It is important to take the time to thank them for what they do and
to create a relationship with them, and that is what this time
does. It is very rewarding and helps you develop an overall
sense of peace in your life.

Release the How So Guidance Can Do Its
Work
Again, I bring up this topic of releasing the how because it is
important to look at it from this perspective as well. When
you receive spiritual guidance, you won’t receive a drawn out
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plan of how to accomplish what you are trying to do. Instead,
you will be given one step at a time, and in many cases, you
won’t have a clue how that step falls into the grand scheme of
things. This is an important aspect to understand because we
often get so hung up on the how that we don’t act on the
smaller steps along the way that can lead us to our end result.
We worry and wonder how that will fit into the whole picture, and we are afraid to make a move because we are not
sure how it will work. For example, let’s say you are given
guidance to take a certain class, but you feel you don’t have
the money to take that class. If you wait until you have the
money, you might be waiting a long time. If spiritual guidance is telling you to take that class, then they will also have a
way for you to pay for that class. You need to trust it and
move forward without understanding how it will all happen.

Ask For Help Making Decisions for the Highest
Good
Ask the angels to guide you to make decisions that are for the
highest good for everyone involved. The angels have all of
the Universal knowledge at their fingertips. We don’t. We
only have the knowledge that we have acquired in this lifetime. But if we let the angels lead us, we can make decisions
that come from their Universal knowledge, and when we do
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that, our decisions may be completely different than what we
would normally think to do. And the decisions may seem like
they are not even the best decisions for the people involved,
but in the end, they will be if they are spiritually guided. For
example, after asking the angels for assistance in your relationship, you may decide to leave a relationship that you have
been in for a really long time. Deep down, you have known
this relationship was not serving any good anymore, but the
thought of deciding to leave was too painful because you
thought it would destroy the person you were leaving and
any other people involved. But one day, you allowed the angels to guide you, and they showed you that it was time to
leave. You felt horrible doing it, but you did it because it felt
right. Of course, those involved were upset for a time, but in
the end, their lives were transformed in ways that could have
never taken place if your relationship was still in tact. So as
you can see, your personal decision would have been to stay
in the relationship to avoid hurting those you loved. Doing
so, however, would have held them back from what they
were meant to have. Although it was difficult, the angels
guided you to make that decision which, in the end, was for
the highest good of everyone involved.
Let me ask you a question: Who are you to think that you
know what is best for others? I’d like to open your eyes to
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the fact that you might not have that power. Think about it –
being able to know what is best for others is a pretty powerful thing. The only way you can truly have that power is if
you are able to tap into the Universal knowledge. What that
means is that you are able to look down at life from outside of
it, and you can see how every single decision will affect every
single person, and you can know everything that has ever
taken place and everything that ever will take place. Clearly,
no human being has that power, but the angels do, and they
can help lead you to make the right decisions if you ask for
their assistance.
Always remember that you are not alone here at this earth
school. You are surrounded with angels and guides who are
just waiting for you to ask them for help. You can ask them
to help release certain negative feelings you might be having,
and you can ask them to help you make the decisions that are
best for everyone involved based on the highest good. Remember to ask for their help, and your lessons will be learned
much easier than if you were to try to do everything on your
own.
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Component 8: Get Flowing

This next component is where it all gets really fun! You will
really feel yourself flowing if you get involved and do the exercises in this component.
The beginning element in this component is learning to give
up control and just trust. You see, most of us go through life
struggling because we are trying to remain in control, and
that’s understandable because we certainly don’t want to feel
like we are out of control. But when we do that, what happens is that we are limiting ourselves to what we know
personally. And what we know is only a fraction of the
knowledge out there. When we begin to release control and
trust in the Universe, we open ourselves up to infinite knowledge. And then things begin to happen with ease, because we
are no longer acting from our limited minds. We then begin
to notice that we have different ideas than we had before.
New opportunities present themselves to us. People enter our
lives that can assist us in our endeavors. We become aware of
things we weren’t aware of before. We begin to have hunches
and inspirations that never came to us before. We notice little
“coincidences” or synchronicities happening that move us
closer to where we want to be.
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When you experience it, you will be blown away by how easily things fall into place. It is as if you are flowing with the
current of possibility instead of being lost in the rapids trying
to figure out what to do next. The current just carries you
along with grace and ease. It is like life is just whisking you
through and all you need to do is stay in the current. It will
be clear to you what you need to do next and the opportunities, people and ideas will just keep coming. All you need to
do is grab them along the way and stay in the current. Sometimes you might feel like you got off track, but just remember
to step back into that current and you’ll begin flowing again.
In order for you to really grasp how this can all happen, I
want to take a minute to give you a personal example which
demonstrates how this can happen in even the simplest of
ways:
I was shopping for a sleeping bag for my son because
he needed one for camp, and I went from store to
store without any luck. I was beginning to get frustrated, because I didn’t understand why this was such
a difficult task. I decided to let the frustration go and I
set the intention that I would find a sleeping bag with
ease. About 2 minutes later, I ran into a friend and
told her why I was out shopping. She said that she
still had her daughter’s sleeping bag from when she
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was younger and that her husband was just asking her
why she still had it. She said it was in great condition
and that I was welcome to it if I wanted. So not only
did I find one with ease, but it was free too!
Now let me give you a much grander example that demonstrates how incredibly this can affect your overall life:
I’m going to take you back 16 years ago when I went
to college for fashion design. Fresh out of high school,
I really had no clue what I wanted to do with my life,
but I knew I wanted to do something that involved
art, and fashion design seemed fun. I absolutely loved
it while in college, but afterwards, I did not want to
move to a fast-paced city like New York, which is
what you really need to do to make it in that industry.
After waitressing and working at various, unrelated
jobs, I eventually found myself working back at my
family’s print shop because they needed me to step in
to help them since the business was going through a
rough patch. There, I met my now ex-husband, and
we quickly got married and had a child. I remained at
the print shop for several years and followed along
with the company as we sold it to another printing
company.
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I remained at the new company for a couple more
years, all the while knowing that this job was not what
I wanted to do with my life, but feeling a bit stuck because it was what I was good at now and it was what I
had experience in. After finally getting over the feeling that I was stuck, I made a big move and left that
job to begin a sales position that would allow me to
work from home. What I really wanted to do was become a life coach, because I wanted to do something
that felt meaningful, and I wanted to be able to write
books like the one you are reading now. I knew that
making this move would get me closer to that dream,
because it would give me more freedom and time to
pursue my certification in life coaching.
What happened next is that I got laid off from that
new job within 1.5 months of starting it because my
boss decided to shut down his business. A bit frazzled
and fearful at first, I decided to use that as an opportunity to put all of my efforts into getting my
certification, and I was able to achieve that much
faster than I would have if I were working. In the
middle of that time, my husband and I ended up getting divorced, and that part of my life felt a little
hopeless.
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After a couple years of being a full time life coach, the
printing company asked me to come back and it came
at the right time for me to accept the offer, so as much
as I didn’t want to put my dreams on the back burner,
I decided to take the position. While there, I was able
to really develop my marketing skills and found that I
really liked that part of my job, but I still knew I had
other dreams I needed to pursue.
As part of the marketing I was doing for the company,
my boss asked me to come up with a product that
could be showcased on the new software he had purchased which allows the printed pieces to be
personalized. It occurred to me as I was trying to
come up with a product that I would like to create of
my own products to be sold through the software.
This was a dream I had since I was 10 years old – to
create and sell journals, note cards, bookmarks, and
wall hangings, using my artwork and my written
quotes. I presented the idea to my boss and he liked it.
I was able to leave my full time position there and
work only part time from home doing the marketing
for the printing company, which is the part of my job
I had always enjoyed. At the same time, I started my
new business, called Enchant ~ Designs for the Soul,
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which allowed me to focus on my artwork and writing.
Creating and selling these products beautifully brings
together the four main skills I have developed in my
life: art, writing, life coaching, and marketing. I am
able to create the art and inspirational quotes for my
products. I am able to pour my life coaching skills into
those products because they are all inspirational in nature, and I know how to market them to make them
successful.
As you can see, every event in my life led me to where
I am today, and where I am today is where I always
dreamed I would be. I work from home doing everything I love. Throughout my life, things weren’t
always so clear and it often felt like I was wondering
aimlessly through life without any real idea what I
wanted to be “when I grew up.” Without taking the
position at the print shop, I wouldn’t have this incredible opportunity to produce my new products and
I wouldn’t have gained the marketing experience that
I did. Without following my dream to be a life coach,
I would not be writing this book. Without going to art
school, I wouldn’t have developed my artistic skills.
And without getting “stuck” helping out my family
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with their business when they needed me, I wouldn’t
have my incredible son. It has all come together beautifully and I now know why I have done everything in
my life. Oh and by the way, during the second time
that I worked for the printing company, I started dating the man of my dreams who I can’t wait to marry –
just a little added bonus!
I hope this example has demonstrated to you how one part of
your life can just flow into another and then that new part of
your life expands to another until greatness is just flowing to
you in a steady, exciting stream. Now let’s begin to look at
some of the methods that will bring this flow into your life.

Give Up Control
Giving up control is one of the most important ways to start
flowing, and in order to do that, you must learn to trust in the
Universe. The human race is usually so consumed with trying
to gain control over our lives that we end up blocking flow.
We do manage to control our lives, but usually in negative
ways, because we have closed off that Universal flow. As I
mentioned before, we only hold within us a limited amount of
knowledge, but when we open up to Universal knowledge,
our lives become easier. This is because when we are working from our limited minds and trying to control our lives
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with the limited amount that we know, we encounter many
hardships because we don’t really know how to proceed. We
then move through life having to constantly learn from our
mistakes because without infinite knowledge, we will of
course need to gain more knowledge in order to accomplish
our goals.
When you trust, you open yourself up and you allow the
Universe to lead you along the right path by letting control
go. It’s not an easy thing for most of us to wrap our heads
around, however, because we feel that letting go of that control will mean our lives might go spiraling out of control. But
the opposite is actually true!
Here is an example of how we often control our lives in negative ways: Do you know of someone in your life that has
decided that happiness isn’t in the cards for him or her so
they’ve just given up and resigned themselves to an unhappy
life? Perhaps they are unhappy in their job, but the thoughts
of leaving it seem too scary so they just keep on enduring.
Having that mindset cancels out all possibilities. How can
there be possibilities when there is such an unwillingness to
allow them to come into your life? They are being blocked
off, and that person ends up controlling his or her life in a
negative way.
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Or maybe you know someone who is bound and determined
to accomplish something and they just keep struggling because it never seems to happen. I am by no means saying that
you should not have goals and strive to achieve things that
you want. Of course you should! But the biggest thing you
need to do is trust. Give up the control. That person struggling so hard to achieve something may be striving so hard
because she is trying to do it in one certain way and that’s the
only way she sees. She is not open. She is missing the messages the Universe is sending her that say, “no wait, do it this
way.” She’s trying to pound a square peg into a round hole
and the Universe is saying, “here’s a round one.” And she’s
saying, “No thanks, I’m gonna make this one work, damn it!”
You see, you must remain open. When you do, you will have
gotten in the flow of life and things will come to you with
ease.
When you learn to release the control so that you can allow
in possibilities and transformation, you will find that new opportunities come your way and new ideas and people come
into your life that can help you. All these wonderful things
come to you because you’ve opened a door instead of shutting it and saying “oh well, this is my life.”
Remember, it might not work your way, but your way might
not be the best way for you. Be open to other ways.
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Self Reflection:
Releasing Control
1) Begin to look at your life and notice where you are
trying to control things too much. This is often evident by looking at the areas of our lives that we are
struggling with and that are not flowing. So you might
want to look back to the list you made of what’s not
flowing in your life. What is difficult in your life?
What do you keep trying to do but are unable to do?
In what ways are you limiting yourself? Have you resigned yourself to a certain life without leaving room
for possibilities?
2) Now take a look at these areas that you are controlling or trying to control. In what ways can you begin
to hand over the control to the Universe? Do you remember the example I had given you earlier about my
phone situation? When I finally let go of trying to get
the phone company to do what I needed them to do, I
felt so much better. I began to look at it as a cleansing.
At that same time in my life, I was also cleaning out
many other areas of my life. The whole reason I
moved was because I was getting divorced, so I guess
you could say I cleaned out my husband. I sold my
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house, so I cleaned out not only my house but also a
lot of things that were in my house. The fact that
prospects could not reach me on my new phone number was just an extension of this cleaning out process.
My life coaching business was evolving at that time to
something that was more in line with who I really am.
So, it wasn’t necessary for those prospects to find me
because they were no longer my ideal prospects. I had
changed and evolved, so my ideal client was now a
different kind of person. The prospects that did find
me through my new phone number would now be
more suited for me.
This is what I mean about letting go. The Universe
has a reason for everything. Sometimes it is hard to
understand the reason, and we usually can’t see it
when we are in the middle trying to control the situation. Let go and then look deep underneath the
surface – then you will understand. It may take some
time to really understand, but just know that it will
come when you are meant to understand it.
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Tune In and Be Open
This next step is a blast! You want to begin to tune into and
listen to your intuition, so that you will recognize when opportunities are flowing to you. What will happen when you
open yourself up and allow the Universe to bring you what
you desire is that you will begin to have hunches, ideas and
inspirations. People will enter your life that can assist you
with your goals. Events will come up that will put you in the
right place at the right time. But you will miss out on all of
that if you are not tuned into your inner guidance. And if you
are missing out on all of that, you will fall back into feeling
like life is hard, because it will be hard! You will be fighting
an uphill battle. Instead of flowing with the current of ease,
you will be lost in the rapids trying to figure out what to do
next.
Intuition is such an important part of the flow process because without it, you won’t know where the Universe is
leading you and you will miss the signs it gives you. Without
tuning into your intuition, you will even miss the obvious
things it puts in front of you. For example, you might not understand that the annoying person you just met has a purpose
in your life. You might dismiss him or her because they do
annoy you, but by doing so, you could be passing up a great
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opportunity that they could bring to you. Or you might be
passing up a potential deep friendship that would be an important relationship for you. Sometimes, someone can appear
“annoying” on the surface, but end up being your best friend.
If you had tuned into your intuition, instead of just dismissing this person, you might recognize that there is something
drawing you to that person asking you to pursue the relationship.
Think of intuition as an antenna. All you have to do is put the
antenna up and then you will start to naturally receive the
important messages. The easiest way to do this is to tune in
and be ultra aware. We already practiced awareness in the
first component of this program. There is a reason why I included that as the first component. It’s because it is an
integral part of the get in the flow process, and when you
have developed awareness as your base, you can more easily
incorporate all of these other strategies into your life.

Self Reflection:
Get Back to Awareness
1) If you haven’t been continuing to practice awareness
since the first component of this program, let’s begin
to bring you back to that place. Make today your “Ultra Awareness Day.” Do everything with intense
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awareness. Be extremely aware of what your body is
saying to you as you go throughout your day.” Be
very aware of new people or opportunities that come
into your life today. Look at everything as if it could
be the Universe sending you a message.

Synchronicities vs. Coincidences
Synchronicities are one of the biggest indicators of flow entering your life. They are often misinterpreted as mere
“coincidence.” For example, maybe you are driving somewhere and you get lost and then “coincidentally,” you end up
finding your dream house and it is for sale! Or maybe your
friend begged you to go on a trip with her and you almost
didn’t go because you didn’t really have the money to spend,
but you went for your friend and ended up “coincidentally”
meeting your soul mate there.
These moments happen to us all the time, but usually we
aren’t aware of them, or if we are, we tend to just write them
off as coincidence. They are not coincidence! They happen
because the Universe is helping you out. Always remember
that the Universe knows best because it has the infinite
knowledge. The Universe knows when you need some help
and it will do what is necessary to make sure you get it, even
if it means you have to get lost to find that house, or that you
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need to spend money that you “shouldn’t” spend so that you
could meet your soul mate.
Serendipity is another fun word that you might associate
with synchronicities. The Encarta World Dictionary defines
serendipity as “the accidental discovery of something pleasant, valuable, or useful.” The thing to remember, though, is
that when these serendipitous things happen, they are not
accidental as the definition implies. Though it may seem that
way from our limited perception, they are instead brilliantly
orchestrated by the Universe for your ultimate benefit.

Self Reflection:
Record Your Synchronicities
1) Take notice of synchronicities occurring in your life.
Keep a record of them so you can look back on them
and recognize the flow you are already experiencing
in your life. The more you recognize what is already
there, the more the Universe will continue to give you.
The Universe has a better plan for you than you can
even dream for yourself, so give it a little help, and let
it do its great work in your life.
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Notice How Flow Has Come Into Your Life
Have you noticed anything else aside from synchronicities
coming your way since you started reading this book? For
example, have you noticed that you are having new ideas that
you never had before? Have new opportunities been coming
into your life? Are you having new experiences? Have you
been invited to new events? Have new people entered your
life or have old relationships come back into your life? Have
you been having hunches and inspirations? You might even
notice that you are having new awarenesses, such as things
that normally wouldn’t occur to you or things that you
wouldn’t normally be aware of.
Be on the look out for these things because this is where the
magic comes in. When you open the door of flow, these are
the beautiful things that start coming to you. Make sure you
notice them and grab onto them as you ride the stream of
flow.
Symbols are another important thing to take notice of. For
example, the praying mantis is a symbol of peace and calming, so if you see one, it can symbolize that you need to take
some time and slow down. One time, I was doing some gardening just as it was beginning to get dark, so I wasn’t able to
see the flowers I was pulling weeds around as clearly as nor248

mal. After a few minutes, I remember focusing my eyes and
really looking at the flowers, and that is when I noticed there
were four praying mantises on the flowers. That’s right, I said
4! That is extremely odd, don’t you think, since it’s rare to
see even one? And those praying mantises really knew what
they were doing because I really needed to take some time
and relax. A great book to help you learn about animal symbolism is called Animal Speak by Ted Andrews.

Self Reflection:
Take Notice of Flow Happening For You
1) Take notice of the following as they come into your
life: new ideas, new opportunities, new experiences,
new invitations, new people entering your life, old relationships coming back into your life, hunches,
inspirations.

Write

them

down

each

day.

2) Notice symbols as well, especially when they come
into your life more than once.
3) Keep a running log of new-isms (These are new
awarenesses, new thoughts, “light bulb” moments, and
anything that you accomplished that you would normally have thought about or dealt with differently.)
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Small Changes = Big Transformations
Once you have opened up your intuition and remain tuned
into it, you can then follow the path the Universe leads you
on. It is about going with the flow and transforming bit by bit
along the way. What happens when you go through this
process of flow is that you will find yourself easily making
little changes, and before you know it, those little changes
will create big transformations in your life. The changes you
make will appear small to you because they will be so easy,
but when you look back on your life a year from now, the
transformation will be drastic, hence my phrase, “small
changes = big transformations.” You really are accomplishing
big achievements and changes, but they seem small to you
because you are in such a stream of flow.

Self Reflection:
Recognize the Changes So Far
1) Your life can change in big ways when you allow
yourself to take baby steps. Think back over the last
month, six months, twelve months or so, and note
what small changes you have made and how they
have transformed your life in big ways. Write them
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down and expand on the impact of those changes in
your life.

Take Inspired Action, Not Just Action
The next step is to make sure that you take action on the opportunities and ideas that come to you. What good are all
those wonderful occurrences if you don’t act on them? The
key word though is inspired. If you start taking action and
plowing ahead with your plan, you might head in the wrong
direction. You of course need to take action, but it must be
inspired if you want it to flow. If you have followed the process I have outlined up to this point, then you will be taking
inspired action, because you will be acting on the opportunities and ideas that are coming from the Universe and your
own intuition. By taking inspired action, you will accomplish
those actions with ease because you will be in the flow.
You don’t want to take action for action’s sake. If you don’t
feel inspired to take the action, it is better to not even take
any action at all. What do I mean by being inspired to take
action? It means that it feels right, or you sense it is the right
path for you. Inspired action is the natural progression from
picking up on the hunches, opportunities, and synchronicities
that come your way. Once they come and you allow them to
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flow into your life, just look for the natural path to take from
there.
This step also includes recognizing when something isn’t
working and taking inspired action to change it. The transformation process is never fixed. It is a constant journey, and
therefore, needs constant reassessment. When something isn’t
working, you will be nudged and prodded by the Universe
until you realize that you need to change it. Just listen for the
nudging. Also, as situations change in your life, your transformation process will change, so remember to always remain
open and recognize the inspired actions you need to take so
you can continue to move in the right direction at each
unique moment in your journey.

Self Reflection:
Notice Your Inspired Actions
1) Notice doors opening and move in the direction of the
open doors by taking inspired actions.
2) Keep a running list of inspired actions (These are the
actions you take each day to bring you closer to your
goal. Also note what inspired you to take that action.)
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Trust Your Inner Callings & Nudges
We have been talking a lot about trusting the Universe, but it
is also important to bring up here that you want to make sure
you are trusting in yourself as well. Trust your inner callings.
Trust that you will be able to attain your deepest passions.
Believe that you are entitled to fully experience your essence.
A calling is innate. It comes from within us. It is the destiny
of the soul. It wouldn’t be there if it weren’t meant to be expressed and experienced.
If you believe deep down that other people can have the
things they desire, but you can’t, you are again closing the
door on manifestation and flow. You must believe it is possible for you to have it too! Why would others be allowed to
have it, but not you? You see, that makes no sense! We all
have the same rights and the same opportunity to get what
we want in life. Don’t make excuses saying that things are
harder for you, or that you wouldn’t have a clue how to get
that thing that you want so badly. Who cares! Do you think
the people who manifested the same things that you want
knew exactly how to get them? What they did know how to
do, whether consciously or unconsciously, was to use the
Universal laws to attract into their lives what they wanted.
And they probably also believed they could have it. Again,
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don’t close the door on possibility by saying it’s not in the
cards for you. The Universe has a much grander idea of what
your life can become. Don’t limit yourself. And don’t belittle
yourself by feeling you are somehow inferior to others, so
you can’t have what they have. That is nonsense! It makes no
logical sense. Look at all of the people who, despite terrible
odds, attain and accomplish things that no one could have
believed they could have or do. If they can do it, why can’t
you? Allow yourself that possibility.

Self Reflection:
Believe in Yourself
1) Practice believing in yourself. When you hear yourself
saying something isn’t possible for you, listen to how
absurd that really sounds. It sounds like you are telling the Universe that it does not have the power to
give you what you want, like it can do it for others but
you are such a tough case that it just doesn’t have the
ability to make it happen for you. How crazy and absurd does that sound? Just spend today shifting your
perception in that way.
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Flow vs. Struggle
We are not here on this earth to struggle. We are also not
here on this earth to be perfect human beings. We are meant
to fumble and fall because that is how we grow, and the ultimate purpose of our existence on this planet is to grow and
evolve as a species. As one of us grows, our species begins to
evolve. So yes, many times we struggle because it is necessary to help us learn and grow, but the problem comes in
when we don’t learn from the struggle. When we just keep
struggling from day to day, and when we feel trapped in that
struggle, we are not growing. It is when we learn to break
free from that struggle that we will have grown past it. It is
also important to note that though some element of struggle
may be necessary in our lives to help us grow, there are many
methods and resources we can tap into that will reduce that
struggle significantly. That way, we are still learning what we
are meant to learn but with so much less stress and struggle.

Self Reflection:
End the Struggle
1) When you start to feel yourself struggling, stop and
ask the Universe to take over, and then do something
differently. I have often heard that the definition of
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insanity is “doing the same thing over and over again
but expecting different results.” Allow the Universe to
present new ways of doing something to you so that
you can end the struggle and try a new way.

There Is a Reason for Everything
Look at life as if everything happens for a reason. Are you in
an unhappy marriage? Okay, so why did that marriage happen? There must be a reason for it. I am now divorced, and it
sure was a difficult relationship. There were times when I
asked myself why I was even trying to make it work. One
day, I realized I no longer needed to make it work because I
knew why we were together and I also knew that there was
no longer a reason for us to struggle to stay together. What
often happens in these kinds of situations is that people hang
on and try to make the marriage work because they don’t
want to fail at it. What I realized, however, is that by staying
in the marriage, I was failing. I got several wonderful things
out of that marriage. The best, of course, was my son. But I
also learned many things about the differences in people and
how to deal with those differences, and I learned that timing
is everything. To explain to you everything I learned would
take up too many pages of this book, but what I want you to
get is that I wouldn’t have learned these things if I had a
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happy marriage. I am a better person for having learned
these things, and now that I have learned them, I can move
on. To stay in the marriage, I would have actually been failing myself, and my ex-husband, because we would have been
holding ourselves back from the next chapter in our lives.
So you see, everything really does happen for a reason. The
good things and the bad things are all for a reason. When we
are not in the flow, we often don’t recognize the things in our
lives as happening for a reason and so we stay in marriages
that we should no longer be in, and we don’t make the
changes we should be making in general. We miss the signals
that tell us what to do next in our lives. We end up resentful
and hurt because we misinterpret what happens to us, and
we generally go through life as if we are asleep.
When we awaken to our souls and we begin to get in the
flow, we recognize why things happen and because of that,
we are able to progress through life with more ease and less
heartache.

Self Reflection:
Notice Things Happening For a Reason
1) Take a significant occurrence or change that has happened in your life and trace it back to its origin, so
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that you can see the necessary steps that aligned
themselves in order for that occurrence to happen.
Sometimes these things are small and sometimes they
are huge. Either way, they happen for a reason.

Our Destiny is Not Set - We Mold it
We come to this earth with a destiny, an outline that our
souls have mapped out for us. Before we reincarnate on this
planet, our souls have certain lesson plans that they want us
to gain the knowledge from so that they can evolve. Our
souls choose certain lessons they want to learn and they purposely put themselves in places and with certain people and
situations that will bring about the realization of those lessons
by incarnating on this earth.
What is important to understand, however, is that our destiny is not predetermined. We can mold our destiny by how
we choose to react to the situations we are put in. When we
are less tuned into our souls, we tend to take the wrong path.
For example, if our souls meant for us to have a difficult father because it knew that it would be a way for us to learn
self-acceptance, and if we don’t recognize this relationship for
what it is, we will tend to harbor a lot of negative feelings toward our father, and we might say and do things that will
keep us from learning that message altogether. If, on the
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other hand, we are more tuned into our souls, we would
probably handle the situation with a lot more love and understanding and we would tend to not take things so personally.
That will result in a better relationship with our father and
we will become a much more enlightened being because of it.
When you can look at life in this way, you begin to look at
everything differently. You become more enlightened because it is as if a light has been turned on inside of you. You
no longer take everything that happens to you as if you are
the victim. You begin to take responsibility and, in doing so,
you mold your own destiny.
If you find that you constantly attract the same kind of person into your life or if the same kind of situation keeps
happening to you, it means that you have not learned that
lesson yet. Once you do learn that lesson, it will no longer
need to be repeated in your life.

Self Reflection:
Create Your Destiny Outline
1) Write out your destiny outline. Look at your life from
the eyes of your soul. Go back to the exercise you did
where you listed out the lessons you feel you are here
to learn, and under each lesson, note the situations
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and people in your life that are helping or could help
you to learn those lessons. Then ask yourself how you
can better handle those people and situations so that
you can learn from them and move on without having
to repeat them and struggle with more turmoil. Be
grateful for the outline your soul planned for you and
recognize how it is helping you to grow and evolve.

Without Flexibility, Flow Cannot Exist
Throughout this entire process, it is important that we remember to always be flexible and willing to go along for the
ride. By following the program I have outlined, you will be
taking inspired actions to accomplish what you want. You will
open up and allow the Universe to lead you along your path.
And when you do so, it is very possible that you might start
out heading in one direction and end up in another. You always want to keep a plan for yourself, but just be willing to
change it as you go along. You need to be flexible. Things are
constantly changing, and you need to change and evolve with
them to remain in the flow. When you do, you will find that
you are no longer struggling to accomplish an uphill battle
because you are in that state of flow, and your goals will be
accomplished with much more grace and ease.
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I’ll give you an example of what I am referring to here: You
might get a strong urge to take on a new position, but then
shortly after you take the job, you feel like it was the wrong
move. You’re miserable and you just want to move onto
something else, and you might feel like that whole move was
pointless. But if you look deeper, you will probably find that
it wasn’t. You probably took that job because the Universe
knew it was how you would meet a person who could assist
you or how you would learn a skill, even in that small amount
of time that you were there, that will be useful later. Once
you met that person or acquired that skill, you no longer
needed to remain there. You see nothing is ever for nothing.
And all the planning you made to take that job and the
changes you made in your life to make it work were part of
your journey, but now you are moving onto a new journey. It
doesn’t mean that you took the wrong journey or that you
should just stick with that job. This is what I mean by being
flexible.
This step also includes recognizing when something isn’t
working and taking inspired action to change it. Since life is a
constant journey, it needs constant reassessment. When
something isn’t working, you will be nudged and prodded by
the Universe until you realize you need to change it. Just listen for the nudging. Also, as situations change in your life,
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your transformation process will change, so remember to always remain open and recognize the inspired actions you need
to take so you can continue to move in the right direction at
each unique moment in your journey.

Self Reflection:
Be Open to Changing Your Path
1) Be open to messages from the Universe that might
warn you to take a different path. Always follow your
gut since it is the portal that receives these important
messages.

Keep it Flowing Exercises:
Reading this information once is not going to keep you in the
state of flow, so it is important to keep it all in front of you.
One way to accomplish that is to carry a journal with you
and capture any of the following throughout your day:
•

Recurring symbols or phrases that come up.

•

“Coincidences” and synchronicities. Ideas and inspirations. Note when an inspiring idea hits you.

•

Hunches and intuitive guidance. Write down a hunch
you had and the outcome it led you to.

•

New opportunities that entered your life.
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•

New/old relationships that led you to new opportunities or that assisted you in your transformation path.

•

Events that popped up in the right place at the right
time.
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Conclusion

If you’ve made it to this conclusion, I am sure you are beginning to experience flow in your life. Isn’t it wonderful? Each
component in this program is an important step in the get in
the flow process because without the compilation of all of
them, the stream of flow would be broken. In the Get Awareness component, we learned that awareness is like a light
illuminating your way so that you can see what you really
want, you can see the miracles that surround you, and you
can see the important energy and Universal power that contributes to your wellbeing. In Get Resonating, we learned that
without the knowledge of how to plug into the law of attraction and the law of resonance in a positive way, we will not
be able to stay in alignment and will therefore fall out of the
state of flow. In Get Quiet, we began to nurture our minds,
bodies and souls, which is necessary so that we aren’t too
busy to find and create flow in our lives. In Get Authentic, we
experienced how finding our essence can help us to act from
our greatnesses and to get in alignment with what we were
meant to accomplish in our lives. In Get Fearless, we learned
to break through our fears so they won’t hold us back from
flowing. In Get Present, we found that true happiness lies only
in the present moment and that if we are constantly searching
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for it in the future, we will miss out on flow altogether. In Get
Guided, we started to recognize the Universal knowledge that
is sent to us constantly from heavenly beings, helping us to
flow because we are no longer struggling through life alone.
And in Get Flowing, we learned to open up to the infinite
knowledge so that we could really start to see things falling
into place. Without all of these important components, the
stream of flow will feel out of our reach.
Now that you’ve read through this book, you can continue to
use it as a manual for happiness. All of the components are
here for happiness, and if you will take the time to practice
them, you will learn to let go, get in the flow and love life!
You might choose to open the book to one random page each
morning or night to inspire you to practice that flow skill for
that day. This will allow you to keep it fresh in your mind so
that you can continue to develop the habits that will lead you
toward a life of beautiful flow and joy. If you are like me and
you read through this book so quickly because you just
couldn’t put it down long enough to stop and do the exercises, I would strongly suggest you now go back and read it
again at a much slower pace, taking the time to do each activity thoroughly with care. Knowledge is good, but when you
add experience with the knowledge, that is when you will see
results.
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If I can leave you with one final message, it would be to always allow your soul to lead you. Remember, your soul holds
within it the knowledge of the Universe and it is right within
you! You don’t need to constantly seek outside of yourself for
answers and happiness. If you can learn to tap into the beautiful part of the Universe that already exists within you, you
will be guided through life with ease, because your soul already knows every component in this book and it will guide
you through. By tuning into your soul, you will make better
decisions, you will have fewer frustrations, you will know
what is important in life, and you will be filled with an overall
sense of joy and wellbeing. Following your soul is what will
allow you to flow with life in an easy and effortless way. It is
truly beautiful! I wish you much love and happiness in your
journey of flow!
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Additional R e so urces

Get in the Flow Summary Guide – Download your summary
at

http://getintheflowbook.com/get-in-the-flow-summary-

guide. This will provide you with an at-a-glance summary of
the most important points in this book, helping you stay in
the flow.
Enchant ~ Designs for the Soul – For inspirational, artistic
journals

to

record

your

self-reflections

in.

www.enchantgifts.com
Medicinal Plants Zone – I believe a big part of holistic wellness comes from keeping the body healthy and healing in
natural ways. That’s why I created a wealth of information
on herbal healing at www.medicinalplantszone.com.
CarpeVITA – Science-based information on health & wellness
to help you take control of your life with easy, convenient,
affordable and sustainable solutions. www.carpevitainc.com
Sequoia Records – Spiritual music perfect for meditating or
changing the energy in a room. Sign up for their newsletter in
order

to

receive

one

free

www.sequoiarecords.com
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download

each

month!

Soul Meditation – If you liked the Soul Meditation I walked
you through in this book and you want to have it on CD so
you can meditate along with it, pick up your copy here (it is
included on my CD titled, Change is Hard; Transformation is
Easy): www.faithmdavis.com/audiosbyfaithmdavis
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